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SEPT.

. NATIONAL

INDIA LETTER.
#” - MIDNAPORE,

Ek

About this time thy. statistics for
Register of 1482 are ‘being ollboted,
"I wish to express the hope that we
have more figures and better than

the
and
may
ever

some

sur-

prising revelations ! That good man,
whom he be, has had my sincere sym-

In conflict o’er the loved still living.

pathy for several

Why come they, daily pressing st the gates,
Except for love’s unfeigned confession?
Bourbon—Stalwart—as he waits,

years.

Who can tell

how many Quarterly Meetings, and possibly Yearly Meetings too, sent him never

a figure? He hadn’t the heart to drop
them out altogether (as they deserved to

‘Wears on his face the same expression.
prayer to God have raised,
any lips could word it,
“God be praised,”
;
that he has heard it.

So may our lives, in ebeerful homage, aim

To show faith’s tryest attestation,
Decade to decade thus proclaim
God's lasting goodness to the nation.
~ Independent Statesman.
BO go--0—
Be
oo

One of the

corporators sends an article, too late for
insertion, suggesting that the many read-

‘ers of the Star unite in prayer for Bro.
Mosher and his family that they may have
a safe voyage and for the corporators who
are to meet next week that divine wisdom

may be given them in the selection of his
successor.
AA

. SUBMISSION.

be) so he tore out the page for some
previous year and inserted it again.

Review of Princeton, N. J., which keeps
No. 3,’page 135) the editor marks the fact
that there are seventeen less churches and
seventy-six less ministers reported in the

Register than

in the previous one, and

suggests very charitably: ¢ We infer
that the falling off in churches and ministers, results from more accurate statistics.” It is very good of Bro. Wilder to
put the case so, but we don’t believe it.
My pencil almost instinctively put an
interrogation mark against that remark,

means doubted:

And I believe

will to bow;

1881 I may not be able to tell, but I know

like to

have

eur

way,

and are confident that our way is best.
Yet the sacred Word gives us examples
of submission that are instructive. Such
is the example of David when his earnest
request for the life of his child was denied,—** While the child was yet alive, I

fasted and wept: for I said, who can tell
whether God will be gracious to me, that
the child may live ? But now he is dead,
wherefore should I fast? Can I bring him

back again? I shall go to him, but he
shall not return to me.” More expressive still is the case of the apostle, who
thrice besought the Lord that the thorn in

his flesh

might depart from him.

But

the answer was: ‘‘ My grace is sufficient
for thee : for my strength is made perfect
in weakness, Most gladly therefore will
I glory in my infirmities, that the power

can not mur:
:

fresh, strong men, in these

two

districts

of «Balasore and Midnapore. Let the
short paragraph in the introduction of our
Report headed, MORE

MEN

WANTED,

be

SELFISHNESS,

a sharp eye to progress in missionary
work. In the current number (Vol IV.

BY REV, B. A. SHERWOOD.

Probably, there is less

selfishness in

this age than formerly in proportion to
numbers.
But, if there is less in the aggregate than ever
much selfishness

before, there is very
yet among men, and

much of this is a very misleading and
dangerous kind.
What selfishnes s has lost in quantity,

it has largely gained in quality.

It seems

determined to keep pace with the times!
Hence we have it coated with truth, and
labeled with argument, and protected by
trade marks, and endorsed by ministers,
and defended by churches, and

published

by the religious press. And it is marvelous how many diseases of the soul this
medicine

is warranted

to cure,

and all

genuine assurance of divine approval.
The first scriptural act of justification is

M. fared.

was I don’t know,

Whose fault it

but nearly one-half

of

reason fails to appear in the Register. As
that church represents nearly twenty-five
per cent. of our numerical strength in
this field, its omission
undoubtedly
created surprise, and gave rise to many

queries.

If other parts of the denomina-

tion were equally conspicuous by their
absence as Balasore, you can readily
reckon the effect upen the accuracy of the
totals in the last Register. Of the sixtysix Q. Ms.,

however,

only

thirteen are

unconditional obedience to God's will!
“Son, give me thine heart.”
Nothicg
short of this can save

the

soul,

and

the

masses of men generally acknowledge
this, but do not yield. Why?
Men for
the most part seem determined to have
their own way in this life, and men do
not change much after middle life.
The excuses usually given for not surrendering self to God are not so many as
they are subtle and fallacious. When di-

graced with the significant heading, ** No

of Christ may rest upon me.”
Prayer is a Christian duty, even im-

rectly approached upon

Returns,” which
that some of the

portunate prayer.
Real prayer, from a
pure motive and in faith, is never in vain

from full or satisfactory.
* Before dropping the subject I would express again the hearty hope that our next
Register may contain fuller and more accurate figures. The responsibility falls, I

serious and fitting ‘manner, occasionally
the unconverted take refuge under the
liberal notions of the day; but we have
usually found this class to be among the

or unanswered. Not that specific requests
will always be granted. This is
much to expect. We are limited in
our faculties, and are not to dictate to
Infinite. We should commit our ways

too
all
the
to

forces one to conclude
reports seat in are far

believe, on the Q. M. clerks, but theyjcan

will provide, and over-

do little without the co-operation of the
church clerks. * If each clerk would make
it a matter of conscience to answer the
regular questions promptly, the full returns would be made up quickly and correctly. Our Year Book should present
the full facts, and not merely a fraction

It is wrong to be presumptuous even in

of them. If we are to keepan account
at all, let us keep it correctly,’so that our

him, with the assurance of his wisdom
and goodness.
Whatever he does is
right und for the best.

It may

not seem

So tous, We are surrounded by mysteries, and have to pass through many

trials, but God
rule for good.

prayer. We should ever be submissive.
Jesus in Gethsemane prayed that the

this subject

less candid, most ignorant

and

in

most

a

in

corrigible, though occasionally we have
found some well informed and rather exemplary persons apparently holding to
the liberal belief. The excuse generally
given by the young is that they ‘‘ have
not considered the matter.” But this is
oftener an evasion to a candid and direct
answer than the expression of the truth.
1t is a fact, to which all Christians are

witnesses, that the matter of personal sal-

vation is considered at an early period in
life. One of the more subtle and common
excuses under which the sinner finds

statistics may be reliable for future reference. ‘I say again thatI believe full shelter is his grpat veneration for holy
bitter cap might pass from him, bat udd- statistics will show that there has been things. If he should make a start in reed,* Thy will be done.” However dear no loss in either church or ministers but
Tligion, he argues that he would not, or
.and valued may be the object to us, and a net gain in both, as in the number of could not live up to the standard of duty,
hogyever earnestly our hearts may be set communicants.
and therefore he prefers to remain as he
upon it,we are not to set our will above’
On the 4th inst. our pupils enjoyed is. Sometimes this seems to be the candivine.
their holiday, and we should have relish- did conviction of an individual, but more

._

Nor should unbelief be allowed to follow a denial of our request. Sin has

made most fearful ravages.

From that

ed ours better had it not been for the frequently it is an artful evasion of the
shocking news concerning President truth which is as transparent to the ChrisGarfield, which reached here on the after- tian ag it is artful. Whether serious or

early day when righteous Abel fell by the noon of that day.
violence of his
brother, until the Saviour
was betrayed by one of the twelve and

died on th cross, sin has reigned; yet

his life!

The

Thank God for sparing

whole world seemed

to

hold its breath for a day or two after the

say Lord, Lord, shall enter into the King-

dom.”
OO

OUR SCHOOLS.

church, thatat Balasore, which for some

Y.

nary ends,drowns the voice of reason and
drugs the moral senses! ‘Not all that

BY

the communicants and four-fifths the
ministers belonging to the Balasore Q.
M. are omitted entirely. These all are

our

otherwise the excuse

is fallacious,

and

will utterly fail when subjected to the trying test,

But the more

common

excuse

REV, D. WATERMAN.

What shall be done for them?
The very
able paper byA. T. Salley, read at the
meeting at Ocean Park, and published in
the Star, Aug. 31, clearly shows that they
are an element of power that is essential
not only to denominational growth and
strength but to denominational life itself.

ITE

law of life, vegetable, animal, intel-

lectual and spiritual, that

in a mysterious way. He made the world

the steps of thé late Emperor of the Russians, and fall by an assassin’s hand! I
Fighteousness. don’t wonder that the attempt on Presin, and not dent Garfield's life produced a profound
we see but a | sensation throughout Europe, as the En-

‘beings,

a

wil

This is but a world of p
of full retribution. Now
part, while the Infinite Eye sees
the whole.

Longer éxperience

often shows ug the

the divine plans.

By and by we shall

error of our minds and the rectitude of

glish telegrams inform us.

What sover-

eign is safe, if ' assassination comes to he
the favorite mode of disposing: of a per-

sonal enemy or an unpopular ruler?

It

many in the’church who are nothing bat
hypocrites!” Upon this ground they refuse, if for no other reason,

to surrender

themselves to the convictions of right.
This sort of self justification seems so
plausible to some that they present their
excuse with complacency and with unsliaken confidence in.its logic, to

pearance.

We

have

listened

all

to

ap-

these

know a great deal more.
:
is to be hoped that the poor wretch whobe trite excuses, emphasized by gesture and
Therefore walt wilh patience. As a
name* has. suddenly become notorious,
religious tone, many times, and have
people we have passed through severe ‘was a lunatic indeed, as has been hinted
generally found that those who make such
ordeals again
and again. - Though’ all of in one of the cable dispatches.

can not be induced to come to the light
. ‘them were connected with_deep wrong,
These rainy, stormy days our work has after such excuses have. been swept away
“they have not destroyed us. In our in- I trast been moving on slowly and surely. by !'scriptiiral ‘argument. Human de-

— through the help of God we con- Some of the days it has seemed as though
Aue
firm to our allegiance. In every there ‘were no stin! Wo have had severe

pravity is a fact whether men are willing

to admit it or not;
and I know not, that
instanos prayer has been answered in our. trials. This month I'have been obliged this
depravity
practically
demonstrates
behalf. | Tt has helped us to realize our fo"dtimidsanother student from the Bible
itself
more
clearly
in
anything
than in the
Weakness, our dependence,
ue and faithful.

and to be the

-.. An all the trials we ‘endure, personal,
social, national, let us ever seek the grace

School under very painful circumstances.

I hope those
stronger

who remain will

be the

and better fof some of these

dark days and sad lessons.

Such a séa-

national

suicide.

planning

and

There

faithful

must:

be

executing

wise

in

the

same spirit of self-sacrifice and holy trust

in God as characterized the beginning of
these

enterprises.

pected

of

the

This

can

generations

not

of

be

ex-

men

with

there

must

weakness of the excuses and arguments

Him who gave His life to purchase your
redemption, and consecrate your hearts
and lives, and all you have and are, or

hope to be, to God and his service, remembering that there is that scattereth
and yet increaseth.. God holds you responsible to him for the use you make of
your income, and if you selfishly ignore
his cause, the cause of suffering humanity,
when the last great day shall come, you
will be ‘Weighed in the balances and
found wanting.” May God have mercy on
you.
;

be

++

HOW TO AB TE ANIMOSITIES.

cle referred to, ¢* All must agree that it is

1. Don’t insist upon traversing the old
ground of grievances, again.
If you and
the other party have amply discussed the
matters of difference ;—especially, if you
have done it over and over, and at the
close of each . attempt, found yourselves

denominational

suicide

to

send

our

young men to schools other than our own.”
For the work to which they are called,
doubtless our own schools give them the
best fitting. But other and older schools
do offer greater advantages than we have
grown to at present.
They are richer and
can employ more men, who are older and
of larger experience.
Wealth attracts
wealth, and culture attracts culture, and it

is not strange that our young men are
sometimes sorely tempted in that direction.
Nor is it stra

t they

should

some-

times fear
gfiat sacrifices they make to be
qualified/to be able ministers of the New
Testament would not be appreciated. But
prejudices against an educated ministry
are fast dying out among us. Our leading
men in most of our churches are demand-

ing men of intelligence and culture as pastors and teachers.
The demand is greater
than the supply. Our men who have had
the benefits of culture have now an opportunity to do a glorious

work

for

God, in

perfecting the work that is begun, and
lifting the denomination ‘to a higher
plane of social influence.’’ But behind
them

must

be

the

denomination

itself,

ready not only to second their effort but
anxious to be led to battle and victory.
We now come to the questions, What shall
be done for our schools?
How shall we
make them more efficient? The first question is very easily answered.
Enlarge
the endowment funds.
Then they will
place more men in them, and give them
sufficient compensation to enable

them

give their whole strength to the work

signed

them.

Then

they

can

to

as-

increase

their sctentitic apparatus and add to

library and so increase their efficiency.
But how shall this be done?
How shall
the money be raised? History is constantly repeating itself. We may learn
something from the past. How were our
literary
ipstitutions
originated
and
brought to their present prosperous condition? A single thought seized the minds
of many of the leading brethren and laid
the foundation of united action. That
thought was, that the future growth and

‘prosperity of the denomination depended,
under God,on a well educated and properly
trained ministry. Hence arose the necessity
of providing the facilities for intellectual

and spiritual culture for those
evidence that God designed

who

them

gave

for

the

Christian ministry. The conviction was
profound and intense, and more common

before the denomina-

our churches, and, though violently and
even bitterly opposed by many, gradually
won the confidence of a large majority of

our people.

God set his seal to the werk

ang raised us up friends, literary institutions were established, and hy great sacrifices, especially by poor ministers who
had worked on small pay, 6r partly supported themselves by
manual labor or
teaching, fands were raiséd, ‘and the in-

stitutions so far endowedas

to enable

them to make a respectable beginning.
The progress has been rapid and now our
institutions of learming will not suffer in
‘60mparison with others .of thé same
grade.
,

« No

denomination

has done

more,

ac-

cording to. numbers and.wealth, in the last
forty years,or ever,than our own. We have:

nothingto boast of,

To

glory.

only

But we have

God

be all the

begun.

Not

To stop where we are is to die.

apart in your

opinions than

when

you began and more estranged in your
feelings, do not try that hazardous game

a

To let

erings.
4
:
:
$
5. But Christian friend who would assay ‘this: pacific - style of doing, let me

whisper to you that your efforts may be
wholly, and will in a great measure be," in

vain without fervent prayer. If your spirit
is vindictive, the softest words, even could

you keep to soft words,

might be of no

use. The flash of your eye,or your gen—
eral aspect and bearing, might give the lie

to honeyed
words. ~ Shallowness
and
hypocrisy may mislead less often than
many are aware. If you are mainly sincere,
yet are disposedto maintain your point,,
and put your brother or sister: wholly in
the wrong, this spirit may defeat your en—

deavors.

You

must

in this, refrain from

looking on your own things,

and obey the >,

inspired rule to look, also, on the things
of others, and specially of him whom you
aim to conciliate. . You will need to . pray
on the way, and while conversing, particularly if ¢ Old Adam ” begins to rise, when
a tart reply is given to your ‘words of
peace. You may find it hard enough, in
such a case, to keep right, with all the
grace you have attained, and will find it
necessary to. watch as well as to pray.

But because it may be difficult will

decline the attempt?

you

Are you ‘willing to.

go into eternity at enmity with you neighbor, perhaps a Christian brother? Unless
we
forgive can we be forgiven?
No.

matter if that neighbor,or Christian brother, is the

greaver

offender...

One

of

the

parties must begin the workof reconcilement, unless, indeed, both should set out
together,
But if your alienated neighbor is-nota
Christian, is it to be expected that he will

He may

wonder that

you, a Christian, do not, and he may think
meanly of religion because you do not. And
pray, what is

does not make

our religion

us

good

for,

if it

more benevolent

than

are the enemies of Christ? "What must our
Redeemer,

who

prayed

even for his mur-

derers, as he hung upon the cross, think of
prolonged animosities between those for

whom he died?

again. Such an endeavor may.bé hopeless
8s no doubt it commonly is. The renewed

YORK LETTER,
NEw YORK, Sept. 8, 1881.
discussion, too often commenced on each
The memorial dog-days of 1881 seem to
side in a strife for victory, perhaps with a
have culminated wow
If the slighu
disposition to make as few concessions as
but refreshing change of wind to-day
possible, and to put each other chiefly if
shall not be reversed, the formidable heat;
not wholly in the wrong, must, usually,
of
the last two days is a thing of the past,
only aggravate the evil.
3
and to President Garfield and many a less
Even in an argument touching mere matillustrious sufferer will come fresh hope.
ters of opinion, when there is no animosity
The papers say that the oldest inhabitant
but simply a difference\of views, and it becomes evident that the reasonings of each can remember no precedent to yesterday's
I shall pass many more hot
party make little impression upon the other weather.
save to confirm him in his opposing senti- days in this pilgrimage before I can antements, and his own arguments have
same effect, it Is wise to desist while

the
the

parties are upon friendly terms ; for to per-

sist might not only alienate them the more
in their opinions, but imperil their friendship. In fact, prolonged debates of any sort
are usually fraught with danger of evils.

2.

Do'not insist

word.

It

has

date the oldest inhabitant, if IT ever

do;

but already I can remember vividly a day

in which the quotation was 102 degrees in
this city, and when

my

sensaticns

were

upon having

the last

somewhere

related,

fretting about.

that a married pair were once sitting at
the table, when a little animal ran across
the room.
Then ensued a scene like this:
¢ See that

NEW

quite comparable to those of yesterday.
But that was many years ago, and perhaps the oldest newspaper inhabitant was
too young then to know just what he was

been

mouse.”

‘No,

my

dear,

it

was a rat.” “0, no, not arat,buta
mouse.”
‘Yes, it was arat.”
¢Isayit
was a mouse.”
‘And Isay it was a rat.”
ceasing to live together.
After a while,
being tired of this kind of life, they were
reconciled. As they sat again at their
table, one of them said,” ‘ How foolish
our quarrel was about that little mouse”
“The rat, my dear.”
¢‘ No, the mouse.”
“But it was surely a rat.” ‘‘It was certainly
amouse.” And so they had the quarrel all
over again,. and separated once more, I
know not whether for good. Whether true
or fictitious, this story well illustrates what
is meant by insisting on having the last

:

It is surprising tome
discouragement of the

to see
public

the
fr go

emsy
the -

effect of yesterday’s heat upon t .be Rresident. It was enough to prost rate many a well man. Of this I was pe srsonally. sensible. It seems to me am ple eause to account for all the fever a’ 14 exhaustion suf: -

fered by the ‘ nation’ Jj nations” at Long
Branch.

Iwasnot

far from

there

i

and

can testify to the * ingyficient mitigation of
the heat by the seq ain; although it was~
by nomeans the hoy blast that swept

if

i

through the, streets of the city. The very

ilti

surf seem’ ,q « prostrated.” In the ever
ing, how aver, “the still languid breeze

was of *, wonderful quality, on the iron
pier, * ghere one longed to sit or lie out all

y
nigr.t; so in
ici us was the soft
861 ;sation. Not
- faintest sense chil)I", bracing St
n cooling ; it was jpst
word, and the sapreme folly of it. Multi- equalizing, and brought the senses: and
tudes of bitter and prolonged alienations, the system into pure harmony with: their
environment. 1 believe that the lightest
beyond all question, may be traced to tls
clothing would have been superfluous.all
very thing. The spirit thus displayed is
night, while full ordinary clothing was not.
one of reckless willfulness,ready to imperil

the most sacred friendship
pleasure of having

among thinking men than amy one believed.
God was preparing the way for
an onward movement.
It was made the
subject of prayer. The object, in a definite

form, was brought

wider

endowed with the grace of meekness, and
some inay be, naturally, high-spirited. Let
the Christian, if such be hisinfirmity, resolutely resist the pleadings of his unsldin
depravity, and cease from their petty bick—

take the initiative?

BY D. R.. TAPPAN.-.

They became at last angry, and separated,

their

selfishness presents to justify itself.
: school of any grade in our denomination
* We have alluded to the unconverted but needs at once an énlargement of funds.

thug far; but what shall we say of those

privileges you now enjoy and transmit
them to the generation that is to follew,
you must drink largely of the Spirit of

growth (progress) or decay and death are
certain. It is truthfully said in the arti-

heavy tidings came, wondering whether given is the utter abhorrence the sinner tion and explained and defended,
and it
there
was the sate
God over all, working the honored President was to follow in has for hypocrites (!) *‘ And there are so commended
itself to the leading men of

in wisdom, with the freedom of rational

our institutions of learning die is denomi-

dominion.

0-0-0
40+

made of ‘‘roots and herbs !"--of that which
is simple and can not possibly damage
the moral system! But the more you
take of it, the worse for yourself. Selfishness is selfishness whether sugar-coated, set in virtue or framed in benevolence.
Without a voluntary total self-surrender
to God no (one can have a full and

how

“who were once enlightened (converted)
and have tasted of the word of God and
of the power of the worldto come, if they
shall fall away” from-benewelence? Inno
respect does selfishness seem so revolting
as when itappears in the lives of those
who have professed to be free from its

What shall ‘we say of him whom ‘this educational’ movement comThey have done. their duty,
whose store-houses are full: and whose menced.
done.
their
work, and many have been
A cheery letter just received from a annual j
e thr exceeds all the necesyoung Scotch missionary in the hills sities . and secular comforts of life, but called up higher aud the burden of years of
toil and, care is another’s. Other heads
touches a point FPve thought of more} whose sordid love of gain drives him to
must plan and other hands execute. Those
than ‘once. Speaking of an unhealthy retrenchment in Christian enjoyments
who see and feel the necessity of an ontract at the bage of the hills he says: “I and go stops the only religious newspaper | ward movemen
t must come to the front
am rather of the opinion that what the in the family, and ‘‘ cuts down?” the paltry and, relying upon. God, plan for
an adchurch wants to stir her up to good heroic pittance he has been giving. to support vance all along the line.
work is a good healthy death rate among the church, where he stands a member,
The next great effort should be to seher missionaries. The grave often sends to about one-half the former amount? cure
a liberal endowment of the schools,
stronger appeals than the pulpit, the What shall we sayof him who stands just and to replenish our depleted mission’ and
speech of dead lips is often louder than on the verge of eternity clothed in his educational treasuries. To go back is
words of the living.” Are our young purple and fine linen who turns a deaf to die. To remain as we are is to die, and
But leaders
men in America waiting for some of us ear to the most touching appeals of needy die an ignominious death.
to die? ‘Would it not be every way wiser institutions and starving objects of benev- must haye followers, and brethren of our
to come to our relief before our strength olence ‘lying at his gate? What shall be churches if you would see your own
church prosper, and preserve for yourfails and the work drops from palsied
the reward of him who perverts the judg- selves and your children the religious
hands? We can find full work for several ment, tutors conscience, and for merceWe

periodical press are accustomed to notice
our Registeras it appears from year to
year, Une of them is the Missionary

to the inevitable, but an intelligent moral
exercise. . It is often very hard for the
we

his help most precious in times
Yet, what are our sorrows

read over, and prayed over too.—J. L. P.

many others among your readers will be
disposed to doubt the correctness of = that
supposition.
5
How others fared in the Register for

This is not a kind of forced subjection

of divine help. He who “was tempted in
all ‘points like as we are promised to be.
with us always. We feel his presence

Some of your readers know that several of the best representatives of the

which

D. D.

as”the present and such $&asons of

trial make one feel more deeply the need

compared with his?
mur nor repine.

July 28, 1881.

make

son

near, and
of trial.

rote

-yenture
to say he could

Its best aid, with death so near,

BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER,

;

mah who has to make the book put into
the witness box, and put on oath, I

GRATITUDE.

lp

weight of glory.

denominational strength ? Were the poor

14, 1881.

A REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

out

exceeding and eternal

me ashamed. Does anybody fancy that
its figures gave any just idea of our

A nation balancing ’twixt hope and fear—
‘With indignation rife—and giving

. Hearts that a silent
More strong than
Now say devoutly,
And fondly trust

our light afflictions

before. ' For one I must confess that the
perusal of the Register for this year made
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for the selfish

one’s say,

in a matter

at all uncomfortable. It wags unique and
memorable experienceof wether. With.
the purity and delicate stimulus: of the air,

this perfect element must have done

of utter insignificance.
What direful effects must often follow
those few foolish last words.
Suppose, e.

President untold good last night.

the.

Coming back to the city, however, was
that suggests comparisons. net
g., that such a married pair were the pa- toa change
be named to ears polite.
Before leav-'
remts of half a dozen or more young chil- ing the lower bay, the warmth began to
dren; who can éstimate the evils resulting be felt as
if'from a great furnace or conWithin the
from a course of such extreme folly? flagration many miles away.
What great harm would ensume, if parties Narrows, every minute steaming palpably
who cam not agree, should reasonably increased the sensation of heat, and
abreast of Governor's Island, the heat beagree to differ? Probably the world will
gan to be oppressive. On the elevated
exist its appointed time, whether it be a railways, the cars had been all day like
rat or a mouse that runs across the room ; heated ovens, and the wind they caught
'and, most likely, our farms and warehouses
within them was taken from metallic
housetops so hot that a foot imcautiously
will not run off, if two friends should
set on one of them would recoil as if i
amicably and quietly retain their varying
opinions
touching
some
insignificant had stepped on a hot cooking stove.
Business is suspended for to-day, in the
point.
:
chief commercial lines, to join in prayer,
3. In the case of a disagreement, if one or in profession to pray for the President.
patty is a professed Christian, and the There is a good deal of true religion in
other is not, let the Christian evince the this age ; I trust more than ever before;
excellence of his religion by making the and what therei8 makes a good deal of
Let us
first advances toward a reconciliation.
It show on sentimental occasions.
be
thankful
for
so
much
that
is
not
atheisis due to religion, due to himselfas one of} tic in general public sentiment, at such a
its representatives, and due to his fellow- period of aggressive atheism. It “althost
man; and to Christ,

He should never

whose

walt for the

servant he is.

unrenewed

seems as if the recent assaults” on

tian faith had on the. whole

Chris.

been an’ ee«

‘sinner to take the initiative in exhibiting .casion of stimulating it-in the popular
a Christian spirit.
- 4, Further, in many,if not most angry

mind more than of weakening

it:

Kyis

dently, at least, this. great providential

discipline has called the consciousness of

disputes, however it was at first, both the people and of the nation back to ‘God,
parties are too apt, at length, to be hlame- .with a power to which: preaching:is inYor,
worthy.
Not all real Christians are richly deed foolishnese.
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* For the Gospels sake ” we ought
to be willing to sakrifice many minor
:
FF
things.
II. The * crown of life ” is worthy of
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The race and the prize.
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Living
Living
Danger
A good

1 Cor. 9:22—-27.

to the Lord. Rom. 14: 1-12.
for others. 1 Cor.8:1—13.
of using wine. Prov. 23:20—35.
example. Jer.35:1-10, 18, 19.

S.

Fruits of the Spirit.

8S.

Christian. warfare.

Gal. 5: 16—22.

Eph. 6: 1018.

“GOLDEN TEXT :—** Every

siriveth

man that

_for the mastery is temperate in all things.”
—1

©

:

Cor. 9:25.

«Of 'the increase of his government
and peace there shall be no end.” Is.

should be called

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
How five new Sunday-schools were
provided for is told in a letter written

The

1 Corinthians 9: 22-27.

the American Sunday School Union to
the secretary: ‘ The grant just received
from you is very timely, and my gratitude
and joy are not to be expressed. I have
just organized some five schools, which
need help, and I did not know what to do
for them ; but the Lord has provided.”
At the close of the services, on Sunday,
Aug. 14, of the Chinese Sunday-school

Training
Topics— The art of saving men;
for the prize; Victory through self-restraint.

Notes and Hints.
Circumstances.—The apostle Paul lived at
« “Ephesus about three years, during which time
he made a short visit to Corinth, where there
was a Christian church,s ¢ 3 of whose memugh his preachbers had been converted *

ing.

* “Divisions

connected

in a sad condition.

4.

\

,

The art of saving men.

clared his intention
to
Christian religion, and

i.

i]

he, be-

yond doubt, is the one whose
ment and peace shall increase
1
end.
This prophecy of Isaiah brings
a similar declaration made long

governwithout
to mind
after by

that last and greatest prophet of the Old
Covenant, John the Baptist. ‘He must
increase,” was the utterance of that voice

—the echo, if you please, of the early

end.”

;

Noné of us can fully understand how

adhere to
asked that

the
the

communicates

this

Faith

has

will all Scripture,
and the history of eight-

social system, first wheeled into its place

and Paganism

and functions on that day when Chris-

een centuries, are in harmony

was stricken unto death.
From our placein’ history, it is given
us to look back over eighteen completed

a full account were to be written of the

already

:
This Faith took root and began growing at a time when it was sorely needed.
Those persons who think we live in an
evil age would do well to inquire into the
political and social life of the nations that
encircled the blue waters of the Mediterranean at the beginning of the Christian

Christian centuries. In the light which
they shed upen-it;-hew seems the ancient

tianity shot above the

horizon.”

And

if

sympathy and help that since then have
been given to the outcast, the destitute,
and the perishing,—even if a full account

: were to be written of what is being done in
prophecy of Isaiah?
this line to-day through Christian agenin
* If the world has not grown greatly
cies, ‘I suppose”—to use the words of
righteousand
knowledge and wisdom
ness, since the advent of Christ, and John, speaking of the deeds of Christ—
wherever his Gospel has prevailed, the “that even the world itself could not conhistorians have written falsehoods. If tain the books that should be written.”
The advance of Christ's Kingdom is
we are not living in the true Golden Age
of the world, we

no previogs

may

rest assured

that

generation has seen it, and

that it exists only among the possibilities
of the future.

In those parts of the earth where

Christianity prevails, advance is seen in
‘many things. Idolatry has given way

also seen in the progress of peace-princi-

ples throughott
.Romaa- temple

the world.
of

Janus,

The old
which

was

dred long years that immediately preced-

before it, and all those impure and cruel
practices connected with heathen relig-

ed the advent of Christ.

of the Emperor Theodosius, when the colossal idol that stood as the grand representative of decadent polytheism, and the
magnificent temple—the Serapenm at Alexandria—in which the god towered, with
arms outstretched to the opposite walls,
fell forever beneath the battering-rams

the exception. The old cruel strifes which

ions. Ever since the year 391, in the reign

- of character, are fhus gained. The apostle
(Paul understood thoroughly ‘the whole

as we can, direet the little ones ie
and heaven. These sermons seem to please

shrink from a rigid application of it to
{ himself, nor should we who desire to sub-

wide awake and ready for the bigger dis-

- due all easily besetting sins.

~The application of the principles of this

all the people.

The

congregation 'a

course after hearing the little one.
children come

church than

in

greater

numbers

The
to

before, and some of them

n habitsin regard to the use take notes, and we hope their ‘souls are
‘lesso
to our

"benefited as well
of intoxicating liguors,iis plain and easy.,

of them is at war with bodily ested.”
usehe
“T
+
ol
bet

4s their minds inter-

S006

with

it.

More and more clearly is it coming to be
seen that the destiny of individuals, and
institutions, and nations, isto be deter: ~ mined by their relations to Jesus of Naz-

areth.

Those governments and faiths

that have rejected bim have lost the scepter of empire, and are either punished
or hastened to dissolution.
There are
unwritten as well as written signs of a
coming era,when under the whole heavens
shall be prolonged the cry thatrang in the

soul of John on the Isle of Patmos ;
kingdoms

of this world are

The

become the

kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ.”

Running my eye over the columns of a
newspaper, I noticed this expression—‘‘a

kept ‘open in time of war and closed in‘ fresh religion,” Christianity was meant.
time of peace, was closed only twice, and And I thought, indeed it is a fresh religthen but briefly, during the - seven hun- ion. Itis like the hills which, though

Once war was

the rule among men, and peace the 'exception.. To-day, peace isthe rule, und war

‘once filled the earth have been greatly
diminished in modern times. The settlement of private wrongs and of international difficulties by adjudication and
arbitration, instead of instant and fiery
appeal to the sword, is’ becoming more
and more common.
Gone forever are
and axes of the Roman soldiery, idolatry
and idolatrous rites, whether in the for- the old judicial combats in which, as we
ests of Central Burope, the Druidical are told, ¢* The knights fought on horse-

they took their stand on Creation’s miorn-

ing, are renewed, made fresh and fair,
with each returning sun. Let those persons who think that Christianity will grow

old, consider that there are things which

mever grow old. It is not tifiie that makes

things old; itis the presence;in vital connection, of

‘the

corruptible

consequent

the passage
of
corruptible elements
istence,

elements,

decay
time.

decay

and

that “aitends
Where these

have

comes

no

such ex-

not,

thing

a

grows not old; ‘it remains forever
young and fair, its freshness perpetually

groves of Britain, the wilds of Africa, the

back and the common people on foot, un-

renewed.

jungles of India, or the islands of the sea,
have always perished before the advance
of the Christian Gospel. The end is always what an intelligent Hindu declared
it would be mm his land: ‘The story
which you tell of Him who came, and

til the stars appeared—if

ments of eternal youth. Ii. adapts itself
to every age, and to every form and
phase: of human nature.
Conquering
manifold oppositions, bursting the restraints of old forms and creeds, snap-

fell

before,”

and

also

neither
those

party

* private

clannish wars by the laws of which the
kith of the chieftains to the seventh generation, were

bound

“to

espouse

the

item, which throws some light on Sundaycause of their kindred.” The spirit of all
school work in the far West: ¢ Team
ddied, and rose such strifes is perishing from the earth.
another. Itis to be feared that many consecration, as a sequel of. heart-conse- era. This Faith, I say, took root and be- pitied, and taughty“an
Victories like that which the United
t
again—tha
story,
sir,
will
overthrow
men never even stop to think whether or cration, is illustrated by the remark of a gan growing at a time when it was soreStates and England shared in the work
our
temples,
destroy
our
ritual,
abolish
this
in
not they may be doing anything
superintendent of a union mission scheol’ ly ngeded,—at a time, too, when the
our shastras, and extinguish our gods!” of arbitration at Geneva, are becoming
direction. If only they be getting on recently organized in Dakota.
Speaking world was ready fp receive it.
And while I speak of false religions, I far more numerous than victories on fiery
themselves so as to seem to be making to a missionary of the American. Sundayhistoancient
by
afforded
evidence
The
conare
they
think
of Mohammedanism—that
vast fields of blood. In that future which the
salvation,
own
' ~sure of their
school Union, of some who said their
ng, that a vast and deep power whose sole element of enduring Christian spirit is hastening, * nation
tented. Such are in danger of missing teams must rest on Sunday, and so re- ry is convinci
had long been going on in strength in the midst of- polytheism lies shall not lift up sword against nation,
preparation
the very thing they busy themselves most fused to take their families two or three
tien for the reception of in its monotheistic conception; but with neither shall they learn war any more.”
of
minds
the
man’s
a
that
It may often happen
about.
miles to a Sunday-school,
he
said: such a gospel as Jesus preached under
Of all the things that go to show the
this truth it has allied such errors as
rests
himself
saved
being
of
-main hope
¢ Well, my team belongs to the Sunday- the glowing skies of Judea and beside
progress
of Christ's Kingdom among
make it a weak thing beside Christianity
upon the position he occupies in regard school just as much as I do.” ”
et.
g
men,
I
can
not speak. I will add howIt,
Gennesar
of
waters
sparklin
the
to which it must eventually yield. And
to the salvation of others. No manis
The thirty-seventh annual report just as one has said, ** did not break suddenly already, as competent testimony assures ever, that it is seen in the abolition of
helpgreatly
very
likely to make himself
issued of the Church of England Sunday- upon the world as a new commencement "us, in those eastern lands the borrowed slavery so generally throughout Europe
iful toward the saving of his fellows by
sehool Institute for 1880-81, forms a bulky —altogether unconnected with the past, brightness of the crescent is paling be- and America, in the widely made declara‘accident. It mustbe by some choice and
12mo volume of 360 pages. The greater and wanting in all points of sympathy fore the increasing and solar glory of ‘the tion of the freedom, fraternity, and equal
«effort on hts part. There aresome things
rights, of men, and in the tendency,
‘he must do, aud some things he must part of this space is taken up with con- and contact with the then present. It cross!
§
densed
accounts
of
the
centenary
celebrad
which
thought
of
lines
along
proceede
He must, certainly,
In spirituality, I may say, the world ever discoverable, toward free and rerefrain from doing.
tions observed by the church associations,
preparaof
ages
through
laid
been
had
As one has well
has grown rapidly with the progress of publican institutions.
so adapt his methods of work to the
and by statements of the results of such tion.” Not only Judaism, but, for insaid,
It
was
the
Christian
Faith that
him
‘about
men
of
the Gospel. And what is meant by spir. ‘different dispositions
celebrations.
The Sunday-school cen- stance, even the schools of Greek philos:as ito be able to win their confidence,
ituality? Not fanaticism, surely. From broke down the cld Roman imperial dogtenary was made the occasion of com- ophy, ‘fulfilled a preparatory mission
this, if I mistake not, genuine Christian- ma of the people as chattels, tools of the
awaken their affections and affect their piling the statistics of Church of England
ity.”
Christian
for
this
ity is to deliver the world. If spirituality state, and gave birth to the idea which is
awills. - Though some may attain
Sunday-schools. Complete returns were
,
manifest
a
appeared
Christ
When
it
others,
means fanaticism, with what fanaticism beginning tq, sway the nations, that the
than
readily
ipower much more
obtained from 8,405 out of 14,466 parishes. change was taking place in the attitude
implies—a zeal that is headlong and people are the state, and the states a
whay be improved and increased by culti- These showed a total-of 1,289,273 scholquesgreat
the
to
as
minds
thinking
of
blind, gross superstition, self-inflicted common brotherhood.” The growth of
vation. There is an ari of soul-saving, ars and 113,412
teachers.
The
total
Christ's power is seen, moreover, in the
things,
of
nature
and
origin
the
of
tions
bodily tortures, hermitages in the wilderand its study ought not to be overlooked number of scholars, including those
dy any one who desires the Masters ap- in the parishes which here made no re- the being of God, the duty and destiny of ness, long pilgrimages to sacred shrines, uplifting of women from a state of social
the human race. Men had long been —if spirituality means these things, then degradation—oh! how much woman owes
sprobation. In thatart the principles of turns, is estimated at 2,222,891.
A
self-control and self-sacrifice are funda- detailed table of statistics is given in the striving to solve these problems by their it must be confessed that past ages have to the Christian gospel! —her emancipareason. Philosophy in Greece had its been more spiritual than the present. tion from a virtual siavery once universal
mental. report.
!
historic. genesis more than six centuries But spirituality does not mean these but now disappearing, even in its last
11. Training for the prize. In this
—8. 8. Times.
before Christ. It dwelt apart from relig- things. It means to be as Jesus was in vestiges, from all the centers of Christian
comso
are
contests
athletic
when
«day,
oO
+o
ion, making Reason its sole instrument, purity, and patience, and gentleness,
and civilization. It is seen, too, in the vast
“mon, we know well what pains those take
TEMPERANCE
HOTELS.
-and irrepressible conflict now waging
unquesan
‘for
ridicule
only
having
and
tender
charity,
and
generous
unselfish-'
with themselves who are to contend for
A writer in The Rescue says: * The tioning Faith. As time went on, howev- ness, and prayerful devotion to the will against intemperance on both sides of the
sprizes in various games. No restraint is
old fraud that a temperance hotel won't er, it became increasingly evident that of God.
And in these qualities the Atlantic. This monster is hydra-headed
‘too severe, no discipline too rigid to be
from
far
so
were
*‘
attacked
problems
the
pay,
is
exploded
;
it
certainly
looks
as
if
it
if’
world has greatly advanced since the and sometimes seems to us invincible;
endured with patience and gladness,
a
hotel
could
make
a
little
more
if
it
sold
exthelr
that
solution
a
nearer
being
success.
of
chances
the
days when foul idolatries stained the fair- but as the hydra of ancient mythology
.tends to increase
All questions of food and dietreceive the a large quantity of liquors, or run a safe treme difficulty was only just becoming est abodes of civilization. In a hundred was finally slain by the might of the hero
appreciated.” ¢ The difficulty”, says an- million homes, to-day, God dwells as he Hercules, so also this modern hydra will
most careful attention, and no self-in- faro game, or robbed its guests at night,
or
gave
them
counterfeit
*
money
in
* became more and more appar- never dwelt in the hovels, or the palaces, in the end—by what precise means and
other,
.«lulgence is allowed to weaken the body.
change, or did a variety of villainous ent until, at last, it was pronounced in- or the temples, of Greece and Rome. methods may not yet appear—be crushed
#¢ The value of temperance is here prethings besides the foregoing. But a well- sufferable.” “Centuries of thought bad Since Jesus taught, men have learned to by the might of Jesus of Nazareth.
~4pgem \ in a very striking view. When
“ Of the increase of hs government
. even fi? heathens wished to accomplish kept hotel can pay a good return without not advanced the mind one step nearer pray as they never prayed before, and alrobbery, drunkenness, gambling or other to a solution of the problems with which, 80 to live as they never lived before.
and peace, there shall be no end.”
- anythisg that demanded skill, strength,
debauching influences being included in childlike, it began.” The incompetency
Under Christian influences, the world
The record of eighteen completed
power; ¥igo.T of body, they saw the neces- its sources of revenue. A hote}awill not of Reason was thus demonstrated.
has
plainly advanced in morals. Impure Christian centuries sustains this prophewere
they
and
te,
sity of-befug . tempera
succeed unless it has hotel talent at its Thinkers throughout Greece, Asia Minor, habits ‘and social infamigs which were
- so. * Ahd ‘this py-oves What all experiment
ey. In results achieved, in geographical
head, and a talent that knows that an Syria, Egypt, and at Rome, learned to once both common and unrebuked, have
accomto
extent girdling the globe, in numerical
wish
men
\.!
thet
has proved,
honest, upright, morally conducted busi- distrust Philosophy.
Continual failure been gradually slinking from sight since
strength ,embracing, I suppose, a third
. plish much, ‘they an.'St be temperate. It
ness has the best chance of success every led to a sound conviction; so that finally the pure eyes of Jesus have looked upon
of the population of the earth, in spiriti proves that men can a0 more without in- time.
na
;
“not only did the mind doubt the solu- them, and his lips have spoken thei? eon- ual power, Christianity grandly justifies
' toxicating drink thax 4i'ey can with it.
<The temperance cash grocery is a sue- tions of the great problems which others demnation. Crimes once committed, and
the glowing predictions of the Hebrew
“The example of ‘these Grecian athlelw— cess already, and is going to be much had attempted—it even doubted the possirx
Usiheir “wrestlers, 'bozers and racers—is more 80; now let us have a hotel, and ‘bility of any solution.” A great change deliberately, in the broad glare of day seers.
The futility of all human efforts to opugiinst dll the' farmers, and mechanics, make a success of it, and be ready then was taking place such as clearly indicat- ‘without a blush of shame, are now
and seamen, and day-laborers, and gen- to do likewise with some .otliéer good ed the opening of a new era in human done—when at all—within the shadows pose Christ and his Kingdom has been a
of the night, and are spoken of in whis- | thousand times shown. All such efforts
tlemen, and clergymen, end fawyers, who project.”
history.
pers, and with a decorous reserve.’
have ended, and must end, as did that of
plead that stimulating drink is necessary
et
fp Ap pres
beReason
Christ,
before
eenturies
Six
and
heat,
and
cold
bear
to
The growth of Christ's Kingdoni is the apostate Roman Emperor who swore
‘to enable them
came divorced from Faith. When Christ ‘seen, again, in the development of huSERMONS FOR CHILDREN.
toil and exposure. W litle experience
by all his gods that he would exterminate
A writer in a recent number of the was baptized in the Jordan, Reason was mane sentiments and practical benevo- the followers of Jesus, but whose exclafrom men like the Grecian wrestlers, who
once more seeking Faith’s companion- lence among men. In the parable of the
mation, as he fell mortally wounded on
had something that they wished to do, is Tilustrated Christian Weekly, related the
ready to yield into her hands, so Good Samaritan we see the spirit and the field of battle, ‘Galilean, thou hast
ship,
“much better than a great deal of philoso- result of an experiment in services for
far as their nature demanded, the un- purpose of Christ in contrast with that of conquered!” furnished a formula for the
;
$
‘phy and sophistical reasoning from men children. ' He said:
some
find
to
and
“We commenced the first Sabbath in solved and insolvable problems. This is the priest and the Levite, whichis that of dying utterances of all the bitter oppowho wish to drink,
sargument for drinking that shall bea January last a series of five-minute ser- seen, for instance, in the fact that after the non-christian world. Says Dr. Pack- nents of Christ since his time.
«salve to their consciences.”
mons to children. Every Sabbath morn- the transfer of Philosophy from Greece to ard, the life-long professor of ancient lanVoltaire is credited with having once
Egypt a kind of faith-philosophy arose in guagesin Bowdoin College: ‘I never
III.
Victory through
self-resiraint. ing, just before we give out the second
said
that Christianity was the work of a
the schools of Alexandria. Men were met in my reading with the idea of an in. &.Self-restraint is often irksome but it is hymn, we take a text, and preacha little
single man, and that he hoped to live
in
confide
and
believe
to
ready
more
firmary, or hospital, or asylum, among
a part of the price that must-be paid for sermon to the children. This sermon is
long enough to show that one man was
g
i anecess. Wild, undisciplined, wnregu- somewhat like a telegram. We eondense things exceedin their power to compass the ancients, except for sickly cats ‘(re- sufficient for its destruction. Again, he
and demonstrate than once they had
‘lated forces often defeat the very causes it. We make it very simple.. We put in been. By aslow and toflsome process, garded as sacred) in Egypt.” The first prophesied, * In the Nineteenth century
it
one
or
two
points,
and
give
one
or
two
hospital known in history was the work
« they would help. The patiently working
involving the defeat and humiliation of of a Christian emperor (Constantine) at the Bible will be an obsolete book.” We
illustrations.
We
spend
no
time
in
wisely
and
ing
"powers, carefully husband
are now told that not long ago the very
Reason, and bringing out a clear presen- Constantinople.
*‘ Had
then,”
asks room in which the great infidel wrote that
“expending their resources, are surest to apologies to the old folks, and try to
avoid all twaddle and childish talk, which tation of the spiritual wants of the race, Thomas DéQuincy, *‘ the Pagans of all
:
‘win in the end.
audacious prophecy was. packed, from
sensible children do not always admire,and the civilized world had been prepared by generations before the Christian era no floor to ceiling, with Bibles for Switzer
,
victories
moral
that
true
ly
1t is especial
ce,
and
to,
appeal
an
for
Providen
Divine
charity, no piety, neither money or ver- land!
-and victories in the discipline and culture in as plain and direct and interesting a way

philosophy of the matter, and did not

~~

correspondent

Fa-

and

a let-

to his own land.
A

Everlasting

Peace;

Street

prayers of his teachers should follow him

man

“ought to be satisfied with simply getting
through the world so as to save himself.
Every one should be ambitious to help

ee

Vernon

God, The

Prince of

much the’ Christian
The student firmly “dé: done for the world.

called to China.

similar vices.

No

Mt.

Wonderful, Counsellor,

song of Isaiah heard across the space. of
seven centuries—** Of the increase of his
government and peace there shall be no

ter was read from one of the Chinese
students at Hartford, who had been re-

After his
was wholly neglected.
Ephesus, he wrote this, his first
the church, addressed to them and
churches in the vicinity, some of

which had become affected with

the

Congregational church, in Boston,

existed; immorality had crept in, or

rather, had stalked boldly in, and wholesome

“discipline
return to
-epistle to
‘to other

with

Mighty

ther, The

from Huron, Dakota, by a ‘missionary of

He found the churc!

As-

:
9:7.
This declaration of the ancient prophet
we do not hesitate to connect with Jesus
I. The Grecian games.
:
Nazareth. Twenty-six eenturies have
of
II. Paul's use of the customs of his
since its utterance, and in them
‘elapsed
:
age.
III. The warfare between Will and all Jesus alone presents a figure in which
the early prophecies concerning a MessiAppetite.
:
He it is whose name
| ah find fulfillment.

—
ey

[A sermon preached at Ocean Park, by Rev.

C. A. Bickford, before the New England
sociation of Free Baptists, Aug. 9, 1881.]

have preached the
III. They who
truth to others may fail of being saved
themselves.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.

orb, and magnetic center of every perfect

the throne of the Csesars

THE INOREASING KINGDOM.

greater self-denial than all earthly crowns.

ries from the formation of the first church

at Jerusalema Christian emperor sat on

I.

{ For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

ml

Communications,

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

Sunday-School Lesson.—Sept. 25.

THE RACE AND

14, 1881.

SEPTEMBER

the exercise of, Faith—for a revelation of bal sympathy, at the service of despairGod, and the preaching of salvation | ing poverty?” and thus replies: *‘ No,
through Jesus Christ.
none at all.” ‘By a thousand indirect noThe: truth of the proposition that when tices, it mightbe shown that an act. of
the Christian Faith took root and began charity would, in the eyes of a Pagan
growing the world was ready to receive moralist, have taken rank with an act of
“The great planetary
it, is seen in the great need which then drunkenness.”
existed of such a Faith ; it is seen in the orb of charity, in its most comprehensive

There have

been times, indeed,

Chrigtian faith

when

and human jsalvation

seemed to advance with a laggard step—
even to stand still and look back.

Great

Christianity has in it the ele-

ping asunder, Samson-like, the fetters by
which men would bind it, it constantly

reappears, clad in new beauty

like a

spring morning, and armed with new
powers like a reinforced and reinvigorated army.

This because

it bears infolded

within it, yea it is, divine

Truth.

and

eternal

What the coming merely eccle-

siastical mutations of the future are,
only He can tell who sitteth in the heavens; but of this thing we may feel sure—
that subtile, spiritual, pervasive, regenerating power,which we call Christianity,
will move steadily on to compass the immutable purposes of God.
So often do we see it flung out ‘that

Christianity is a waning force, that we
need well to understand that the true
Kingdom of Christ not only . has

always

increased from its first establishment but
fromits very nature always must increase ;
and this, too, in the material world as
well as in the spiritual. Christ's King-

dom is declared to be a spiritual kingdom,
and indeed such it is primarily and essen-

tially. But we know two things. We
know that inferior spiritual forces must

eventually yield forever to those which
are higher.

We also know that external

forms must ever, in the end, grow into
conformity with the spirit which becomes
regnant within:

And so we know a third

thing: as surely as the spirit of Christ is
the spirit which has

no

superior—being

indeed that of the Father—so surely will

it displace in the end every inferior spirit,

and through whatever

changing forms,

its triumphant expression in the material
universe will advance and keep pace with
its irresistible progress in the spiritual.

Old forms are continually changing and,
indeed, passing away ; but what cares the
faith which knows that something new
and better will take their places=-something, too,

produced

by

spirit which throbs

the

and

seli-same

strives

in the

Christian system to-day, the erestive, om-

nific energy of God himself?

—

fin

I suppose there are persons even today who see nothing more in Jesus than
a mere man—a wayside philosopher—a
benevolent teacher, of whom the worse
that can be said is that many, probably
on his

own

warrant,

have taken

him

to

|something
be
more than he realiy was.
Stating it very simply,

the trouble

with

such persous usually is that they go not
near enough to Jesus to see him as he is.
As he won Andrew, and

John, and

Phil-

ip, and Nathaniel ; as he convinced the
heart of Nicodemus who came to him by

night; as he drew Matthew the publican
to discipleship, and

subdued

to himself

the selfish spirit of the hardened Zacchaeus; as he convinced the woman of
Samaria by Jacob's well; as he moved
the sympathy

intercession of even

and

governor,

Pontius Pilate, the Roman

and

conquered the rugged nature of the thief

on the cross,—8o re prevails with all the

millions who, seeing him even but partly,

yet see him truly, as when catching but
a glimpse of the serene blue of the sky
the rifted clouds, the mind leaps
between

with joy to the conception of the boundJess expanse that is yet unseen. Some:
far, in

from

times, even

certain

rare

‘moods, men will recognize the true nature of Jesus—as did, for instance, Rousgeau in his famous refusal to compare

Socrates and Christ, ‘saying that while
Socrates died like a philosopher, Jesus
Christ died like a God;

and

as did the

great Napoleon when during that sad and dreary exile at St. Helena, he solemnly

that
calamities, untoward and vast influences, said, * I know men, and I tell you
flan.”
a
than
more
may in the future, as in the past, occa Jesus Christ was
sion temporary apparent retrogradations, When, however, men approach Christ

testimony exceeds
decay of the old religions and philosophi- range,—not that charity only which in- but through the. centuries advance shall more nearly, their
becomes that of John the
cal systems, and the changed attitude of | terprets for the best all doubtful symp} still be made. The movements of Divine even this. It
Lamb of God;" it
thinking minds regarding the exercise of toms; nor that alone which hopeth all Providence in this world are not forever | Baptist, * Behold the

like those of one who suffers becomes that of Nathaniel, ¢ Master,
things, and which, even to the relenting | backward,
. that
| criminal, gives back an opening for recov- defeat, but forward, like those of a con- thou art the Son of God” it becomes
Son
‘the
Thon art the Christ,
ering his lost position,by showing that for queror. ‘‘ It shall come to pass in the of Pet**er,
of
that
becomes
it
| was till you smiled,” was the reply. Love ‘took vigorous toot and grew with such him also there is shining in the distance a last days, that the mountain of the Lord's of the living God;"
resurthe
doubted
first
at
who
,
. | 1s an invaluable element in the teacher's marvelous rapidity ‘throughout the wide reversionary hope: but that charity also house. shall be established in the top of Thomas
work. Tt will thaw out the heart as well Roman empire, after the’ Day of Pente- | which brings aid that is effectual,and sym- the mountains, and all nations shall flow rection, ** My Lord, and my God!"
ror
1 as the body. Try it with your Sunday- ‘cost and the conversion of ‘the first three pathy that is unaffected, to the households unto it.” Gainsay that prediction,in its
Genius
is
eternal
patience.
school class.
:
thousand, that in less than three centu- sitting in darkness,—this great diffusive application to Christ's Kingdom, who

4 «« Are you cold 7" asked a teacher one faith ; and
it is also seen in the early trirawvwinter day, of a little girl who ‘had § umphs of the gospel. Sown as good
ve | walked a long distance to school, «1 seed inthe uptirned and prepared soil, it

|
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INDIA.

We have received the * Annual Report
printed

The Report was

BELIEVING AND RECEIVING.

by

Hun-

dreds, even thousands of the Santals
have been brought into the Church of
Christ. There are now several Santal

of the American Free Baptist Mission in
Southern Bengal for the year ending
March, 1881.”

achieved

at the Mission Press in Midnapore, under

and
the direction of Mr.R. M. Lawrence,

churches, with Santal ministers.

+The present uprising of the Santals
is confined to a district known as the
Santal Purjumas,occupying the center of

the belt I have

described, and

itself the

stronghold of these jungle people.

This

the past year, which seems to have been
one of general prosperity in the Mission.
Nearly all the churches have received ad-

Santal rebellion—in 1855,) a sort of gov-

ditions to their membership, and several

to-

have made commendable = progress

impor-

is an

This

self-support.

wards

As used; much attention has been giv“en to the educational work of the Mission.

The

schools

seem

to have

been

maintained with their usual efficiency, and
to have been instrumental in leading
many of their pupils to become

cal Christians.

theoreti-

Some of those have also

been truly converted, and it is to be
hoped that many others will soon be.
As five-eighths of the missionaries are

women,

the department

of ‘Woman's

Work” is one of the most extensive and
important features in the work.
This
seems to have been conducted with
marked skill and to have been productive

of most excellent results. ‘‘ Medical
work” seems to form an indispensable
part of missionary labor, and has

occu-

pied much of the time of Drs. Bacheler
and Phillips. The whole Report is full
of interesting information in regard to
the progress of the work

in India, and

we shall hope to be able to give our
readers the benefit of much
tained in it.

that is con-

THE RESULT AMONG THE SANTALS..
Under the above title we

find

in the

June number of The Gospel for all Lands
an article from
iips, of our

Rev. Dr. James

own

Mission, and

the interest felt by many of our
in that people we give the article
¢¢ The chief event of the month
Bengal has been the rebellion of

L. Philknowing

readers
entire :
here in
the San-

tals. These people constitute one of the
aboriginal tribes of India, and there may
be two millions of them.

They occupy a

that

come to rethe governwhims, and
their gratifi-

and residence, and an endless number of
el Sear. that the Suspicious Santale nat,
Why-all this?”
to query,
urally began
The Tiinda enumerators made the case
worse by alarming
these superstitious
people. Some said that all the young
women were to be carried off to Assam
for tea coolies ; others that a child was to
be sacrificed in every family. The jungle people arose to resist the census takers.
agli
magistrates had their
dwellings
burned down and fled for their
lives.
Sir. Ashley Eden, our Lieut. Governor, has now settled things by marching several regiments of troops into this
small terrified
and distracted district, and
it is ¢ All quiet on the Potomac.’
.
¢« The cure for this bad state of things
in the Santal Purjumas is a simple and
reasonable one, and has been laid before
the
public. This Government preserve
should be abolished and the country
thrown open, like the other districts inhabited by the Santals, to all; who choose
to come in and take up land. Special
Privileges create special disturbances.
y cutting up this stronghold of the Santals, and attaching it piecemeal to the adjoining districts, with their police and
school regulations, so letting in full light
and airing some of these .old superstitions, stronger

than

life

itself, such

re-

volts will be rendered not only
ble, but, I believe, olay

improbaimpossi-

well.

treat

ble.

Babying or bullying doesn't work
The

Government

must

Santalgylike men, and just like

subjects.

the

her

More of this anon.

other

¢* Darjuling, India, Feb. 19, 1881.”

Selections.

:

LOW TIDE IN THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
The life of every human being has its
ebbs and floods, its shallows and its
depths.

To us all come, in their season,

not intermarry or mingle with the Hin-

joys and griefs, the same day bringing
varying experiences, and the same hour
mutely attesting to revelations of weakness and strength, which only God sees.

dus.

In the life

sounds. These people live in the jungles, and are fond of hunting. They do

__* In his own country we find the San-

tal very superstitious, but quite truthful
They
believe in witches and deal with them in a
summary way. A Santal was brought
before an English judge, under charge of

murdering his wife. He confessed the
crime, and calmly gave the court his reasons for killing her. He said there were
three c¢hildren given them, and they

lived in peace till the eldest child died
suddenly. An old woman of the village
told him that his wife was a witch and
had eaten the liver of the child. This
killed it.

But

he

couldn’t

believe

her,

till soon after another child died in the
same way. - Others of his neighbors then
began talking of his wife as a witch, who
was devouring her own children. He

began to fear it mightbe true.

Not long

after, the last child died and then he

be-

came desperate and shot his poor wife
with his bow and arrow. *‘ I've told you

the truth, and you may hang me for it.”
He was transported to the Andemans

ife.

;

for

** The religion of the Santals is just a
net-work of the grossest superstition.
As yet no name for the Supreme Being

has been found in their

rude

speech.

Their chief object of worship is the devil,
whom

they

call Marang

Buru (great

of a

Christian, not

regarded

from the point of its contact with the
world, but rather from its heavenward
side, the point where it reaches upward

our

Lord

seems, as

though we were touching the hem of his
garment, and receiving a conscious blessing. How easy and natural and sweet
are our meditations as they go forth from
what are transient

and

he saw his wife enter.

these

exalted

We are

states, to

wish

apt

like

in

those

who beheld the scene of the transfiguration, that we might stay on ‘this moun-

tain,” dwell there the rest of our time be-

low, and never again be clogged and impeded by any merely mundane atmosphere.

The rule is that these delightful periods do not last. They are succeeded by
reactions, and the

of the pious wife, that her husband should
“ go with her,” began to fulfill to her pa-

tient waiting.

soul, which

has

li

a

was

He went to meeting with her, and

melted by a sermon on the words, ‘Where
thou goest, 1 will go, * * * * thy
people shall be my people, and thy God
my God ;" he went with her to the family
altar; he went with her on the road to
life, and helped her to lead their children
o-B-0-0
0+

BE INTENSE.

is withdrawn, and the lamp.

been

of faith

burns low.
When such periods come, and
come, alas! to some of God's dear

the
chil-

dren far too often, it is not well to sit
down in dust and ashes, bewailing our

day.

in

mons, but there are some

it is

which

highly diluted. I do not think it should
be so. I have thought that the sermons
of some of my brethren—I must mot

judge them--reminded me of the Roman

wine-carts that came from the Campagna.
When they start from the vineyards they
contain pure wine, but as they go along
and stop by the roadside, the drivers are
thirsty and they drink; then they stop
and drink again, and as they have to get
into Rome. with full barrels, they fll
them up. So the farther they go there is
the same quantity in the barrel, but the
quality is different, and you are recommended not to buy wine at. the gates of
Rome from those who come from the
Campagna, but to buy it in the vineyards.
Now 1 wonder sometimes whether the
spel does not get rather watered down.
think it does ; at any rate, every time
you preach the gospel, I would like you
to give them any quantity of it.
Tt was at a hotel in Rome, where there
was a lady who astonished me with her
appetite ; 1 have never seen anybody approximate to her. No, nor any four persons. 1 speak the truth. I said to the
landlord, ‘¢ Does that lady dine here oft-

en?”

¢ Yes, sir,”

said

he,

‘she

wor-

shipers have no idols or graven images

The cause may lie in an impaited

like the Hindus,

They keep
up sacred

groves like the Greeks.

They

venerate

and almost deify the spirits of their departed.

In the groves you find mounds

from the effort in prayer to do more

just drop
at the

ou to give them so much, and with

not a pastor's visit,

Christian

row because he is absent from
he comes to be our Teacher.

us,

for ten or twelve rupees, a cow

a
tal

Sod of

bon

may become so rauch a thing of: conver-

laudation, and not genuine consecration,

Orissa, was the first to find these deni

There is such a thing as having too much
faith in one's failk-power, too little in
one's Lord.
The growth is too rapid,

of the forest, reduce their weird. tongue

to

writing,

introduce schools

a

them, and give them book in, thelr Gus
language. This ‘was done full thirty
years ago.

mutual
congratulation, of
of views and
of progress,

that, in a subtle way, it may become self-

‘The American Mission in Northern

and the plant withers.
wear themselves out.

y

The emotions

The first Santal school was ~~ Christian character should

;

be built
“opened about 1842 at- Jellasore Patra, broad .and firm opon a foundation of
and was attended by several lads from Christian principles. Frames and happy
the jungles: Three of these first pupils states of min
are pleasant, but one
became preachers of the gospel. it ed should not * tie to” them. It is a good

there
are no less than- seven sion

societies working this belt of Santal
oountry, iz. the Church Missionary Society, the
India Home Missionary (now

breezes from the throne.

Itis a braver

anda higher thing to go straight for-

the path of duty, even when all

a misnomer as its funds come from Ea~ is dark, and we can only cling in our feerope) ) he Free Church of Scotland, Goss- bleness {o the invisible hand that was
Done
ion, and two or-three minor pierced for us on the cross.— Margaret E.
~~
>
dies, besides the American Mission elt Sangster.

iil

:

0

==

of creed,

upon

me.”

“No,”

she

re

lied;
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a

of the church,

$2 50; Postage 25 cts.

Ridge

J. A. HOWE,

healthy growth with a rich, beautiful

first 64 being Tables,

Resident Members, and abont 200 pages of very

—For further’ information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
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DE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
The college year consists of

scientific

EXCE

.
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lent book for all who would “gearch the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9»

RIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.

WORLD'S

Price

Commenia

Lectures

year.
;
d
Board, (including room rent) $2,156
week.
For ar
information apply
to A. A Mour
TON, A. M., Rio Grande,
a Co., Ohlo.

WORLD.
Mrs:S. A. Allen's

gloss, and is dclightfully fragrant.

Minis-

-

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
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for very
Evi
unda;
EESTORY
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ie 1

Adm ration

‘tops’ “falling * Muir

enty-three
twenty-th

Sedrir

Sabbath School

or

removes Dandruff, allays all i

ing

con
11 cts.

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
J.
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

for emmediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of togtimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been a blessingto my poor, afflicted
mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle.
Itold our druggist how excellent it was

and rare,

300

Price $1. Pos

Butler's

Spring, Feb. 14,1882. Sumnier May 3, 1882.
‘or catalogue address the Principal.

ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
unchécked, in paralysis, insanity, or death, Dr.
Grosvenor’s

volume
ovame oof

sermons, by as man

ters.

Lyndonville, Vt.

mal, Classical and Scientific courses of
both sexes.
Board,
$2.50 per week.
enges per year, $125. Rooms for self
2 to $4 per term.
Training department
ers free. Winter
term begins Nov.

DICE, HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROF-

nervous

of

Day,

and Quinby.

$1.00, including postage:

ARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Parsonsfleld
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Nor-

as

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUN-

and

Cheney,

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

Full board
SEMINARY.
CHESTER
Students
of teachers and course of study.
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
practical. Admits both
complete and
course
sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
5
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

AID

IS NOT A PAD,
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
Such

engravings

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the procsedin s of the first sixteen sessions.

R°

But

steel

Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.

B,, Principal,
Pittefield, Me., July 11, 1880.

LTT TL CLCEER

LIVER

There are

Buzzell, Stincbfield, Colby, Marks,

RN, Sec. & Treas.

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal,
cal, Scientific courses of study for both
Full board of teachers. - Expenses low.
Winter term begins Nov. 7, 1£81.

PicesT n
Dr. GROSVENORS’

Views

ational
progress for the century, gives a history
of
our work
in the causes of Foreign and
Home:
Missions, Education] Sunday Schools, Temper-

This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing shorougn work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of iy
The Classical,
Seminary aud English Course.
r full catalogue,
adi dress
e Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

al

Trem re

of,

of Then

$1.00,

is a small book in paper covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the Treatise. Price 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Centennial Record.
A val. of abot 300 pages, reviews’ the denomin~

as-

those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

ME YT

Doctrinal

t-class~school.
Three complete courses of
ghudy, Collegiate, Scientific,
es’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,

tures of

li

till the time

Baptists.

r
rot. J. J. Butler, cone
‘| tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other. on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
Theological Depariment of Hillsdale
ollege.
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 per vol,; postage, 12 cents,
There are two courses of study, gmbracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Theologys Pastoral
The- Butler's Faeology
ology, Homileties and Church
History. Theologidiscusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
cal students have access to the classes and lecof dectrinal theology, and the author’s views

T/A

LAA

York,

The Treatise
containg a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination, and our
general
usages in church-buildmg. It 18 published
by authority
of the General Conference. 25 cents; poss
tage, 1 cent.
z

tants

LW.

Particulars given on application. |

in New

union with the Freewill

inciden

BROWN, A. M.; Principal, with competent

but I think the Syrup will finally
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.

«CURES

the

YNDON

and

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no

agent.

in

It describes with censiderable

detailithe early events of our denominationah
history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Bapiisis

and library fees, only $18 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week. Room,
40°to 75 cents a. week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
- For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medi-

constipation,

covers the first half century of our existence,

from 1780 to 1830.

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Miehigan. Collegi
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough
and cheap.
Finest colle

JOSEPH WAINE.

family medicine

The History of the Freewill Baptists

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham;
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institutionis the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a Specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EX penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
.REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
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Mgs. H. KNOWLTON.

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

Little Star

within

$2.50 if not.

Postage is paid by the

Goucational,

THE

CURE

paid

first thirty days, anid

per box.
torpi dity of the liver. 25 cents
Aa Sold by all Druggists. ©

For sale by all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or six
bottles for 35.

f

:

isa large
rehigious paper of eight pages, in its:
‘| fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and progressive.
All ' communications, should be addressed to Dover, N.H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per year, if paid strietl

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
foto PILLS. They cure constipation; bitioustieag’

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

447, W. 22d St., New

Brain, and

GY

Faia a 10

it. as the best known remedy.
for sick headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope
you will Jet it become better known.
:
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.

up the System, Makes the Weak
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown, Invigorates the

days

Freewill Baptist Publications.

and assured him that he might safely recommen

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

two

The Morning Star.

“Yor all.those Painful Uomplaints and Weaknesses

Strength, and I have had
no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

‘you

a package of the celebrated Kidney-Wort, and
it will speedily cure you. It is nature’s great
remedy for constipation, and for all kidney and

shaun

ery mo spits employed

I

would fain ask whether it would not require an infinitely greater measure of
faith than any set of articles which they
80 violently oppose.—Addison.
A lady was recently trying to comfort
a despondent Christian after this fashion :
“ Why don’t you cast your burden upon
the Lord ? ¢ I do, but he lets it fall back

isa Positive Cure

e Agent

maps and various other helps. Itis intended
It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
socomimon to our best female population.
be equal tothe best, . . « <i oviaiaod Are
Saliva, which converts
the Starch and . ~ :AIt'will cure entirely the worst fornrof
Female Come. _ |. “TERMS: +°20
¢
20 cents
per copy in packages for the
Sugar of the food into glucose:
“A defiplaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation anid Ulcera'
year, or 25 cents to single Sabscntoras 6 cents tox
ciency in Ptyaline causés vind and
tion, Falling and Displ
ents, and the
quent
one
copy.
:
Souring
of the food in the stomach. If
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Lesson Papers
ra
the medicine is taken immediately
after
Change of Life.
of the International Series, for both adulis
eating
the fermentation of food is preIt will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an( children, are printed monthly, at the rate
vented.
fa
100 copiesto ‘one address for $5.00. ie Te on. ad,
an early stage
of devel
t. The
tend
to canx acts upon fhe iver.
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires.
acts upon
idneys.
cerous humorsthere is checked very speedily
by its use.
Sample copies sent free.
It
Re
tes the Bowels.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
- It Purifies fle Blood,
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
The Psalmody
:
It Pusicts the Nervous System.
It cures
Bloating,
Headaches,
Nervous Prostration,
-is the denominational H;
Book, extenIe
motes Digestion.
3
sively used.
Large book, in
Sheep,
80; MorocGeneral 'Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi¥ Nourishes, 8
and Invigorates.
ce,
90;
Morocco
Gilt,
1,25;
Turkey
Gilt, 1.50, °
gestion.
:
t carries
off the Old Blood and makes
new
Morocco,
65 cts;
Postage
9
cents
each.
Small,
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
Tt
the'pores of the skin and induces
postage 4 cents.
and
backache, is always
per
tly cured by its use.
Spiritual Songs.
:
It will at all times'and' under all circumstances
act in
os neu Dees the he! redita taint, or poison
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes ia
In the blood, which ay
Fre
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
offered
to
our
churches
as
the
best
of
all books of:
sipelad, and all mannerof skin
and
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
the kind now before the. public. The abridged:
pound is
iphssed
¥
C
edition is a selection ofjust one-half ofthe hymns:
ere are no sp
em
in its manu.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMand more than halt of the tumes found in the
POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
larger book . and is for the vestry and sociak
y
e aged
and
feeble, care
worship,but is often used in ch
Lynn, Mass, Price$L . Six bottlesfor
§5. Sent
by mail
isd
adrid
A
ttention
to directi
y
for the supTERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1
inthe form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.
and 60 cents. =
ply of churches. Abri
book,
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
Laboratory, 77 West 3d St.,
The Sacred JN
i
freely answers all letters of inquiry. ‘Send for pamphis a small book of 225 hymns and several
WEW YORK CITY.
let. Address as above. Mention this Paper,
tunes
selected
especially
for
prayer
meefings.
v
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
gen; postage, 2 cenis.

Supposing all the great points of Atheism were formed into a kind

thing, and a glad thing, to live fanned by

ward in

SOLD SINCE 1870,
Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

but a physician's.

ious dissipation. There is the possibility
of too many prayer-meetings, and too

sation and
comparison

11,000,000 Bottles
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i
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Lovet, en
&

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
\VEGETAELE COMPOUND.

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

needs

many sermons, and too much
pious talk
for real spiritual health.
Consecration

two

Liver

Nervous debility, etc.

that

be the
any a

himself to drift into a maelstrom of relig-

and

iousness,

a hungering for some clearer revelation
of his presence with keen and bitter sor-

than

the five or six ancestors latest departed.
They are wiser than the Hindus and mar-

or three cloths, ‘They both burn and
bury the dead, but save a bit of the fron-

spepsia,

tism, Dropsy, Heort Disease, Bil-

1t is when our hearts are full of a desire for Christ, a love for
him,
and

of earth (not graves) sacred to Maneko, The flames are bursing dimly, but it is
because the life-forces have been almost
Turutko (the five, the six) and so at stat- exhausted.
ed seasons they pay religious homage to
Sometimes the Christian has allowed |

ry at adult age, the wife being bought

CURE S zeces cers
¢

such

Master's feet, to: just say, ¢ Our

drooping, despondent

BLOOD. |

MARK.)

intensity and force, that it can not be forgotten.—C. A, Spurgeon.

with the tired heart and hands

Father,”
and then keep quiet, may
manifest duties of the hour.

SRL

(TRADE

dines

To propitiate his favor they physical condition. . Overwork may have
sacrifice fowls, kids, buffaloes, etc. For- tasked the nerves. Dyspepsia may have
famished them. Rest,
change of scene,
merly, there can be no doubt, human: cessation
even from Bible-reading, and
These devil

HEART DISEASE

here many times at once!” Oh! I would
like the gospel to be preached in that
way, many times at once.” I would like

mountain).

sacrifices were made.

THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
al

In all that we do and say, let us work
for the Lord and his Church with great
intensity. Let us just throw ourselves
into all that we do, and put plenty of | Tn 1877 I had an abscess on ny Breast, and
prostrated,
powder into it. Iwant our brethren in being 70 years old, I was entirely
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
the ministry more and more to put plenty
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
of gospel into their sermons. You know
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
sermost
in
gospel
of
trace
a
is
soon made a great change
in my appetite and
there

uplifted in a communion which almost insist on putting your shoulder under one
anticipated heaven, is swept by chill end, and you expect the Lord to bear the
winds of discouragement or wrapped in a | other end. This he, will never do. As
darkness which may be felt, so thick and with your soul, so with your burden—he
full of gloom are its clouds. There is must have all or none.”
sometimes an inability to feel anything
but the darkness. The Bible lately so
Shan’t I Take g Blue Pill? vital seems to be a lifeless book. Prayer
No, don’t take it,and run the risk of mercurial
d
ag if shod with lead. Jesus
him- poisons, but when _bilious and constipated get
self

LIVER
Cone ue,

Ea

in the narrow way.—Baptist Weekly.

material, toward

‘the everlasting verities.

ALL DISEASES OF

49-4

clear at times is the perception of right.
How ecstatic the vision of the divine.
How near and dear

DYSPEPSIA,

husban

pass your house and have no inclination

on these big printed sheets, about
and women and children, age, religion

The Santals have no written lan-

or Bengali characters to represent their

|

:
to go in.” °
p
“The exciting cause of this revolt is __ She turned to-go ont, and Martin rose
we have
as it America
the census. H#¥e
and followed her, saying not a word.
a census once in ten years. There are so
That night-was the turning-point in his
many needless questions to be answered life. The long-felt promise to the heart
men

Orissa and the northern in the Rajmahal
guage, but books have been provided for
them by the American and European
missionaries, who have used the ‘Roman

Riding,

¢¢ Wait a little, and your husband will
go with you,” said the landlady.
~ « Mrs. Tolman,” replied the poor wife
advancing to where they were sitting,** I
have waited twenty-one years for my husband to ¢ go with me’—and all that time
I have prayed for him.”
Zl
~ She steadied her voice and added:
«J am certain, too, that God: will answer my prayers. As sure as he is sitting at youy bar, I shall live to see him.

cation. '

belt of country running nearly north and
south, the southern extremity being in
hills.

‘when

cial pains and expended not a little treasure. The missionaries have done much.
But the idea has been afloat among the

of the territory. They have
gard themselves as a pet of
ment. They have their wild
‘clamor with confidence for

West

“You go home,” said Martin, roughly,

Queen would grant them free occupation

the relations of life. We may hereafter
take occasion to speak more particularly
of the reports from the several churches.

in

landlady.

should they become Christians en masse,
their rents would be remitted and the

“fant step in the development of character
and in training them for usefulness in all

Martin,

spent much of |
his time and found him sitting in the barroom with several other men and the

9f Bengal has for years taken spe-

Santals of this district for years

named

lie,” where her

from which other people have been kept
away, To quiet these wild and somewhat’ vindictive inhabitants, the Govern-

me

man

Yorkshire,England, who prayed twentyfae years for his reformation and conversion.
When that long time had passed and

no answer had come to her prayers, she
went one night at midnight, to the ** Pub-

district has been for years (since the last

is in all respects a Very creditable piece ernment preserve, within which the San‘of work. From it we learn much of tals have been granted certain privileges

what has been done in the field during

| MBS. LYDIAE. PONEIAR OF LYNN, NAS

A notable instance of prayer to God
and resolving to take no denial, and preyailisg when hope seemed gone, was
that of the lous wife of a hard drinking

is the Hope of the Race.
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destiny progressively, successfully ? The
great question is, what are we doing?

deeds will shine as bright on the earth as

may. not ours

the stars of heaven.”

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14; 1881,

What we ought to do, is plain,and how

we are to do it, is & question in which we
are all interested. Now progress is not always improvement but improvement is always progress in the right direction. Progress is change—is going forward ;—this is
inevitable. As manhood succeedsinfancy,

' For which are you living? for self or
for
ity —to gratify the appetites

same spirit of resignation even though the
President should not recover ?

#4 All communications designed
‘should
be addressed to the Editor,
.on business, remittances of money,
wddressed to the Publisher, Dover,

for publication
and all letters
&o., should be
N. H.

GEORGE F. MOSHER, editor of the Star,
in accordance

with

his appointment

as

U. S. Consul at Nice, France, left Dover
for his destination and future field of laWer on Thursday morning. Many of his

friends met him at the station to express
their congratulations, sorrows, adieus,
- and good wishes for his future prosperity.
He anfl his family sailed on the steamship

Circassia from New York, Saturday; Sept.
_ 110, and we trust that they will experience
a pleasant voyage with a safe termination,
-and that the wishes for their future health
sind prosperity will be more than realized.

and old age, manhood, so denominations
have their laws of development. They are

expected to increase in strength, in expe-

rience and its benefits, and in usefulness.
As men outgrow the clothes, the toys,
and the fears of infancy, so they are expected to outgrow their imbecilities, timmidities and errors, and put on the habiliments; the courage, the manliness of

their maturity. They may not be better
or happier, but one thing is certain, they
are in some respects different; and you
once

were

any more than you can put the man

back

can not make them what they

into the condition of his childhood, or the
oak back into the acorn.
ure and usefulness is the dark side of the
It is so with the individual Christian
picture. Bro. Mosher has been in the Star who helps compose the church and the
office sonre dozen years, and editor since denomination.
He may sigh for the
the death of of the lamented Day, and no | days of his espousal as the happiest days
‘one will say that he has not faithfully of his life, but he can not go back, and he
discharged his arduous duties until his ought not to look back with any such feelhealth became impaired so as to render ings. They are not the happiest, if he
a change and relief from his labors imper- has lived up to his privileges. He has made
ative. He will be missed in the office a mistake somewhere, either in the lookand by many readers and correspondents ing back or in the going forward.
He
of the Stur; but we hope the * Corpora- ought fo be stronger in faith, love, hope,
“tors” will have wisdom to guide them -in know so much more about God and Chris“the selection of the right man to take his tian duty as to make him more stable and
place, to be our denominational standard- safe, and enlarge his capacity for enjoy“bearer in the future and to lead us on to ment. He will then look forward to the
ultimate success.
day of his final triumph with assurance,
Mrs. Mosher’s connection with the Sab- and with the confident joy of anticipation.
“bath-school papers has been something His eyes, his labors, his joys are all
more than a nominal connection; it has | before him.
been genial and soul-inspiring and it
Our denominational life, in like manmust have been hard for her to sever it,as ner, depends on our future work.
We
wvell as for her readers to have it severed. may achieve a glorious success. Its posSuch is life. No position or relation sibility —its probability is before us, but
there can’ be absolutely permanent. ‘we have something to do, and we must
«Change is the law, and whether it be sad
or joyful, it must come sooner or later to |
«us all, nay, it is all the time coming.
It

“is only demanded of us that we act well
our part to-day, and, as * we know not
‘what a day may bring forth,” seek to be
prepared to meet the responsibilities and
endure the disappointments of to-morrow,
‘making them subserve our onward progress in life.
May our friends find the change exPperienced by them conducive to health,
happiness and a long life of usefulness.
©0000
Bai

DENOMINATIONAL LIFE.
:
VITAL ISSUES.
Dear to every Freewill Baptist is

«denominational

existence,

and

our

for

its

Prosperity he is under obligation to labor.
That we as a denomination have a right
‘to exist, and

shall

continue to

exist,

is

mot to be doubted, or -questioned, or dis‘cussed even, for a single moment.
The
denomination came into existence by a
providential necessity, and the vital principles which produced it are as cardinal
~with us still as ever.
What if Baptists have yielded their
- extreme position and practically preach
as free salvation as we do! Is that a reason why we should return to them who
expelled us for this very thing? If, they

‘have seen

their

wrong

they have not

confessed it, or changed their creed,

‘are we ready now to return to them
--agsent to that creed ?. Furthermore

and

and
they,

-dtill adhere to their close communion asa
- denomination and make it a vital issue
‘between us, while our free communion is
Gast as vital to us as ever, and how can

we surrender our position based on principle and on the letter and spirit of the
gospel ? When they will modify their
«greed so that there will be no vital issue
“between us, then it will

be time

to

talk

about compromising all noun-essentials, |
honorably uniting on common ground and
«coilescing with them ; but as long as there
4s all the reason for our existence that
“there ever has been, our independence is

still a providential necessity.

If our po-

sition is not only tenable but right, and
the Baptists on. that account are. comyelled to approximate us in practice, then
they are the ones who should take the

dnitiatory step towards reconciliation ; and

‘though we would not urge this point, yet,
otherwise, the issues between us

as

legitimate

and

were.

vital

TR

as

they

WHAT ARE YOU LIVING ?

The objects of life are as various, almost, as the people themselves. Each
one has his own peculiar end in view for

which he is sighing and toiling4s though

it were the special object of all living:
A great many of such:come and go and

immersion of believers is the only mode

-of baptism taught by Christ or practiced
“by the early Christians, our position is as
«vital to-day as it was in the days of Ran‘dall,so that the'only conclusion “to. ‘which
© wre can -come is, that we have as legiti-

are forgotten, the world not seeming to

recognize their existence at all.

The end

for which they live isa selfish one; and
if they gain it, it perishes with their
name. Their light goes out in darknes,
like the ephemeral insect that passes away
with the day.
The reason why such a life goes into
oblivion is because its object terminates

mate right to existence as any of our sigs on self. 1t does not contemplate the welter denominations, inasmuch as our rela- fare of the world—it does not scatter rich
tion to others remains the same as it al- blessings upon all around that will remain fragrantin the memories of many
ways has been.
. Then‘while we would have no contro- long after the departure of the benevolent

‘versy with others about these things, we

OURRENT TOPIOS. ~~

or

know of no other means by which the: in.

the

love of fame ? or are your deeds so full of

——THOSE persons who have thought that

kindness, love and beneficence—so full of

the President has been too much doctored,

its successful issue.

CHURCH VIGOR.
Vitality, life, strength, vigor is just as
essential to the prosperity of the church
as it ig in the existence of man. When

so grave and important case has not depended upon the ability and skill of any
one or two men.
‘‘ In the multitude of

master workman, is spending his entire
vacation in hard work, in order, if possible, to complete the building and avoid the,

we see a man

confidence which has been felt in the
known competency of the doctors in at-

languid,

weak,

wanting

in energy, we know that something is the
matter with him ; he must be sick. There
must be some cause—some disease to im-

pair his vitality—to prevent the vigorous
performance of life-work. He was made

counselors

is

safety.”

The

general

wisdom

alone

that bas been brought to bear in the treatmént of the case, but that they have re-

for activity, and the want of it shows that
his indisposition is'‘either criminal or unavoidable—unfortunate.
So it is that when we gee a church with-

ceived countless suggestions from eminent
physicians. and surgeons all over the
United States and have acted upon many

out interest, languid,

of those suggestions.

tive, wanting in

spiritual life and activity, just ready, apparently, to fall to pieces at any time, we
must come to the. conclusion that some-

thingis the matter.

We

evidence of a radical
have in

the

case

of

have as good

deficiency
a

as we

diseased

body,

though it is not as necessary. A diseased
body may be inevitable; a diseased
church is avoidable. Physically we are
doomed to die, morally never! unless we
commit spiritual suicide. The spiritual
life was designed to be perpetual with increments of progress continually added.
To this end sufficient grace is vouchsafed
us. God himself is pledged to help us,
80 that a church has not the same

excuse

author.

Not a word, written or spoken,

though

somewhat

prostrated,

he

seemed to rally’ wonderfully and afferd
new glimpses of hope which appear to
grow more encouraging. But how it will
terminate, still hangs in doubt. He has

good courage, and his wife strong faith.
The people are still praying for his recovery and how much depends on this
who can tell? We can not believe that
these prayers will be lost. As some one

trious patient will not be just as well and
wisely treated in the absence of the retiring
doctors from the sick-roomas he has been
heretofore. No new complication in the
case is likely to arise which. has not _already received full consideration by. the
entire medical staff; and the gentlemen
now left in charge are the ones-whom the
public has recognized as the most compe
tent and as the really responsible members of the staff,
——VICE-PRESIDENT ARTHUR'S course

at

be controlled ? or will it never be, and we

present to ‘the civilized world the strange
anomaly of a strong

despotism’

securely

established in the very heart of the most
powerful democracy on eapth? Hear
:
Gaipbe
what Judge

power.” *
In all our

prayers,

love

God

scoundrels are living in Juxury
tiousness on the hard. earnings of poor,

expetts

of intellect enough to realize the imposi-

dies, the prayer will not be in vain; its

influence will be felt by the people. Al-

Rev.

Moses ForsoM,

Smith. missionary now

in

miserable unfortunates, who are destitute

tion.

It is all done in the name of God,

too. If there is no legal method of dealing with Mormonisi, an extraordinary

should.
bo proclaimed.

a Dish Every

should be proclaimed
in
polygamist should
be compelled to ch
one wl , sad the rest should be taken

away

from: him.

The

surplus wives

ioio pelygamy® mel o

come will feel their influence; time can

:

not destroy them and children’s. children

“ It is nobablof life to live.”

iGually

po

will rise up to: bless' your memory.

As

with the exception

of Mrs.

India,

disease.

died’ in

the late B. E. Bates,

cordially received;

Referring to the change

Harr.

were

taken

to

tion was extended to our brethren to be

present

18.

that exists between us, and

cabinet,

ville, Ind.,

Nov. 4,

marks that there are
of Free Communion,

1881, the

at Evans-

Secretary

re-

about forty associations
Separate
and General

Baptists in the West not connected

with

any

general body, and that they number about
000 communicants.
.

25,

An admirable idea in connection:
with the
New England 8. 8. Assembly, held at ¥Framingham Aug. 24—Sept. 2, was the publica=
tion of a neat daily
paper containing condensed reports of the proceedings of all the

meetings. The series comprises a valuable
budget of instructive and suggestive reading,
in convenient form for preservation, and may
be obtained of Eben Shute, Boston, for 50

cents,
The Ecumenical

§
Conference of the Metho-

dist denomination which was to open

in

Lon-

don on the 8th of September is an impdrtant
era in that denomination. It was to convene
in the old City Road Chapel dedicated by John
1778,

when

he

was

75

years old.

Delegates gather there from almost every civilized nation to discuss the methods of the
past and to devise a policy for future action that
shall, if possible,be more effective for good.
‘What that shall be, depends on the action of

the Conference,

The President was thought to be dying
two weeks ugo; a week later he made a long
journey to the seaside. This is doubtless without precedent

under

similar = circumstances.

The journey was of such length as would .or-

dinarily cause a well person considerable

fa-

tigue; and yet the President sustained no ill
effects from it. Of course he traveled as a
very sick man

must—prone

on his back; and

the two hundred miles or more were covered
in extraordinarily quick time and all available
means were employed

to make

the

will be sent them.

sample copies of which

They have hitherto generally patronized + °
the literature of the Close Com, Baptists,
but the doetrinal positions assumed by

‘sick 'pas-

senger as comfortable as possible.

;

Benonumational Hebos.

advice the Mud

with

Creek

(F.B.)

church united with them and will

thereby

The Central Illinois XY. M. just closed its
session with Camp Creek church; it had a
very pleasant and
profitable
meeting.
Four out of ‘six Quarterly meetings were

represented by letter, but only three by

delegates and letter.
:
There was more than the

of ministers.

next session of the
held

our S. S. supplies,

pecially recommended

+o

crowds ih many places united in the services. In Maine and Massachusetts Thursday
was observed, and in N. H. Friday. These
facts unmistakably utter their voice against
the triumph of infidelity.
:
:

be

practically one in our work.
At the Association I obtained ten trial
subscribers to the Morning Star, and es-

Central Illinois Yearly Meeting.

(not ex-

Gieneral Association of General Baptists in the

of

us

have been standing alone, being too far
from other Q. Ms. to unite with any of
them.
F. A. Jaxgs.
Blue Rapids, Ks., Aug. 30.
un
asa

On Tuesday, Sept. 6, 8 large number of citfies and villages in the land held public services of prayer for the recovery of the President.
Business
was
suspended
and large

will

union

extinction of the Jefferson Co. Q. M. they

ceeding 3000 words) on *‘ Comets: their composition, purpose and effects upon the earth.”

United States, which

weakness
a

secure regular pastoral labor. / Sti#ée the

Now that the comet season seems to be over,
Prof. Warner, who offered the prizes for the
discovery of the heavenly
wanderers,
has,
with a liberality prompted by his devotionto
astronomical science, added another prize of

of the

the

that

the two may be so forined as to make

By my

class at Bates College is one of the best that
ever entered. There are thirty-nine members
and no ‘dead-heads.’ All have signed
their
matriculation papers and aré in atteasdance.
Five or six more are expected.”

notice

of both, it is to be hoped

our publications will, I think, meet:
‘their
hearty approbation.
at least

We find the following pleasing item in the
Lewiston Journal: * The present Freshman

giving

ar)

two denominations into more intimate relationship. Considering the small difference

”

A Washington correspondent assures us that
the star route swindlers shall be made to suffer the utmost penalty of the law, and an example be given which shall be a warning for all
future time, although justice now seems to
slumber on the account of the President’s condition.
:

$200 to be awarded for the best essay

Association, which

has been made in past years to bring the

utters

this happy sentiment: * There are numerous
Haystacks in the world, but only one Mount

ment properly through the
until the first of December,

next

Their acquaintance with Freewill Baptists has been slight, although Some effort

mountain in Franconia, N. H.,,from ‘Haystack

Garfield.”

at their

meets before ours.

of the name of the

to “ Mt, Garfield,” the Concord Blade

in

steps

our next Association, and a hearty invita-

is to be tried 'in Cam-

bridge, Mass., Tuesday, October

Wesley

of ‘the two licensed

| have a representation from their body to

BRIEF NOTES.
The case of Bates College, vs. the estate of

In

usual turnout

But three Q. Ms. presented

their statistics in fall, and they alone gave

an increase of membership for the year, of

288; of these 214 were added by baptism,
146 by letter. We have much trouble in

getting our Q. M's to report thelr statistics accurately, and hope in the future they
will do better.

bo

- The reportsof ministers of their work

for the past year was

made,

and while

some had rather small reports to make,
upen the whole they were rather encour-

aging.

One brother had baptized 49 per-

sons, another baptized 25, another 10, an-

other 9—while another
had received 88 into church connection, another 63, another
56; and thus one after another presented
a sketch of his work, and all pledged
themselves to renewed effort and: zeal for
the advancement of the cause of Christ
that they might thereby be instrumental in
saving souls and building up the denomi-

nation,
Bro. J.

8.

Manning,

Home

Mission

Agent of the Mississippl Valley, was with
us at our meeting and gave a brief account
of his work.
He sjates that the work is
progressing favorably; has organized one
church in 8t. Louis and expects to estab-

lish two or three more there this month.
We appointed visiting delegates to the
following bodies: Ill. Y. M.;Freewill Baptist, Christian Conference, Mt. Olivet Associaton of General Baptists, Ambreau &
Shelby Association of Separate Baptists.

Two

of onr

brethren

were requested to

visit St. Francis Co. Q. M.,In Missouri, and
assist them in their work what they could.
Also three delegates were chosen to represent us in the Ill. State Association of

Free Communion Baptists.

The advisability of a religious denominational

paper, adapted

to the

wants

of

the West, was brought up and discussed
with considerable favor, and a’ committee
of five was named to take some steps in
the matter and ascertain the feasibility of

such

a project by correspondence with

Liberal Baptists throughout the West, and
‘| Elder H. 8S. Gordon
of

said

was

committee, with

:
Clerk.
The business of the

next Meeting.
made

Chairthan

G. A. Gordon

meeting

was

as

:
con-

meeting of the Union Baptists to ‘be held,
ducted very smoothly.” On some of the
Aug. 19—21, with one of their churches |
important questions the brethren were
Desiring to make their acquaintance as
fully as possible, I spent about a week on
my way from Canton to Lawrence among

that people.

I found them very friendly,

ready to extend a welcoming hand to Baptist brethren, regardless of the other
handles to their ngme.

fed

ol

- extend our in
flTT
ue
and to nc
work e,
out our
wi

by year, and you never will be forgotten.

No; your name, your deeds, will be as
legible on the heart you leave behind as
the stars on the brow of evening. Good

* Father,
if it be possible,
let this cup pass from

homes and work strengthened in purpose,

and more zealous laborers for truth.

‘It was remarked by nearly all present,
“Thisis the best meeting we ever had.”

We

have, by the way, ordained a few

young men in our Y, M., some of whom
give promise of great usefulness, and we

Their Association extends, mainly, think the outlook in our Y, M. is very enthrough the center of the State west from ‘couraging.
Kansas City. It consistsof. 15 churches, Next session
is to be held
in the bounds

ples.

Others

followed

Its fexample

the church at
of the Lebanon Q. M. with
or near “Tamaroq, Iij,,on the Ill. Central

R. R., first Sabbath in Sept., 1882.

-M. A, SHEPARD, Moderator. .
G. A. GorDON, Clerk.
Campbell Hill, Ill., Sept. 6.

‘and

A subsequently an association was formed

ondent suggests that as the people
return from their vacations and enter upon

which adopted the name of 4

First Se-

THE CENTRAL ILL. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE

done

Association in this State some

2§ years

chosen Moderator, and the Conference was
opened with a-sermon on The Power of Reviv-

so,

tosend

Anthony Hall.

their

remittances

for

It certainly is necessary

me, nevertheless not my will but thine be that the friends of Storer
College bestir
done.” The cup did not pass from him, ‘themselves, if the balance of Mr.
Anthony’s
but was riot this prayer answered? and munificent gift is to be secured,—and
we

ago.

:

:

[4

In thelr polity and usage, they adhere

more closely tothe ideas of the older Baptist body than we do. They also occupy

als by Rev. J. C. Gilliland.
Erin
Thekre were present 17 ministers, and a good

time was enjoyed,

HEA

i

y

Cir

I

hy

Be

eins md

|

The programme consisted

of essayg, question box and business. There

»
DRIES

-

| very earnest, and I think all went to their

{more is there to it, denomina- | Chalmers said “Write your name by kind. _ Our Saviourhas
cedin
Met with Camp Creek church, Aug. 81, and
given us a modelof pray- | the yeur’s
routin should . be one of the
hat do we live? What ness, love and mercy, on the hearts of the er in his own example
spent two days very profitably, Just prewhen in the most first duties of those ite,
who have not already portion of Missouri, and organized their ceding ‘the Y. M. Bro. H. Thompson was
accomplishingin the nation thousarids you come in contact with year terrible crisis of his life he said,

world? Are we doing all we
) to augmentour powers for
to enlaourrg
sbotd
eers, to

~~

and

places. The usual routine of business was
transacted harmoniously. The writer was

A biographical sketch will ap-

pear soon.

represented

brethren, all of the ministers were in their

Effingham, Friday, September 2, of heart

Baugon mo ors

good-will, and, if he chould die, in pre- |
MF~ANTHONY ' MEMORIAL
paring his successor for the unexpected
corresp
responsibilities incumbent on him.

victions of the speakers.
August is the haying season of the year
and therefore a very busy month; bat
nearly every church was

or a kind act done comes to the mind of ready the President has felt it, and his should be carried out of the territory and
; t until reerate withthem in doing all we can in posterity to refresh the memory and ren- remarkable patience under this most ag- eupported by the Governmen
pon Luly Then ot it vo istinotly under- 10 ordained and 2 licensed ministers, and
der
sacred
the
gravatin
name
g assault has had its effect 1n asof the departed.
about 400 members. Some 40 years ago,
‘the grand work of saving souls around
- Would you live beyond your genera- -suaging the bitterness of opposition, mol- n
«us, and of evangelizing the world.
ygamy’ shall be
ha
esnext in Illinois, the Union church withdrew
tion? Live for an imperishable object. lifying the impetuosity of rivals and unit- pt
A
god detecti ey
would from an associationof United Baptists on
Good deeds can’ not die; generations to ing the whole people in sympathy and find out who lisregarded the mandate.”
account of their close communion princi"We are mo satisfied with mere exis
would simply agree to differ and to cop-

was earnest, spiritual, practical, and ex-

pressed the deep and well-established con-

have the
Shall his

father

of

their ministry ‘depend largely upon the
cultivation of the soil for their support.
Their preaching during the Association

But as we un-

The writer was chosen by the Freewill
Baptist Association to attend the annual

and

us to ‘‘seek first the Kingdom of
God and his righteousness,” and according to this interest will the answer come
to our. petition. Whatever may be the
result, whether the President lives or

of the school.

good

they are located in the by-ways, rather:
than in the high-ways of business life, and

the new

derstand the matter, he must
funds or abandon his efforts.
hands be sustained?

spiritual

to report progress at- the

submission of those

wisdom,

ef

The Union Baptists of Kansas.

objecte in which we are interested to our

Heavenly Father's

construction

Albany was very severely criticised as,
Judge Hoar thinks the “inability” of the
out of place and “derogatory
to his President must be * permanent mental disorofficial position. But since the attempted der,” in order to have the duties of his office
devolve on the Vice President. The Presiassassination of the President a great dent though weak can carry on the govern-

has said “ Prayer, so far as it is petition,

is simply the frank

suspension

On the other hand

there is no ground for fear that the illus-

the

ing, and they seek the

the Kingdom, rather than the temporal
prosperity
of the church. Like ourselves,

building, being without the assistance of a

tendance at the White House, has been
strengthened by the knowledge that it is |"
not even: their combined

the church, but do not bind their members

already done nobly, and the smaller contributors ought not now to wait any longer but should send in their dollars thick
and fast. Principal Brackett, upon whom
rests the whole burden of directing and

overseeing

ifereeetpreras

They

-{ three thousand dollars required to be rais- to its practice. There is among them a
ed has yet been contributed. ' A few have strong but healthful denominational feel-

To the majority of people, however, it has
probably been a source of satisfaction that

2 (elf

an intermediate ground in doctrine,

look upon feet-washing as an ordinance 6f |

despensable new building shall be completed. Not much more than half of the

goodness that they will live forever? may find some satisfaction in the removal
Choose the right object and follow it to ‘of three of his seven attending physicians.

and

FOR

ever

:

if uttered , with

for the want of life and vigor that the
sick man has.
A church may be weakened by the loss change has seemed to come over him.
of some of ber members, but as long as The possibility that the duties of the presthere are any left, they should be spiritu- idency awaited him has had a redeeming
ally alive. The fact that many of their influence on him. As the N. Y. Indepennumber have gone home should be a dent says:
mean to do it, work untiringly for it, and
strong motive to activity. If they are
_ “The shooting of the President and the
be united in our efforts. We can not Christians, they have within the elements prospect that he might be called to take
expect to accomplish great results acci- of spiritual vitality which should never be his place had the effect to present General
Arthur to the public in a much better
dentally or without design. It is where surrendered. If they are all called home light. His position,
especially in view of
thére is intention, purpose, resolute, per- they are simply translated, not dead. his previous connection with Mr. Conksevering work done, that we can reason- Christ said “If a man keep my word he ling, was a very embarrassing one; and
,8hall never see death.”
ably hope for success.
*“ Whosoever yet no one can justly complain of anyTo do our denominational work well liveth and believeth on me shall never ‘thing done or said or omitted by him during the weary months in which the Presithere must be union of effort. Whatever die.” A living church is immortal.
dent has been struggling between life
What we wish to assail, is that state of and death.
else we have, we shall fail without this.
As we doubt not, he has
We may have all the qualifications of the things in some of our churches where on learned much from the events of the last
schools, the endowments of eloquence account of the changes which have trans- two months; and, should the President
ultimately die, he would
upon the
and wealth, and even piety itself, and pired those who remain become discour- duties of the office a wiser enter
man than he
without union, our efforts will prove a aged, inactive and indifferent, when there was two months ago, and the public
are enough of them left to do good, effi would receive him as President in a far
sad failure.
What can eloquence and
learning
do for us, if we are arrayed cient service for the Master. A Christian better mood of feeling toward him. Tle
against each .other—if we are divid- is by no means excused when leading has during this great crisis of the nation
conducted himself with the most perfect
ed into cliques —if petty 'jealousies members are removed and an additional propriety.”
and envyings and bitter animosities actu- responsibility is thrown upon him, He is
ate us, and we turn our acquisitions into under obligation to maintain his spiritual ——MORMONISM, that
foul blot on our
glittering weapons of war against each vigor under all circumstances, and do his otherwise fair
escutcheon still lives and
other, it will only make our destruction
work faithfully; and when the burdens augments in number and strength. It is
the more summary and deplorable.
increase cast them
on the Lord _and
strange that the Government should sufThe old martial and political -mottoes go forward with all the ‘energy possible, fer it
to grow until it shall becomd a
are significant here ; ‘Union is strength,” relying upon his unfailing promises.
strong powerto cope with, requiring a
—¢¢ United we stand, divided we fall.”
Neander gave as the reason for the de- great arm
to subdue.
y
If Judge Spear,
Governor Strong’s
motto
is equally fection of the churches in Germany “A |
applicable; *“ A long pull, a strong pull dead orthodoxy.” This is often the case.
‘|
will be the final result.. He says:
and a pull all together.”
This is just When costly houses of worship, rich and
‘ Rebellion is slumbering in Utah,
what we need to secure a happy result. imposing in their decorations and ritualis- awaiting
its opportunity. I have no faith
* How good and how pleasant it is for tic ceremonies, with pomp and splendor in milk-and-water measures.
The evil
and parade and dress and artistic operatic will never cure itself. Every year the
brethren to dwell together in unity!”
The “elements of
the unity
which music and eloquent essays, take the place Church is growing richer and more powwe should cultivate are of such a na- of the spiritual worship of God, it is no erful ; every year its followers are becomture as ought to shame any discordant wonder that churches want vitality and ing more numerous ; polygamy is on the
increase right straight along ; every foot
element into the dark recesses of silence
that the people slumbet on the very brink of agricultural land in the
adjoining terand oblivion. These dre ‘One Lord, one of perdition. Oa! that churches couldbe ritories is being gobbled up by Mormons.
faith, one baptism”—unity of faith, of aroused from their lethargy, and that the In ten years the United States will have
to deal with. The Moraffection and of practice.
Any people people might see that their want of inter- PALE
mon Church will never make a false
united to Christ and to each other by su- estis a criminal indifference for which move. It will
bide its time, but when a
preme love, trusting in God with unway- they are accountable to God.
crisis ultimately comes, it will amaze outsiders by the extent of its preparations.
ering confidence and pledged to harmoThe triflingof the Government with the |
nious action, have a vital bond of union,
THE PRESIDENT.
Mormon question is in the highest deand is sure to prosper. They see eye to
The country has long been in a state of gree discours, ing to the civilized
people
eye and they go straight to the object.
anxious suspense, vibrating between of this territory.
To this end, instead of trying to differ, hope and fear in regard to the President.
we should earnestly try to think alike, to Some days we fear the worst; we hardly ~——PoLYGAMY is enlarging
its proporact in harmony, to ‘‘keep the unity of dare to hope, and-then the dark cloud tions and becoming stronger
and more sethe Spirit in the bond of peace,” and to that hangs over us is lifted and- the sun- cure in its inland fastnesses
the longer it
consolidate our efforts, and there is not shine of joy lights up every countenance. is let alone. If it can not be righted now
a particle of doubt but we shall live, and His removal from ‘Washington to ‘Long —ifit is already too powerful
to be congrow and prosper.
:
Branch was successfully accomplished, trolled by law, when and how will it ever

remain

‘With pedo-baptists there is no mitigation of issues or modification of position.
‘With us who conscientiously hold that the

and passibns; avarice, pride, ambition

be,

a

3

)

ad

vem

PAIRS

THE

MORN
STAR,IN
SEPTEMBE
GR

\

14, 1881. :
-

by members and friends of the church, and
was used Sept. 4 for the first time.

Minn, “The Lord’s Supper”;

H. Thompson, * Pastoral Duty”; J. H. Culley,
« Resurrection of the Dead”; M. A. Shepard,

usual, in singing, recitations, dialogues, &c.
Among the noticeable features of the entertainment were, an essay by Mrs, V. G. Ramsey of
Maine, on the subjectof Woman's Mission,

opened,
to the writers. The question box was
H. 8,
by
ed
answer
and
Clerk
the
and read by

which was very interesting and in-

Gordon;

The following resolution was passed :

A
fected.”

extracts

from

givinga

the

The

become

better

J. W. Hills w rites to correct a state-

Christ in the

The social meetings, and

same

especial-

‘ly monthly conferences, are well attended and
a spirit of earnestness for the Master
fest.

is

mani-

of East Corinth

to leave, to accept a call

to

the

the

Pittsburgh
churches,

mission,

have

not

membership

of the

is gradually

incredsing.

like

been

mission,

The East Troy church

is

present prosperous

New

to

the

church. The Plymouth
the Exeter Q. M.

2nd

church

those

The

of

large.

The

though

in

and

finds

condition, to

forward to seek the

in

Lord.

On

Elder Lamb

labored

so

long

and

is being

its

«of Maine State Seminary at Pittsfield, has entered Bates Theological School......The JewAston Journal says: Three open-hearted memders of the Court St. Free Baptist parish, in

year.

Bro.

G. W.

“Four

persous

were

- church Sept. 4th, and
Umit

w

[th

the

added
others

chu

[I

are

expected

to

S000.

and

any

one

desiring

pleasant field for Christian work can
T. B. Youug. Leighton’s Corner.
The

Canaan

church

in

is

of Rev.

The Wayne church is still struggling on and
there are some omens of good. On the 81st of
July two young men were baptized and united
with the church, and several others seem anxioux, and we trust will follow Jesus. Rev. Jogeph Parkyn, the pastor, says: * Though I am
growing old I feel like running to the end of
the race. Having for more than half a century preached Jesus and having seen hundreds

still

A.

E,

The neat and pleasant chap-

converted,
Rev. R.
Butte des
earnest and

- gince the revival commenced, was dedicated
Aug. 24, The exercises were as follows:
by the choir;

Pinkham;

hymn

by

invocation

the

choir;

by

C.

L.

reading

of

Revs.

licensed at the late session of the Waupun

Neal, Pinkham,

M.......Report says Rev.

Sermon in the eve-ning by J, C. Osgood, followed by a very interesting. prayer-meeting, It

was

a

day

from

the

to all present.

One week

soon close his labors

happy

of

snd

Christ

work

the

in

day

-church-the past few months.
of Lynn

the

Hortonville
he has been

just

observed

Q.
will

church and remove to Greenbush;

discouraged of late,

Massachusetts,

The High'St. church

with

Mitchell

Coffeen besides caring for his. church at ‘Wine
neconnee, is preaching in the afternoon in East
Vineland, which church has been very much

this

of

Wm.

supplying the church at the latter place every
fortnight for some time past......Rev. D. B,

of the dedication u dear sister was buried—
one who was very much interested in the
cause

I still watch and pray and wait.”
Cooley may still be addressed at
Morts. Any church desiring an
active pastor will do well to cor-

respond with him.
The Winnebago church
has secured the services of Bro. Dennis, a
young man of the Rock and Dane Q. M., who
has recently commenced preaching and was

Scripwures by A, E. Boynton; prayer by J. C.
- Osgood ;. hymn; sermon by Ezra Tuttle from
Ps. 127: 1; dedicatory prayer by J. 8. Neal;
“voluntary; benediction by E. Tuttle. In the
afternoon, remarks by
. Boynton and others.

3

Wisconsin.

el that has lately been erected 'for worship,
Anthem

;

Rutland church.

Boynton.
The Lord has done a great work
-and the work is going on. There is a good
interest in the church and Sabbath-school.
There .is also much interest manifested by

the unconverted.

are bright-

Rev. T. P. Taylor, late pastor of the First
Rutland church, has removed to Floodwood,
in the limits of the Athens Q. M.......Rev.
C. J. Chase, recently married, has returned to
Hillsdale College......Rev. R. J. Poston, now
of West Virginia, is employed to preach onefourth of the time for one year for the Second

a

address

Barrington

prospering under the labors

has also en-

Ohio.

Bristol |

The church in West Campton is destitute of
«8 pastor.
Any one wishing for a situation will
oblige by corresponding with H. O. Berry,
West Campton, N. H.
The Ossipee and Wakefield church are in
need of a pastor,

8.

Knapp has taken chargeof

n——

to the

now,

are

encouraging......Bro.

agreeably surprised

its

He thinks the prospects,
C. was

by a large company

of

Sept.

friends, Aug. 11th, the fourteenth anniversary

J,with very interesting and appropriate
ex.
ercises. The church was beautifully decors

of his wedding. Presents and cash were left
to the amount of $40,......Mr, George Law-

tenth anniversary

Wednesday

evening,

rence has engaged as teacher in the Rio Grande

dated, and, considering the heat, a large au
ience wasin attendance.

Vea. C. F. Pollard

The church has had four pastors:

Missouri.

«J. Burnbam Davis, A. J. Kirkland, H. 8,
Kimball and A, P. ‘Tracey. It has a pleasant
and commodious house of worship, on which
there is, unfortunately, a debt of about

# part of which is covered by notes
pledges.

Mr. A. 8. Durgin,

$4000,

and

Superintendent

for six years, gave an interesting sketch of the
Sunday-school.

It has grown from a member-

ship of 49 until it now numbers over
Rev, Mr, Davis, the first pastor,

200.

made

an

in-

Lucie M. Paul; a member

of

the

teresting address; a beautiful poem was read
by Mrs.

church; and a few words of greeting a

spoken by Rev. George 8. Ricker of ‘the Mt,

Vernon ' church. Most excellent music was
furnished by the voluntary choir of’ the
‘church. The exercises’ concluded st a late
hour with a bountiful supper spread in ‘the
vestries by the ladies of the church, We
learn that the High St. church has extended &
call to the Rev. Jason Mariner of Dexter, Me.,
and it is expected that ‘he, will accept. Rew.

A. P. Tracey, late pastor of the Lynn church,
stated a call to’ the pastorate of the

en lab —

“Wo

Demy

young

ilie; Vt., and already begun

men were

admiited, one by

baptism the other on profession, to thé Wor-

cester church, Sept, 4. July. 8, a grand:
4 daughter of Benj, Randall, Mrs. Lydia Reed,
Was received by profession. A handsome
com»

"

Rev, T. J. Davis (General Baptist)

Revs.

of the

Tuscarora Q.

with the West

0.C. HiLLs,

writes, from

in

Nola

Chucky tbat the Union Association was to
convene in annual sessionon the 8th' inst. at

Midway.

Also, that the Association would be

| inicreased this year

by the addition of two

new churches and a number of additions to
the old churches, also two new ministers—
Rev, —— Fowler of Mc¢Dowel Co., N.C.

and

Rev. J. W. Lucus

The

of Old Fort, N; C.

writer has been laboring some with the
Point church, and with good

success.

Cedar
:

©. Quarterly Meetings,
OswWEGO

(N.Y.)Q. M.—Held its last ses

sion with the Hastings church, Sept. 2—4.
Nearly all the churches were represented by

letter and delegates and mostof them reported
progress, Prof. K. Newell,of Gilbert’s Mills,
‘was examined for license to preach and. passed

a very creditable examination, and received li-

cense for one year.

Bro: N..is a man of ability

und promise. He is capable of filling a pastorate, which he is ready to ‘do when called.
The whole gession. was spiritual and profitable,

\

G. P.

LINDERRMAN, Clerk.

stone,

.

By MARGARET

This delightful story of home

attendance,

though held in the

extreme northern part of the Q. M.
The
meetings were spiritual and profitable.
The
8. 8. service Sabbath afternoon was especiall
interesting,
conducted
by Bro.
Arneill,
the efficient 8. 8. Superintendent of ' the
Wrightstown Sabbath-school and the Sabbath
“school agent of the Q. M. Sabbath evening some
19 arose for . prayers, twelve of

them youths in the 8. 8.; and

may the

meetings.

The collection for missions was

Next
session at Marcellon, Columbia Co.;
opening sermon by Rev. J. H. Walrath.
R. CooLryY, Clerk.

CHENANGO

fom with the No.Pharsaliachurch.
Although
somewhat removed from many of the churches

of the Q. M., the attendance from abroad was

large. Nearly all the pass were present and
contributedto the
interest of the occasion.

Letters were received from eight of
delegates

were

the nine

present

from

seven. All the churches are supplied
by
faithful pastors, and the condition of the

Mrs.

H. Rhodes, Sec.. ind Mrs. S. S. Cady, Tres.

\ersons proposing

(2636)

PENOBSCOT Y. M.

All persons

over the Sabbath.
L. V. TOWLE,

its August

(N.

Y.) Q.M.,

other

ses-

Q. Meet-

‘ings, yet we had a very pleasant and profituble
The business of the Q. M, was done
- session.

in harmony and good feeling: "A Cor. Mess.
was appointed to meet with. the Dearbourn Q.

M. at its next session.

Rev.

D. A.

with

the

Post-Office

REV.

Tucker

was chosen to preach a doetrinal’‘sermon—
subject : ‘‘ Future Punishment; should it. be

on Saturday at 10:30 o'clock.

our

next

session

;

Next session with the Zion church, commencing Friday, Nov. 25,2, P. M.
'
;
. BE. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk.

Have

Wistar’s

Balsam

of ‘Wild

Cherry

alwaye at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con.
sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
00 cents and $1 a bottle.
87

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS'
Make from $55 to $50 per week selling goods

5

I

Publishers,

“SEND
i

4

B

4

offered
watch is advertised and sold by other

firms at $6 and $7 each. If
you want a watch for your

own use, or to make money

on,
ths, as they can be
sold for double the money
in your own town. Agents
can make a profit of $3 or
$4 on these watches.

H.

F.

THAYER,

&

Place,

we sell a great many we are willing to
at wholesale price, in order to give you
them, knowing you will order a number
what we give-for the money. They are

boxes, $5.00.
Address,

CO.,

and speculators, and we gi
money refunded.
Mi'waukee

Boston, Mass.
ly25eow

Good

contributiens

THE

as Gold.

AND

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

B=

;

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

money contributed within the bounds

to

Treasurer

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
be sent. oom)
money for this Y. M. work should

Ct

H. M. Ed. Soc.

245

4.00
i

4.00
!

5.00

Pa

5.

1.50.

1.50

Dayton

Ch Coll

3.50

5.37

Tuscarora Ch
:
Mrs RB Wright Addison

263

om

Miss Soc

Keeneville Ch

Jeter

5.00
Oy

5.00

3.00

5.00

od

NY

if

438

vie ©
axon
Olle esea oyC. le RY lus

1.00
y

Int

Mrs E Hulse

Mrs H Bingham *“

#

Rev R W Bryant
6“
Friend
Robert Moore Rome

Mrs R Moore

**

R Bogie

hh

Mrs C Moore

C Coiwels

Hall.
200.00
|
:

id

.

Total

ih

“

“

N.C. BRACKETT, Treas.
s Ferry, W. Va,, Sept. 9, 1881,
Harper’
avid
-

Money Letters Received.
utterfield—D R Buzzell-A G Brand—G W
Bebidan Carpenter—B
Dodge—.
Fish—E

Fisk—C W Guitfin—~J Given—8 Gilbert—T B Hud-

son—I Henderson—W L Hosier—Wm Hartford—
M 8 Hall—A Libbey—A Losee—Mrs A Low—A A

Moulton—Mrs A Osborn—E Penfleld—E G Pa;
MA Shepard Mrs rs 8 D

R Pope-—A

Shaw—L
%

Express.

Bt.,

»

.

19t13 ous 21t

full information,

terms and

For prices.

ORLD

.

HEAPEST

pOOKS in the

& 00., | {uouih lj topsiverstlf ov

.

y

, for on!

3

i MN TETTE

BOO

U S | C

M

(0 F

¢

Ditson
& Co.
haveready for the
and for the use of Music Teachers,

Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person

!

KS

Ph

who will take 1 pill each nightfrom 10

Fall A'rade,
Choirs and

may be restored to sound health,

Singing Classes, the following books, of unapproachable excellence in the special departments.

be

sible.

Sent by mail for 8 etter

L|

Send 75 cts. for Specimen

(75 cts.)

The

Classes.

Copy.

new

|:

|

Emersons
[SONG BELLS. | co cts) mn e
new, genial and beautiful collection of School

TAH

|

;

(30 ota) “1B
og

©

ives information which proeotg the purchaser and makes

deceitimpossible,
Murchal&
Smith, 8 W, 11th St,
NoXe

THAT

A
5WILLWIND

ngs.
!
Nend 50 cents for Specimen Copy.

Tenney

stamps.

2 0 Beantifn] Stops, § Octaves
Cc arved Walnut Case. Send for
our lllustrated Catalogue, 1%

' Send $1. for Specimen Copy.

winersons
| IDEA
and superior book for Singing

12weeks

if sucha thing

« 8.
JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass,
Ey
formerly Bangor, Me.

“wwe
son’s
| HERALD OF PRAISE. wn
The new Church Music Book for 1581-1882.

on special $3000, $1787.95

J Parkyn—b H Peckham—J

QU

N EW

14.22

Ch
“

ashington

eral. * Profits large and sells rapidly, as every
Housekeeper wants one. Fxclusive territory Even fo agents,

No opposition.

SONG.

OF

Treas.

“
ot
[0
[1
“
“

b

Co...

:

ei

y

A

NY

“©

Cary

achine

5.33

Friends Laconia N H per Rev F D George
Friends in Wis per Rev A G Brande
F E Osborn Johnstown Ch

E Hulse

for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting

i

WILLIAMS,

.

62.01

Receipts for Anthony Memorial
A Friend to Storer College
H A Moulton Dover N H

BT

C.

JOHN CHURCH
® sige
it iiotimonsy,
2 hisoms;
No- 5gWowTmtqmYorssarmnres | CINCINNATI, 3 0, Ur || anh
St, N- X- P.0.Box 6530
AN BOOK 00., 10 Width

No. Parma, N. Y., 1881.

A 8 D Bates

C.

and

PRINCE

5

C. A. HILTON,

Mrs

Sockings, with HEEL and TOE complete, in
a0 mints. It wu 3iso ait a geal variety of taticy
2
for which there is always a ready market.
work

H

+
s
3
Irons,
4 complete Irons in one: Smoothing, Crimping
Band and Glossing Iron. Terms very lib
and design, and that its practical use will demon- | ar Jluting,

5.00

72.52

5

Conve nti ons.

:

CASE

»

10.68

10.68

Pike Ch Wom Miss Soc
Mr and Mrs James Pike

n d
”

8

Pluse, address THE HEWITT MANUFACTURING
<
Price, 75 cents each, by mail, $7.50 per dozen | COMPANY, Box 868, Pittsburg,
Pa.

437

EE

a

lo 0 mk

AGENTS WANTED ticves: Family Knit-

ior Ladies and Sentiemen to ake! money. The : awit
we believe we can heartily recommendof this
it as scope
fully | in anufacturing
Company wants an Agent in every Coun
the United States, to take the Agency for the King
meeting the requirements of a book

THE

1.00
6.71

Mills Mills

C.

authentio and fully illustrated life of
iden t. Send for circulars and extra

SVERTRIEEE

H

Choirs,

strate that it is indeed

1.00

NY

Redfield
F Balcome
JPike
Miss Band

This is the Shiy

our |manyred >

| the ripened experience of these 2 most successful
teachers and conductors, and is just what might
be expected from real live, progressive, wide:
awake men.
In presenting ii wois to the mugieal pepiic,

1.69

4.82

4.27

Philadelphia Ch
Hattie Balcome Redfield

*‘“

und’

Abigal Filkins Alabama
Ww
3 Jae ns oR
QM

1t contains the full historyof his noble and eventful life
and dastardly assassination. Millions of people are

Address NaTioNAL PusLisaiNG Co., Philadelphia, Pa-

Classes,

tes

:

C.

for Life of

+5 | The PRINCE OF SONG contains the results of

in
5.00

Int

DepauvilleCh

By

Wanted

waiting for this book. The best chance of your life to
make money, Beware of > sathpenny > mitations.

‘

I n stitu

2

Q M

NY

s

ON

ST. PAauL, MINN.

THIS PAPER,

5,000 Agents

i

Chemung

J

s

Ss inging

:
1
:

Wom Miss Soe Harrisurg

4.86

2.00

RevHl Perry New Haven
Vera

MENTION

A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music
for Elementary and Advanced

4.86

FOUND

FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS
R. M. NEW ORT, GEN. LAND AGT.

THE PRINGE OF SONG:

Association.

ARE

:Low PRICES ; LONG TIME; REBATE FOR IMPROVE
MENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS.

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Itt

LANDS

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 188!

BICLOW & MAIN,

aud Educa(26t)

J D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.;

$10 per 100.

Publications sent Free on request.

all

Wis.

... Northern Pacific R.R.

Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price.

of the Mich.

Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M.
tion Societies.
.

Rev.

whom

faction, or

Milwaukee,

Co.,

11 MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
. ano MONTANA.

BH Specimen pages and Catalogues with full list of

(52t38)

more than

Novelty

GRAZING

LATEST SUNDAY-SCHOOL SONG BOOK, BY
LOWRY AND DOANE.

Words only,

send youa single watch
a chance to try and sell
at a time when you sea
just the thing for traders

BEST WHEAT

Useful to Everybody!

Clerk.

Music Edition, in Boards, 192 pages, § $30 per 100.

:

$18. Chains75
cents each, nickel watches

$4. Open.face verge watch $2, We will send C, 0, D. on receipt of $3 to guarantee express charges, but as our profit is so
very small no less than five watches will be scot C. 0. D. As

sex.

All letters are answered by a skillful Female Phy:
sician. Pills sold by druggists, or mailed upon

13 Temple

lv

ade ofa composition

\

to the best of the

receipt of price, $1.00 per box; six
Send for pamphlet and list of cured.

FOR CIRCULAR.
3m26

closely resembling gold.
‘The cheapest watch ever .

Have proven a bogp
tc
thousands
of suffring

ic Weaknesses, 80 common

ANY

WATCH

= “AND NO
WEAR OU '
mail, 30 cts.

bupdN<
ERI. 8. BIROH & CO., 36 Dey Sta.

Xo

Hoff-

ACON, LIGHT, | mses

50 melody, For Sunday Schools.
80 cts for Specimen Copy.
.

MeéIntosh’s

(35 cts.)

LIGHT

AND

MecIntosh’s

LIFE.

A large, wellfilled, admirably selected

and composed, and avers way desirable collection of Sunday School
and Gospel Meethls
‘
|
Ang Music.
Send 35 cts, for Specimen Copy.

Standard Biography
of PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

New,
650 Pages. Able Authors. Fine Illustrations,
rise into promini
A

Autheh aay Fg
deney ; the ormation f

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston. Ee Sp

U8

Best Business Colony

LHL. C.,
GC, NHH. in Now England
N.H.L

life,
ly
rs election to the Presir,
bines: the contest in Conan
hi

H

V Towl

ical

Ree
Treatment

MBER EEO, Piadetrnin, Po

Sy

AR and expenses to agents,
;
Sunt free. droge P. 0. Vick=

ery, Augusta, Me.

1y38

wr
——————
Books Ferwarded.
Be

J 8 Dinsmore Paloma Ill
Damon Medina O
Warriner Stone; pork Pa
8
A
aan

Carbondale Tl

v
LV
Edwin L Jaquith Wrights Corner Ind

President J. A. Garfield. ©

——

Married

In Manchester, Sept. 6, by Rev. N. Brooks, Mr.
for E. G. RIDEQUT & CO., 10 Barclay 8t., New Hervey Severence, of Auburn, and Miss Ortie M,
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34
Smith, of North Londonderry.
.
At the Free Baptist parsonage in Oakland, Aug.
20, by Rev.J. R. Pope, Prof. A. Ek. Sohaub, Prin‘QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY
Seminary, and Miss Efima B.
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New cipal of Rochester
illey, Preceptress of the ame institution both
York for coughs; colds, bronchial and tubercular
of Rochester, Wis. May their success in the fu
consumption, sorofula and general debility. The
ture be ag abundant as their faithfal labors have
been in the past, At the residence of the bride’s
most mild, bland, and putritioud form in which
in Oukland, Wis., July 14, by the same,
Cod: Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit father,
Mr. Frank Neff and Miss Lizzie Green, both of O.
In’ New. Dugbam,
N. H., May 28, 1881, by the
secured to the-pitientby a single teaspoonful of
bride’s father, Mr. Hiram D. Berry aad Miss
this Jelly than by double the quantity, of the liquid
N. H.
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject ClaraE. Edgerly, both of Farmingion,
Mr, Charles
In Farmington, July 4, LA the game,
For sale by all druggists, and E, H. TRUEX
of F.
both
Edgerly,
A
Viola
Miss
and
Cotton
i.
Platt 8t., New York.
. 1y6, | i]
-

It is the lead-

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52t
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the
t
Central Association shouldbe sents
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis-

cued in every community from beds of sick

|
Traveling Men
find it hard to keep in good health, owing to the
constant change of water, diet, and the jarring of
the cars. All these things injure the kidneys,
while Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cureis
287
certain to counteract them.

of

nate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chron-

Grant

presented oftener and in a more forcible man- | Thomas Goodman Rome Ch

ner by our ministers?”—ut

. mow in use,
firing perfect satisfaction.
ill Gearing of all descriptions. A specialty made ot
Machine
Moulded Gears.

a most

members

;

,
3 SLE

Addresses.

E. N. FERNALD (to.Wwhom all

| NATIONAL
Bn One Thousand Wheels

women.
They are prepa:
e® expressly for, and, if
used as directed, never fail to cure the most obsti-

7, P. M-

P. PHILLIPS,

ica

sion with the
Union church. Churches all
represented by delegates or letter. We had no
Cor. Mess. nor ministers from

&

Clerk.

church, commencing Friday, Sept. 30, at
Opening sermon by Rev. A. T. Wardin.

disapprove of the use of cider and all other intoxicating drinks in sy form, and we
pledge

Q. M.—Held

purpose

AROOSTOOK
Q. M., with
the 1st Mapleton
charch, commencing Friday, Sept. 23, at 2, P. M.,

Mr and Mrs C H Jackson

(Ind.)

who

E. G. EASTMAN, jor Com.

WHITESTOWN

Manutacture the

JJ TONIC PILLS

atiend the Penobscot Y. M. to be
held
at
ockland Sept. 27, are requested to forward their
names at once to E. G. Eastman, Rockland, Me.;
also, to state whether they are coming with teams,
or by rail, or boat.

and continuing

v7

VEGETABLE

I. & Mass.

tg.

i
Wom Miss
ki cath

ourselves to labor for the utter annihilation of
the manufacture and use of the same as a beverage.”
Next session at Wilmot Flat.
R
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.

Co.,

Li. DEXTER.

F. M.

C. E. BROCKWAY, Clerk.

&

YM,
will oblige the brethren at Blackstone by
notifying the subscriber at once, of their intention.

Wom Miss Soc Attica Ch

WEARE Q. M,—Held its last session at Orange
and notwithstanding the hot weather was
quite well attended.
All the services were
good.
Preaching
by. Revs. Jefferson, of Vermont, Murray,
Moody, Drew and Parker. The
following resolution was unanimously adopted
after being discussed by the confereuace:
¢ Resolved, That weas a Q. M. conference

+ RIPLEY

the R.

AT BRISTOL, CONN.,

prep-

‘Mme. Augusta § Healy's

Receipts for August.

N.

Lothrop

Notices. i

to attend

Wabar Wheel Co

Showing that a contented and

PENOBSCOT Y. M. at Rockland, Me., Sept. 27.

Central

Sunday, after a collection of $4.85 for missions,
asurprise was given Rev. A. W. Paul, pastor
at No. Pharsalia, in the shape of a purse of
over $40 raised for his benefit.
Such a generous disposition to help a needy
brother,
prepared the way for one of the best communion seasons. ‘Rev. A. Loomis, of the McDonough Q. M., was present during a portion of the meeting, and favored the Conference
with an excellent sermon. The session closed
with a stirring gospel temperance sermon by
Rev. M. H. Abbey.
Next session with ‘the Oxford church Nov.
25—26.
Rev. G. L. Whiteto preach the open-

ing sermon.

D.

Rey. H. T. Barnard, Warren, Vt.

S

electing Mrs. C. E+ Brockway, Pres.,

J. M. BREWSTER, Sec.

Rev. G. H. Child, State Reform School, Westboro,
’
ass.

Q. M., asa whole,
was never better. ‘The
location of the session was where the brethren, for years, have passed through trial,
but they are again taking courage, and putting on strength. This enthusiastic meeting
left a good influence for the struggling society
to appropriate.
Saturday evening was given
to missions, and so aroused dormant interest

that the Q. M, W. M.

time of the

sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
(2522)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

(N. Y.) Q. M.—Heldjits last ses-

churches, and

To Totional

ing holiday book of its class this%season. Fully
and finely illustraged. Extra cloth binding, very
elegant die in colors dnd gold. Large 12mo, $1.50

By orderof Committee.

good

work continue
until the 8S. S. is fais
as
well as others. Our hope for the chureh, is
to have recruits from the 8. 8. It is so difficult reaching those who
have become hard-

ened in sin,
$24.29,

TELEGRAPHY cess

land where Telegraphy is practically and
proper.
ly taught. You
rei or ladies ALorotD of bo.
coming Telegrap Onerators
look
no farther.
Fapehees reasonable.
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

Healy ¥
Dyspeptics

life gives

loving spirit is better than wealth.

visitors will arrange

L. DEAN, Registrar,

SIDNEY.

amusing account of the five younger

the Pepper family.

~_W.,

;

Isa special de
ent’
atthe
New Hampton Com
mercial College.
The

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other

aration makes such light, flaky, hot
luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by

Patt.
- Churches and

of Women.

for entrance, Sept. 14th. Catalogues

PEERSKILL (N. Y.) Military Academy.

Absolutely Pure.

ross

2

)

Geo. Ww

N. Y. ,

Education

—For circulars address Col. C. J. WRIGHT,
Principal.
i

WDER

The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
‘OTSEGO Q. M., with the Otsdawa church, Friday
evecing, Sept. 30, at 7 o’clock.
E. J. MORGAN, Clerk.

the Golden Rule that as the result of a recent ness and almost death and made strong by
revival in Beechwell 25 converts have been Parker’s Ginger Tonic are the best evidences
baptized and 30 added to the church; also, that in the world of its sterling worth.— Post.
he went from Beechwell to the Union church
Hood's Sarsaparilip is an extract of the best
where twelve were converted in a protracted
| remedies of the vegetable kiugdom known as Al
meeting.
af
- teratives, and Blood-Puriflers.
or
Tennessee.

Rev. W. A. Headwick

BN

Association of Free Baptist churches makes the
following assignments for Revival or Three Days’
Moelings to be held during the ensuing fall and
nter:
}
Auburn and Arlington, L. Dexter, C. 8. F

(3635)

Clerk.

Hundreds ot Men,, Women and Children res:
states

Island Association.

REVIVAL MEETINGS.

Earueyyille,

Liberal

8t30

KING

(36386)

Tn

Yeéurly Meeting

College, Ohio.

read an historical paper, from which we learn
that the membership has increased from 32 to

‘164.

Donnocker and PD. Hunt

A very good

and

Western.

house in a few days.
New Hampshire.

Rhode

Clerk.

WAUPUN (Wis.) Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Wrightstown chursh, Aug. 26—28.

Five came

:

——L

Providence, Sept. 5, 1881.

:

and earnest workers.

i

the

Examinations

Secretary.

: Dover, N. He. Sept. 5, 1881.

Charleston

+ Tioda Co. Q., M.—Held an interesting session with thé Middlebury church. Revs. G.

:

of the West Granville church; both true men

and are fitting it fora parsonage for Rev. J. J.
Hall, their pastor. Mr. Hall will oceupy the

STEWART,

COLLECE,

sent on application to® «

Special Notice:
The ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION of Freewill
Baptists
will be held -withthe-Lawrence; Maes;
church, Oct, 46.
KE. W. RICKER, Secretary.

Oet. 28.

Next session is to be held
Richmond church, Nov. 4-6.

remain with the East Troy church the coming

Auburn, have purchased the former residence
of ex-clerk of Courts, Atwood, on Spring St.,

LD.

For

Five Little Peppers and How They Grew.

Creek reporting revival.

ening, and our brethren ure greatly encour
aged. Six months ago they were almost in
despair, but to-day feel that they are stronger
than for years past. Bro. Hiram Puyne is to

“cessfully ...... Prof. Bachelder, latelyin charge

Dover, Sept. 2, 1881.

2125

POUGHKEEPSIE,

Subject, ** The

power.
Preachiiig also by Revs Hills, DownReports from they
ey, Warren and Larrison.
Taree
on the whole encouraging; Mars h

The prospects of the Troy Q.M.

VASSAR

the

Sherwood,

than

tered upon his labors there.

that

without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0., New York.

salary

Rev.

notified

We

M. were with us and preached the Word with

cently of Nova Scotia, has accepted a call from
the Chatham Valley and Delmar churches, and
has already entered successfully upon his labors......Rev. J. OC. Warren has accepted a

sue-

us.

one

by

call from the Gaines church and

ingham Q. Ms., as co-laborers among

hereby

Rock-

raise

Sunday

continued

#nd

H. LOCKHART,

Butler. Brother Payne is very successful as
an evangelist......Rev. A. G. Downey,
re-

Halifax during the last eighteen 'months, duriug which he has received to membership fiftythree and raised a debt of $3000 on the church.
“savesGr. O. Wiggin of the Theological Seminary, is supplying the church in Brunswick
where

meeting

the Sandwich

are

annual meeting of said corporation for the choice
of officers and the transaction of other business,
will be held at the office in Dx over, N. H.,, on
Wednesday the 21st of Sept., at 1 o%clock A. M.

$68a
cir u.

or information, address H. P. WARREN,

Principal, Plymouth, N. H. "

feel this
is a timely addition to our strength.

church,

The

with

that church and is now
pursuing his studies
in Bates Theological. School. The Provincial
papers speak very highly of his services in

and E, Owen, from

parent H. M. and F. M. Societies.
Next session with the Kast

church in Halifax, has closed his services

re-

painting of the
Forp, Clerk.

mon is to be preached by
Rev. A. P. Tracey.
There was preaching
during the session by
the following brethren, Owen, Tracey, Vilas,
Collins and Woodman.
Collection taken for
missions, $18.05,
to be divided between our

Rev. B. Minard, recently pastor of the F. B.

baptized

<cently for the pastor by Rev. Dr. Bowen......

ly to the meeting. On the Sabbath the presence of the Saviour was felt at the Communion. The collection, which amounted
to

preached by Rey. A. I). Jones,

Sunday evening, Sept. 4th, meetings were held

Sabbath, Sept. 14, six were received by the

The sons of the Rev: V. J.

for the
H. M.

ing every charge
connected with the school,
term; or $48, if pupil boards himself. For

lars

obligation of the church Sd world to the
Christian Mipistry.” . The next conference ser-

on the same ground andin the evening seven
others came forward to seek salvation. It
was a precious season. The most of those
who first came forward had found the Saviour.

Lisbon church, they having been

the Holy Ghost.”

Courses of Study—one and two years, ineludin
one term in Training School: TL Yonsei: .

but’the good Lord has sent those brethren to
fill their places. The conference sermon was

the

other

itself able,

from its commencement to its close.

joined

Openin,

sermon by Rev. J. Phillips of Bury
Hill. After the business of Sat. morning,
Rev. L. H.
Drake of Harrisburg, who for the past week

We felt the loss of Bros. Frost and

small,

interest

hundred dollars more for pastor’s

Pittsfield

has

27.

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its last session with

‘Hampton church, N H.......Rev.J. Mariner at any previous time during its history«-«--:
“will close his labors with the Dexter and Co- = A five-days’ grove meeting has been ‘held with
frinng ¢hurches the last Sunday in Sept. He the Marsh Creek church, nine miles from
“has received a call to Lynn, Mass,, but has Willsboro’. Rev. H. Payne was with them
not yet accepted......Rev. Mr. Walker, of through
the meeting, but léft at its close to
the Christian church was received to our fill an engagement for a grove meeting in Faministry at the last session of the Exeter Q. ‘byus, N. Y. The meeting increased in interest

M. He is preaching

Aug.

were fairly fepresented by letter and delegation. The session was one of considerable
interest. We were much cheered in having the
pleasure of receiving brethren A. P. Tracey

Sunday-school books and periodicals are solic.
ited. A correspondent thinks that if the mission could receive at least partial support for
about eighteen months and with devoted work,
it might by that time become self-supporting.
Rev. H. Payne, who has labored three
monthsin the Troy Q. M., has taken the pastoral charge of the East Troy and Sullivan
churches for one year frem the middle of Aug.

is enjoying a good degree of prosperity under
the efficient pastorate of Rev. ¥. C. Bradeen.
On Sunday, Aug. 14, four were baptized, and

church,

the Brownington church Aug, 26. The churches

"Donations of Bibles, Testaments
(No. Berwick)

Green

Aug. 31, 1827, that body granted Bro. Russell license to preach, and at its next session,
Sept. 19, 1828, he was ordained.
:

Snnday-school is at a rather low ebb, one reason for which is the want of books and papers,

"The Poughty’s Falls church

the

SPRING TERM,
of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.

Printing Hstablishment,
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Print-*

session

$10.57, was given
church at Green,

other

Maine.

with

its Aug.

of twenty weeks, begins August 30, 1881.

use.of Dr. N.@. White’s Pulmonary

ing Establishment

ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held

BS

:

Botices und Bppointments,

and the other Professor of music in Carlton
College, Minn., were present and added great-

During the warm weather the congregations

Eastern.

Bev. F. P. Wormwood

interest

the prompt

Portland Falls second
all Aux. Wom. Miss.
to report themselves
i
P. LONGLEY, Clerk.

Rev. B. A. Russell, which stated that he was
ordained in 1820. The minutes of the Sus-

at

‘about

to $2.07.

* Pemmsylvania,

: Ministers and Churches.

for

Rice, one, the Professor
of music at Oberlin.

amounting

quehanna Y. M, show that at its first session,

has

hope

seems to increase as the people

. sessions still more and more interésting in the
future.
G, A. GORDON, Clerk.

ordinance.

interest of

ment in the recent obituary notice of the late

.ever held, and the brethren went away feeling

‘strengthened, and determined to make

to the

life.

We

has been visiting his old parish at New Lyms,
preached from Aects 1:8, on the ¢ Power of

Rev.

"Adopted unanimously.
Subjects were assigned the brethren for
next session, and thus ended the most interesting and instructive session our Conference

of a missionary’s

acquainted with the mission work.

d never slacken our efforts for its
until entire prohibition is ef:

there are others to follow

Miss Crawford,

est Jeccived attention.
results.
Next session at New
Saturday in Dec., when
Societies are requested
byletter and delegates.
.
J.

A bad Cold will run its gourse of about ten days

and may end a Consumption and yaeatn, A Tay.
revent are emp
at once.
Many a useful lite has been saved to
the world by

Elixir.
When sensible of having Cold, commence
at once taking the Elixir accordingto directions on
bottle
and
you
will soon be well.
4316 some:

the meeting by his assistance in the singing.
A
collection was taken at the close of the

meeting

That we as ministers will work
and work for it at every oppor-

Li

a letter from

Prof. Newell further added

_« YWhercas, We view the use of intoxicating
liquors as destructive to both soul and body,
on

read by Mrs. Blount of Hastings, and
very vivid description

structive.

it is—

ings. J. W. Carr was with us in the interest
of Danforth N. H. meeting house and received
aid to the amount of $70. The mission inter-

evening, Sept. 3." The exercises consisted, as

« Immortality of the Soul”; Wm. Bradley,
<« Prohibition.” These were criticised by the
‘brethren, and the articles generally did credit

his native town

and added much to the interest of the meet-

York.

In connection with the Oswego Q. M. con-vened at Hastings Sept. 2—4, a meeting of the
Woman’s F. M. Society was held Saturday

« Heart work in the Sunday-school Teacher”;

Rev. A. T. Salley from Providence, R.'

I. was with us on a visit to

——

Yow ampereFALL Sate’
Normal 9 Shor ;
TERM,

Way of Treating a Bad Cold,

134 >So

New

G.A. Gordon,

ings.

at Madibut good meet-

R= 28

H.S.

T. 0. Mc-

Gordon, on * Christian Baptism”;

ANSONQ. M.—Held its
son Center, Sept. 2—4; rainy,

rl
S23S88ESESS2

now number 27 members.
The following brethren read essays:

purchased

tle

munion service has recently been

we

were four additions to our membership;

Vi Worksof Art and
by Wm, E, Rb
as to excellence
this month; Thoroughly endorsed
3
copyr
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your funny

Poetry.

«8p

:

GIVING.

The sun gives ever; so the earth—_ ‘What it can give so much ’tis worth:
The ocean gives in many ways—
Gives paths, gives fishes, rivers, bays;

But

the word

ally
¢¢ I
der
*

side.

head.
:
* It isn’t much of a story,” said Aunt
Mary with something like a sob, * only
one little incident which came into” our
lives, and taught us as nothing else perhaps could, the vital importance of teach-

¢ “We came right home’ said Ida,‘ because we knew you would be worried.’

ing a child implicit,
stant obedience.

“+ I sat-down weak and trembling and
caught my darlings to my heart. ‘ We
minded

1

‘Why is it that the rippling brook
Smiles to the summer sky,

unquestioning, in-

«It was the summer that Ida was seven’

say to Jennie, ¢ My daughter, go and do
this, or that;’ and she will
¢W-h-y

The very while the burning heat

Absorbs and drinksit dry?

and Auntie has to stop and argue and ex-

Why. is it only man repines;

plain. If they were my children I'd
teach em!"
And the fair-haired child, with her little

' And questions, when his way
Is crosssed with care, or touched with gloom
He who alone, can pray;
Can sdy, “ Our Father,” trustingly,

Can all his sorrows tell

To Him whose very name is love,

‘Who “ doeth all things well” ?
Christian

Union.

Family Circle.
AUNT MARY'S STORY, \

itself like #=gilyer thread

between

he

This golden opinion was a true one;

even Grandma Brooks had to own it; and
she had but little faith in ¢‘ the gals of
this generation.”

She looked at them over her glasses,
patted their rosy cheeks, and watched
them silently for a day or two. Then
she spoke her mind about them when
they were out of the room.
«¢ They ’re good gals, Mary; good little gals. They mind you when you

speak.

They know what ‘ obey your pa-

Tents’ means. All gals don’t,
or boys
either, or parents themselves, for that
matter.”
The mother of the six young Brookses,
a pale, gentle little woman, colored to
her temples. She was used to Grandma
Brooks's cutting remarks, but. somehow
this little speech hurt her. She was over-

worked and tired all the time,
thing!

poor

‘And oh, how hard she did try to

do right and bring up her family in the
. ** nurture and admonition of the Lord.”

She had learned that text by heart.

It

‘had been flung at her by Grandma
Brooks's sharp voice, ever since Frank
was a wee toddling thing, and he was
twelve years old.

Now she was tempted to say something
sharpin reply. But a glance at Aunt
Mary’s smiling face comforted her. She
did want to have the love of this dear,
sweet woman whom she had never seen,
but had long loved ; and she wanted her
help too.

So she only smiled

back,

and

‘said nothing in reply. But Aunt Mary
came round behind Grandma where the
little woman
with a simple
Nellie,” gave
took the dish

was
* Let
her a
towel

washing dishes, and
me help you, Sister
sly hug and a kiss,
and began to &help,”

then and there.
«If you only will, Mary !” replied Mrs.
Brooks. But she did not mean help with

he dishes, and Aunt Mary understood
The next morning Aunt Mary and her
girls arose early and went out to see the
sunrise from the top of old Bluenose.
She had called it a mountain

when

she

was a little girl, and now it'seemed only
a very respectable hill.

Bat

the view

repaid them for their early scramble, and
well deserved the rather. extravagant
praises of the young girls.
As for their mother, if memories of the

which so many seek, and which, alas! so
few-find, lies not in the brightness of the

It was the railroad track and

of wrong

something steals the

spot where many of her loyed ones had

doing,—ah,

golden

then

or

you

will

get

into

the

Then she’ll say we're horrid.

That's

May

4 Oh, I dare say,” said Ida sagely, * we

* We will try to help them and each
other,” replied her mother, ‘‘ and God will
help us if we ask him.”
‘I do ask him almost every day, and
he does help me,” replied May shyly,
¢ but, mamma !”

.

* What, my darling?”

and

the sweet

niother’s smile was beautiful to see.
“Would you mind telling about—
about that day? on the railroad yon
know?” Little May's voice trembled,
and she drew closer to her mother’s side.
I would tell them if I thought it would
help them,” replied their mother, quickening her steps as if to get away from
some haunting memory, and growing
very pale.
Buta few evenings after they ‘were all
seated upon the piazza for a nice long af-

Grandma had" gone to

|.

could

not

thanked

She

said

‘+ Skip the

hard

rough

men,

and

words,

sometimes

driver on the

please,”

in

wild,

frontier.

been
of a
us in
Ki
of

d

rolling up, and peals of such

magnificent thunder as is seldom heard
except in the far West, were reverberating in the air. The driver was a
kind-hearted, sociable fellow, but there

was an intensity

and

frequency

of his

utterance of oaths positively unique.
We might say he had a genius for
swearing,
he was so enthusiastically
profane, Our admiration of horses, es-

pecially of his splendid *¢ four-in-hand,”

it

was genuine, and won the way to his
heart. We finally asked him, in an easy,
off-hand way, to please oblige us by
skipping the hard words. He promptly
both thanked us and made apology, cordially volunteering the admission that

It was such alittle thing

he was all wrong.

him-

He was then ready

for talk about mother, home, ane heaven.

He promised to use a Bible

his mother

had given him on his leaving home, and
to attend religious instead of bar-room
services. Also to read any good papers
we should send him. We took his address,

and

afterwards mailed

him

read-

three children, anew, the caution which
ing matter which we hope has cultivated
I had given my little girls’ before.
the seed sown.
:
«« «We shall certainly stop by the big
Another case was in a crowded streetrock till both trains go by,’ said Ida, with car in Philadelphia, en route to the great
her good-by kiss.
Centennial Exposition. The profanity of
¢ «Certain true, mamma,’ said
May, one of the passengers, who was considkissing me sailor-fashion till my cheeks erably under the influence of liquor, was
burned.
| so terrible and wholesale as to cause
“ Wont you kiss me good-by, too, expressions of pain on the faces of all
Archie? I asked, for the beautiful eyes the ladies within ear shot. Words of
rested lovinglyon my face.
disapprobation were heard also from

«Yes, indeed m'am,’ he said springing

both

up, ‘ right in the
rosy place May has
made. I forgot to kiss. mamma but she
won’, care. She don’t care much ’bout
kisses.’ Oh, the poor mother !
¢ I watched them out of sight, noticed
how Archie trudged, knee deep by the
road side in golden’ rod and milk weeds,
while my little girls went daintily along
in the road, lest the grassstill wet with

came

along

knew by the

directly. ‘It
sound

it was

with both

the

the

Then, leaning over,

suggestions of how we all may find
What was this silence? People, ¢¢ wisdom’s ways” those of pleasantness.

long ago been laid, to wait till the glad said Fred, and, ** Oh, yes, ;do, Aunt Mary !14 were runningto and fro ihis ‘side the knoll
* Morning comes and the shadows tee oe : from the whole group, old and and beyond the little hills and down from
Nellie and’ 1 ‘were talking tor iy she og to: Eo in sof,
"|
day.
about
perfect obedience from chil;
fashioned
sweet tones the old
hymn,
dren to parents. Perfect, unquestioning

a

obedience, and a certain young

1e

ew,

Higher bi Fay help I've come.”

)

v Jp

was carried on between them,

Like Thoreau,

though in a lesser degree, he knew how to
make friends with the feathered folk that built
their nests in his trees, and the intimacy seems

to have proved agreeable on both sides.
is a bit of cheerful

Here

gossip about a winter

guest :

‘¢ 1 have made a very pleasant agquaintance
—a young and vivacious person, musical and
garralous, grateful for small Kkindnesses, and

* In-

Among other familiar ‘AtseHichbisms may be
mentioned the following:
An American. who is interested in'a narrative or statement will say * Is ithat 86%’ or
simply “ So!”

The

expression

‘ Possible!”

is sometimes, not often, heard. Dickens misunderstood this exclamation as equivalent to * It
is ‘possible, but does not concern me ”; whereas in reality it is equivalentto the eXpression
“ Is it possible”
I have occasionally heard

the expression “ Do tell!” but it is Jess frequently heard now than of yore.
The word

“ right” is more frequently

aned

than in England, and is used also in senses
different from those understood in our English
usage of the word. Thus, the American will
say * right here ” and “ right there,” where an
Epglishman weuld say ¢ just here” or“ just
there » or simply
“here” or ¢ there.”
Americans say “ right away ”

where we

say

“ directly.” On the other hand, I am inclined to think that the English expression
¢ right well,” for *‘ very well ” is not commonly used in America.

JAmerieans say ‘‘ yes, sir)” snd “ no,

with a sense different from that which in
words are used in England; but they mark the
difference of sense by a difference of intonaThus, if a question is asked to which the

be simply “ yes”

or

“no” (or, according to the rank or station of
the querist, * yes, sir,” or *‘ mo, sir,”) the

American reply would be ‘* yes, s ir,” or ‘no,
sir,” intonated as with usin England. Bat if
the reply is intended to be emphatic, then the
intonation is such as to throw the emphasis on
the word
sir ”— the reply is * yes, sir,” or
“ no, sir.” In passing, I may note that I have
never
heard an
American
waiter
reply
“yessir,” as our English waiters do.
The American use of the word “quit” is

peculiar, They do not limit the word, as' we
do, to the signification ** take leave”—in fact,
I have néver heard an American use the word
in that

sense.

They

generally use

equivalent to * leave
passing, one may notice
circumstance thet the
properly means * to go
both have

come

to be

it

as an

off ” or *‘stop.” (In
as rather strange the
word “ quit,” which
away from,” and the
to “ stay,”

should

used as signifying to

“leave off.”)
Thus Americans say
** quit
fooling ” for “leave off playing the fool,” “quit
singing,” * quit laughing,” and so forth.
To English ears an American use of the
word * some” sounds strange—viz., as an adverb. Ap American will say, “ I think some
of buying a new house,” or the like, * for I
havesome idea of buying,” ete. I have indeed
heard the usage defended as perfectly correct,
though assuredly there is not an instance in all

the wide range

of English

literature which

will justify it.

So, also, many Americans defend as
English the use of the word “good” in
phrases as the following; ** I have written
note good,” for “ well ”; * that will make

good
such
that
yeu

feel good,” for * that will do you good,” and
in other ways, all equally incorrect. Of course,
there are instances in which adjectives are al-

lowed by custom to be used as verbs, as, for
instance, *¢ right? for * rightly,” ete., but
there can be no reason for substituting the adjective * good ” in place of the adverb * well

which is as short a word and at least equally
euphonious. The use of ** real” for * really”
as ‘‘ real angry,” * real mice,”
grammatically indefensible.

is,

of

course,

The use of the word * elegant” for *¢ fine”
strikes English ears as strange.
For instance,
if you say to an American,
*‘ This isa fine

morning,” he is likely to reply, “Itisan
elegant morning,” or perhaps oftener by using
simply

the

word

‘‘ Elegant.”

It is

not

a

nor his song its complete music.

There

are

lots of them on my lawn, in various stages ef
adolescence, but this little beauty got into my
book-room one morning, and flew in a fright

against the window when I ‘entered, and fell
on the floor, half stunned. I took bim wp,
got him to drink alittle water, and put him on
the grass. ‘He soon recovered, and now he
follows me all over the place. He waits to

welcome me the first thing
in the morning. He
perches

on my knee as

I sit writing

on the

lawn, and twitters out a sweet, low song. He
is very inquisitive about everything new that
comes out when we encamp under the trees,
examining
work-baskets,
writing-baskets,

straw hats, with an evident thirst for knowl-

edge. ‘He comes on my writing-table to pick
up crumbs, then
suddenly darts away in a

hurry to seize something more enticing—a fat
spider, or a daddy long-legs, or a butterfly.

There is something curious in the friendship
of this feathered atom, born out of

Mrs. Collins adds in a note:

gratitude.”

*‘ He continued

to be friendly until the spring of the following
year, and spent the greater part of the winter

in the house, thereby causing great jealousy
to two other robins, who were also favorites,
who used to watch for him to come out of the
house and attack him.—London Spectator.
4-0-0
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"BUNYAN"

TO-DAY.

Itisa thonsand pities that the dislike, so
general and so growingat present, to Bunyan'’s theology should make parents unwilling
to direct the attention of their children to his

book, and should make so many bright and intelligent children unwilling to read it when it
is recommended

to

them.

that,
as Leigh Hunt

For

the truth is

said of the Allegory in &3

Spencer, so it may be

said of

the theology in

Bunyan, ¢ the reader need not be afraid of it,it

won’t bite him!”

Of Bunyaw’s

can be no doubt—even

genius

Mr. Matthew

there
Arnold,

who says he was a Philistine (he couples. him
with Luther), admits that he was a Philistine
of. genius—and no one who has once surrendered himself to the homely charm of his honest
voice will regret the time passed io his company. Quite apart from the interest of the
story, the portrayal of character, and the
dramatic clearness with which the events are
made to pass before our eyes as in a magic-

mirror, is the limpic style in which the

book

is written; it is a model of the best English,
and we are of the opinion a teacher who has

the luck to have a bright boy under his hands
ought to win him to read the Old Testament,
Shakespeare, and the Pilgrim’s. Progress as
much as possible,
fill his ‘ear with the
language of ours.
stone which, if one

apply

to

for no other reason than to
best music of this noble
These books are a touchfamiliar with; them should

much of

the

writing of our own

tawdry

day~to

but popular

the wild and

whirling words of such a writer as Mr.Ruskin,
for example—would quickly show them to be
the dross they are.

‘ Alas, madam!” said

Dr.

Johnson one day, ** how few books there are
of which one can ever possibly arrive at the
last page!
Was there ever yet anything
written by mere men that was wished longer
by its readers, excepting ‘Don
Quixote,
‘ Robinson Crusoe,” and

gress’? "—N,

the

* Pilgrim's

Pro-

Y, Tribune.

Br
A

a

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
Judge Tourgee commemorated the constancy
and courage of his wife by dedicating his novel,
‘ Bricks Without Straw,” to her ‘‘ to whose
unflinching courage, unfaltering faith, unfail-

ing cheer and steadfast love, I owe more than
many
volumes might declare.”
He was
strongly opposed to the publicstion of this book
at the time it appeared, lest it should interfere
with ¢ A Fool’s Errand,” and only did so at
the earnest solicitation of Mrs. Tourgee; he
therefore presented her.with the copyright,

not anticipating for it, as he confesses, such a
success as it achieved. Mrs. Tourgee’s dividend
for the first quarters sales amounted to $12,
"000, with which she has ' purchased a beautiful
more correct than our English usage.
Thus,
residence on Lake Chautauqua, where the
we seldom hear in America the redundant Judge says she kindly allows him to board
with her daring the summer season. She has
word ‘‘ got ” in such expressiens as *‘ I have
place * Thorheim ’—Fool’s
got,” ete., etc. Where the word would not be christened the
redundant, it is generally replaced by the more Home—whether in allusion to her husband’s
euphonious word * gotten,” now scarcely ever
well-known subriquet, merely, or with just
heard
in England. Yet again, we often hear a suspicion of reference to his generosity in
in America such expressions as ‘I shall get relinquishing to her his second fortune from
me a new book,” “I have gotten me a dress,” a second book, the Judge declares he does not
“I must buy me that,” and the like. This use know.
of “ me ” for * myself ” is good old English, at
A correspondent of The Boston Advertiser,
any rate.
writing of the late George Borrow’s work on
I have been struck by the difointistanios “ The Bible in Spain? (1842), says: “It narthat neither the conventional, but generally rates, in exceedingly graphic style, Borrow’s
experiences (some of them very marvelous
very absurd, American of our English novel
ists, nor the conventional, but at least equally
| and
an even incredible) in ‘distributing the ew
misabsurd, Englishmanof American novelists,
.is Testament in Spain. It was: during
made to employ the more delicate American. sion he first fell in with the gypsies, who
themselves to be his best friends by
fsms or Anglicisms. We generally find the pro
him material belp and protection.
American * guessing ” or ¢‘ calculating”? 1gnot
, they claimed he was a gypsy himself,
even more coarsely Yankee, like Reade’s
a perfect knowledge of their
Joshua Fullalove, while the Englishman of as he et
American novels is almost always very coarse. dialect. Borrow was a giant in stature, and as.
d in
ly British, even ifhe 'is not represented as fearless as he, was powerful, and succeede
using what Americans persist in regardingas distributinga great many - thousand copies of
the true '* Henglish haccent.”
Where an the Testament at the hazard of his life, With
know
American is less coarsely drawn, as Trollope’s the exception of * Don Quixote,” I don’t
‘ American Senator,” he uses expressions of any book that gives a better idea of interior
s
which no American ever uses, and none of, Spain than Borrow’s, and as for adventure
those Americanisms which, while more deli- the doughty knight himself scarce passed
cate, are in reality more characteristic, because through more remarkable ones.”
they are common, all Americans using them,
* The book trade of Paris has opened an inpleasing use of the word.
There are some Americanisms which seem
more than defengible—in fact, grammatically

teresting exhibition of engravings,

to which

introduces an Englishman of the more natarul
sort be never makes him speak as an Englishman would speak; before halt a dozen sen-

the Rothschilds have generously loaned their
treasures, including one rare print for which

know it” or * That's so,” for
true,” by saying * Why, certainly,” for ¢ Certainly,” and 80 forth. There are a great number

sive Readings, for use in Public Worship.”

$6,000 was paid not long ago.
been (uttered he uses some exe The first book to bear the imprint of The
have
tences
When you ' attempt anything that is
the school-house towards the track. Oh,
pression which is purely Ameriean, - Thus no Century Company (formerly Scribner & Co.)
where were the snowy hats with ribbons right, go through with it. Be not easi- Englishman ever uses, and an American can be is a new compilation by the Rev, Dr. Charles
at onceby using, ‘such expressions 8. Robinson, entitled * Selections
for Responblue? where the m
faces which al- ly discouraged. Form habits of perse- pig
“tis
verance,

Ways turned a moment
for mamina to see

Yield not to sloth and

sleep
| as «1

and fickleness. - To resist all these will

before they disappeared into the school-

of mine said '* W-h-y” when, a few mo- ‘house? Had I yielded to my excited feelments after, she asked him ‘not to élimb ‘ings'T should have flown to the railroad
4 voice wis clear 8s ‘a silver bell, up, the tall tree which grew by the
wet, like.'a mad woman. But I could not
words and all, the ears ern terrace.’ ”
the
girls who were gazing from the | Feank blushed, and papa frowned, sy ‘move. My heart seemed bound with ice
with wide-open, awe; ing, * What did be ask that for? He's in my bosom, ' I fell upon my knees and
tried to pray. God only could have unthe rising sun.
been told forty times, why. He ’l1 break derstood my wild, wordless thoughts: to
y oa running to bee side to ask This neck some day.”
: be a prayer. 1 could ouly kneel there in
“Yes,” said Aunt Mary. “But my voiceless agony, still, coid as the dying
| ey. is that a child should trust hie ‘are, and try toogiey m yself upon my God.
i

lig

of

lard Tila i Hani

English expression of sttentive interest,
deed.’ ”

ing their seats to ladieg, who had long
been standing, and by their listening to And in like manner, when an American writer

big rock where the children always waited, though the stopping place was be-

«Now, Aunt Mary, tell wa story I” yond it.

parties.

and

This
word

not another rough word from that man
on the trip. He and bis associates soon
followed this act of politeness. by giv-

train

stopped. I
this side

of

we whispered in the ear of the troublesome one, to know if a favor might be
asked without. giving offense. That
granted, the request was made to omit
words that gave us pain. There was

valley. ' A strange haunting fear possessed me. . The down accommodation

Some

gave the desired information.
opened the way for a pleasant

heard the whistle of the engine and dithundering through

gentlemen.

We promptly consulted the watch,

stockings.
*¢ Soon after the children had passed over the knoll and were hidden from sight, I
it passed

and

the latter said—sotlo voce—, He ought to
be put out of the car.” He looked, however, like a man to make violent ‘work
if that were attempted. Soon a companion of his expressed a wish, whieh
we overheard, to know the time of day.

dew should dampen their'new shoes and

rectly

ladies

East » American often uses the expression
1
want to know ” in the same’ sense as our

word ** stop,” which means

We

beside him on his high seat.” The twilight was
rapidly
deepening. Dark
clouds, incessantly cut by vivid lighting, were

«I guess,” meaning “I

Mortimer Collins loved to notice and make
friends with the birds and “small deer” that livedaround him, and often a pleasant intercourse

know,” the Englishman as freely lards his
discourse with the expression, * You know,”
never a bore. He is, to avoid the mysterious,
which is, perhaps, more modest. Yet, on the a robin-redbreast,—a ‘young cock, whose
other side, it may be noted, thatthe * Down | “walstcoat has not yet attained its fullest scarlet,

tion.

dangerous places. It has thus also
the entering wedge, almost as often,
word or two of invitation to join
the journey to the better land.
Aniong the cases of the latter
which we have in mind was that

stage

can says frequently

reply in England would

coupled with a kindly, quiet glance’ of
the eye, has almost always conquered.
We have had this experience among

self} she answered coldly... ‘He
is
quick-witted, Charlie is. I could never
expect a child to obey me blindly with-out knowing the reason of my requirement.’
:
¢ So Isaid no more. But gave the

have lots of faults worse than our cousin’s ‘W-h-y’ and ‘W-h-y n-o-t’. But 1 should
like to shake it out of them all the same.”

words,

eyes.

¢¢ «Oh, then he must reason it out

and

we

We have often spoken kindly and in
quiet tones to those who were swearing.
Almost without exception they have received the reproof in the same spirit in
which it was given. The ' whispered

she thought.
‘ Butsuppose sometime, there could be
no time to
explain, I said. Suppose
we must mind at once. or harm would
come?

“I know a little girl
‘Who has a little curl
Right in the middle of her forehead,
And when she is good she is very, very good,
And when she is bad she’s horrid,”

gaily sang little May.
her sister Idilla.”

of everything.

laughingly too.

'

mamma!

SKIP HARD WORDS.

a lovable child, too, not a bad

wherefores,

sulks.

go,

“+O
Bb A

not been taught this kind of obedience of
which we were talking. He did not
mean to disobey, his mother said. He
only wanted to know the whys and the

shimmer |

would

‘“ That's what ¢ Children obey your
parents’ means,” softly said Aunt Mary.

child at all ; only—oh, fatal fault !—he had

from sunlight and stream, and joy flees
away! So we must ask God to help us
keep the fountain pure. There! I've
preached my little preachment, and now
let us go in to breakfast.”
¢¢ Mother, don’t you think we are pretty good girls?” asked little May as they
rather soberly went down
the hill.
Grandma says we are.”
‘Oh, you wait,” laughed Ida. ¢¢ I shall
get up a little tempest of temper some
day,

hair and large, soft brown

He was

by sinful thoughts or impure motives, or
the memory

past kept her silent, it was unnoticed by
them,as well as. her. long. wistful look py: talk.

across
the broad, green fields toa sacred

brown

skies or in the gleam of waters. The
fountain, the spring is within us. The
sweet possibility of happiness lies within ourselves. If the fountain be troubled

we

*¢ Mother, I'll never say Why can’t 1?
or Why must I ? again! see ifI do.” And
so said the rest.”
:

4¢ On this particular moining a little boy,
our next door neighbor, came to go with
them. He was eight years old, and I am
sure the most beautiful child I ever saw.
A clear complexion, which all fishing and
out-of-door play could not spoil, curly

“Yes, my darlings,” replied their
mother, ¢ but you must remember in your
anticipations of happiness, that the prize

said

*« Do you not suppose that we

safety.

May.

and

aches for his poormotherit +

bons, and caught a glance of their golden curlsas they climbed up the hill in

«If any body can be happy anywhere,
it is here in this beautiful place. We
shall be, 1 know, perfectly happy,” said

tired

keep him. And oh, I saw him hit by the
great cruel engine, and his beautiful
head—oh, mother, mother!’
¢¢ Poor beautiful little Archie! oh, how
we mourned for him, and how my heart

C. A. SYLVESTER.

in the world,” and great was the joy beneath the low-roofed brown cottage of
Elmdale.

got

darlings in the path of perfect obedience?”
.Aunt Mary stopped. Frank came to
his mother, great splendid fellow that he
is, and said, softly, as he put his arm
round her waist:

was a long walk and he said it was fool-

declared to be ‘“ two of the sweetest girls | up inthis lovely spot.”

Atchie

should be Tate and geta tardy mark; and-

young ones,” said May.
ish for me to do it, as 1 was quite feels
+ My little May !” exclaimed her moth- that year.
«¢ Children obey your parents.”
er. ‘‘When we ure perfect ourselves we
*¢ But I think it was Ida’s deprvuchlil
«« Xunt Mary ” had come to Elmdale can pick flaws in others! Till then we ¢ Can’t you trust us mother? We shall
farm to stay all summer. She was every. must be content to try and be good our- [ always wait by the big rock till the trains
body’s Aunt Mary, but to the young selves and help, not hinder others.. I go by, just as you told us’ And May
Brookses she especially belonged, being did wrong to allude to dear old Grandma said, smilingly,
»
their father’s only sister. To have Aunt as I did. I only meant for you to see
¢¢ “Tourse we shall mind mover and far-:
‘Mary all summer to themselves would how naughty I felt myself.”
ver. Don’t Dod say, *¢ Chillens obey
have been good, indeed ; but that wasn't
«Oh, my darlingest mamma!” exclaim- your parents?” That means do just zackly
the best of it, for May and Ida had come ed Ida, giving her mother a hug which al- as they tell you, mamma, wight off twick,
too. The young people had never met most took her breath away. ‘ You are you know.’
before, but the frequent exchange of let- justas good as good can be. But you
“ So I let the little darlings go, but I
ters and photographs made them feel never would have been the blessed wo- must confess I never breathed freely till
quite well acquainted. Now ‘they were man you are if you had not been brought I saw their snowy hats with the blue ribBY MRS.

said.

For nearly all the way the road was in
sight, but for a little distance in the valley it was hidden from our view. There
lay a danger, about which I could never
think without a nervous horror. I called myself weak and foolish, but I could

not help it.

ex-as-perating

dont !’ she

God that night for helping us to lead our’

Aunt

those

May,

house was placed.

about the time the children were on their
way two trains were due. Atfirst I used
always to go with the children, for at
this hour my husband was away.
But it

and

said little

¢ We staid by the big rock as you told us
to, but

some

nary bird that her two hearers laughed
merrily.
¢¢ Oh, mamma !” said Ida, after they had
sobered down a little, ‘this is glorious!
And we are going to stay ail summer!
Itis too good to be true! We shall be
perfectly happy !”
$< Even with poor old Grandma nagging
Nellie,

mother’

¢« Don't look so, mamma,

lesser hills, then through the valley and
up the ¢¢ hill ofscience™ as we used laughingly to call the one on which the school-

clenched fist, and her blue eyes flashing,
looked so very much like a very cross ca-

you,

« else we should have b¥en killed too.’
And the dear child burst out crying,
while Ida tried to tell me the story.

those children!

singing cease,
eall,
bleak winds blow,
fall?

But it is noteworthy that whereas the Ameri-

ing the curly brown hair from his fore-

saint,” replied outspoken Ida; * but oh, years old, and May was six, and they
‘Without being bad at all - ‘were going to school for the first time.
they are so exasperating. I always want The school-house was within sight of our
to box Ned's ears when his mother says sitting-room windows, upon a high hill
so pleasantly, ¢ Don’t Neddie!” to hear overlooking the village which has since
him always whine oul, ¢ W-h-y not?”
sprung up like magic in the valley below
« Yes,” said little May, * or Auntie wil} it. Then the quiet country road wound

And dim the azure sky?

- OOLLINS'S LITTLEFRIEND.

Biterary Selections, :

darlings were dead!
:
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH.
“ But no! Oh, God was good ! There
wrong,” * That's so,” said Frank.An American friend of mine, in response to
never thought ofthat before. 1 won- they stood, with blanched faces and set
the question by an Englishman (an exceedinglips. My darlings were safe. I hope the
if I'm too old to begin now?”
ly positive and dogmatic person,as it chanced),
Perhaps my story will help you, Lord has forgiven me, but I never, “ WHy do, Englishmen never say ‘I guess’ ”
Frankie boy,” replied his Aunt Mary thought of Archie. I never thought there replied (mbre wittily than justly), ¢ Because
drawing him close to her side and part- Was another mother in all the earth be- they are always so positive about everything.”

I feel

* «Tt is enough to try the patience of a

‘When passing clouds ‘obscure the sun,

1881.

I mean

do not require them to do any thing mor-

hymn.

14,

as to obey

It was my father’s favorite

She clung to her mother’s neck and

oF

so much

means iorta The Lord has helped me.’

half smothered her with kisses.
Don’t look so saintly, mamma!” said
| Ida. “You look as if you were going to
fly away from us.”
«Nota bit of danger, my darlings,” said
the mother.
*‘I am of the earth, earthy
yet; as you will believe when I tell you
how angry I feel every time Grandma
snubs poor Aunt Nellie... gem

+0

And wither, droop and die,

dears.

mother

without asking * why” at all.

very near him, somehow, up here in the

‘When it stops giving comes in death.
Give, give, be always giving;
Who gives not is not living.
Give strength, give thought, give deeds, give
elf,
:
Give ay give tears, and give thyself;
‘Who gives not is not living.
The more we give,
The more we live.

~Why do not flowers ‘hang their heads,

it is, my

SEPTEMBER

STAR,

« Presently a light touch fell upon my
if shoulder. I raised my head, thinking
they have good fathers and mothers who it was somebody come to tell me my

father and

Ebenezer

;

sunrise.” And there was a look upon
the pure, uplifted face which
almost
frightened little May.

So, too, the air, it gives us breath—

Why do not birds their
Or cry with plaintive
Because, sometimes the
‘And dreary raindrops

hymn? I thought

was a man’s name.”

MORNING

notbe easy; but .you will feel that you

have done right when your Undertaking
is finighed,
> dn an gn
San

are
by DD. Xodtivop 8 Co. huve organized a Reading Phillips Brooks, aré being prepared
no further good to us than as they are of
s that Breathe ” is
Thought
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Co.
&
Lothrop
Union for American and English young folks.
use; and whatever we may heap up, to ‘The ‘Reading Course for the Union will by | hie© title.
give to others, we may enjoy only as given’ tn an“ Illustrated » supplement to
A pretty’ and fantastically ornamented book
much as we can use, and no more.—D.
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| All the good things of this world

Ecce Spiritus ” isthe title of an anonymous
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which will be ready shortly,
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THE EGYPTIAN DISCOVERIES.

constitute from 13 to 18 per cent. of the

‘We reprinted from the London papers

‘at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words, VERSES
are inadmissible,

population. Although for the whole of
accounts of the wonderful discovery late- Germany the Jewish element is only 1 1-2
great storeof
ly made near Thebes of a
ptian antiquities, including mummies

per cent. of the population, in the city
erlin it is nearly 6 per cent.

of kings and queens of the Seventeenth,

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, historical papyri, statuettes, an cartouches.
No single find of such value as this, if we

FRANK B. CRANE

of

yu, aged 83,

In a recent number of the

to light since modern Jelanso oi Suriosi:

to

* perhaps from a fear that the display of appended, that it might, for all time, be
value taken from the open to verification. They called upon all
any article of
rolls of
laying

leather

hands on’ a magnificent

tent covered with inscriptions which once

sheltered King Pinotem. In the end, however, the sale of beantiful statuettes, rec- quotations; in
ptologists as genuine and | grou ps, and
ognized by E
suspicion. chronological
worth, aroused
of exceptional
One of the fellah brothers was arrested by manipulation.
Daud Pacha, Governor of the Province of editor, like
Zehue, and imprisoned until he

consent-

ed to disclose the secret. The cavern
was visited by the Governor, who perceived at once the great value of its con-

Antiquities.

Herr Brugsch,

Bey as he is called in Egypt,

of 1

or

the

perfect preservation,

Vt.,

He was married

June

15, in his

87th

bridge,

and harmonize,

dictionary that vught to

died.

The

shock

to

Vt.

While

battling

Num. 23:10. .

SERANDA

Dr.

Brugsch is probably correct,” that on the
occasion of some foreign invasion of the
Nile country, the tombs of the kings near
the then capital at Thebes, were opened
and their contents removed and concealed in the cave to preserve them from the
enemy. Among the royal mummies the
oldest is King Raskenen, one of the latest
monarchs of the Seventeenth Dynasty.
According to Mariette this dynasty ended

- once

especially

more

competent

special knowledge at his service, in

a

to

case

nounced as done.

Further, twelve months

hence Dr. Murray is in full hope that he
will be able to present the first-fruits of

Four-hundred

years before the Israelites crossed the Red
Sea this monarch ruled in Thebes. Nearly all that we know of the doings of hu-

work

the

seed

of

which,

as

has

been

seen, was sown a quarter of a century
ago.
The Atheneum gives the following de-

place

manity upon the earth has taken

possesses

of special need. The right spiritis in
this method of attacking the subject,
clearly. Asa result, as much as twothirds of the preliminary labor is an-

the way in saying that his mummy, with
its fine lined shroud and its three carved
cases fitting together like a nest of boxes,
old.

it

the mighty task, and willing to give his
life
to its completion, there can be no
possible fear felt as to the result. At his
call eight
hundred
volunteers have
united their efforts to complete the gleaning and gurnering in of quotations; at
his call, twenty scholars are lending their
aid to rough hew these into
preparatory
form ; twenty more have placed their

As Raskenen was not the
B. C. 1703.
last of his line, we shall not be far out of

vis about 8,700 years

Murrey:

master builder

he was oiled and perfumed and laid
Yetwe can) tails :
in his painted boxes.
The preliminary reading for the Philohis hands to-day and look into his
and read his history written all over logical Society's new English Dictionary,
which has now little more than six months
ra
his coffin !
Next in antiqifity to King Raskenen are to run, has so far produced very satisfacAahmes I., who | tory results. Up to the present no fewer
the mummies of King
drove out the Shepherd Kings and found- than 842,870 slips have been supplied to
Dynasty, and readers, of which 698,745, or--abont 84
ed the brilliant Eighteenth
his wife Queen Aahmes Nofent Ari, their Ld eent., have been returned filled up.
f these no less than 85,000 are the reson Prince Sa-Ammon, and their daughThe
ters Queen Arhotep and Princess Sat-Am- sult of the reading of four readers.
mon, According to the Mariette chro- number of readers who have helped in
of Aahmes began 3,584 the work is over 750, of whom 510 are
nology the reign
The number of authors
years ago. The other Toya! personages still reading.
discovered belong to the Eighteenth and read is over 2,700, representing ‘over
Nineteenth Dynasties, but there is a High 4,400 separate works, and, of course, a
Priest who is as recent as the Twenty- much larger number of volumes. Alfirst. The period covered by the mum- lowing two lines: to each quotation (a
mies must be not less than 700 years, and small estimate), the quotations represent
embraces the most brilliant epoch of an aggregate of writing of nearly 80 1.2
Egyptian history. Among the : royal miles, and the weight of the slips issued
The grand total of slips
. mummies i8 that of Thotmes the Great, exceeds 15 ewt,
in whose reign Egypt 'ditained the sum- received since the work was first started
mit of her power and civilization, and in 1838, closely approaches 3,000,000.
since
away
touch
face,

that of Ramses

1I,, the

Jewish captivity.

‘of the

Pharaoh

-O-4-

It is not improbable

=

The late Mr. James Miln, in

that among the inscriptions on the burial
cases of the latter monarch, or on some

“a change for the better —she

:

work

on ** Excavations at Carnad,” in Brittany,
‘of the papyrus rolls, will be found the ‘makes an interesting statement as to the
official Egy tian account of the sojourn manner in which ancient sculpturing on
~of the Israelites in the Nile country. Be- «Jiranlte blocks may have been executed
“liewers in the infallibitity of the Mosaic | an age when as yet iron tools were un‘records will eagerly scan thé translations

* of these Siweriguions for a confirmation of

their faith, while rationalists will expect

assistance from them in their attempt to

banish the miracles of the plagues and

known:

“It has been held by some

Era deat poapure
Yelta os
J. R. SMITH, © Jou
ure.

ar-

chgologist that these sculpturings could
not have been cut without the use of iron
tools ; but others have of late years suc-

ceeded in producing similar markings on
granite slabs, using solely stone implements ; and in doing so they found that
diorite and other such tough stones cut

}

vd

Pre

A Jewish handbook just issued by Dr,
. Andree, estimates the

tfital number of

Jews.at 6,100,000, Only 180,000 of the race
- are to be found in Asia, 400,000 in Africa,

300,000" in America, and 20,000 in Australia. ‘The great majority of the race,

“IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.”
“A patient in Indianapolis, who was a great

sufferer from Rheumatism, sent for Compound

Oxygen, and a week after receiving it, wrote:
“It works like a charm! For six weeks I
had suffered agony, and nothing relieved me

until your medicine came.

1t is one week

to-day since I commenced the inhalations, and
the improvement is wonderful, and I thank
God and you.” ‘Treatise on * Compound Oxyn”' gent free. Drs. STARKEY & PALEN,

*hiladelphia, Pa.

truly

yours

“That Extreme Tired Feeling”
# The first bottle has done my daughter a
at deal of good; her food
does not disress her now, nor does she suffer from that
extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HooD’S SARSAPARILLA,”

SATE

Price $1 a bottle or

six bottles for $5. Prepared by €. I, HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

~N

)

remedy’ forfll

o.ghs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis
ases, when used in season.
Fifty years agou, Elder
Downs was given up by his

‘The astonishing success or this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.
of one doctor's visit,
For sale everywhere.

Hike and Manufacturing
N

y

Hood's Tooth- Powder, Only 27 Cents.

TT

THE\ONLY

and

Al

BRADLEY,

\

OR DRY FORM
on

Tropical Leaf of Rare
Remedy

for all the

8

diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and

all

difficulties

of

the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For
Female
Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
during Pregnancy, it has noeqnal. Itrestores the
organs that make the blood, and hence is
the best
Blood Purifier. It is the only known remedy
that cures’Bright’s Disease, For Diabetes, use)

WHYARE WE SICK?

Warner’s Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by
Druggists
and Deglers at
per bottle. - Largest bottle in the
Market.

URCAI
HENRY & JOHNSON'S
ARNICA#2 OIL

LINIMENT

HH.

WARNER

& CO.,

CORRODERS

AND

AND

Itis put upin

MANUFACTU RERS

LEAD

Hopkinton,N, H., Feb, 28, 1799; at the age
of 27 made a profession of religion, and was
baptized by Elder Caveno, and united with the
Free Baptists. Removed to the state of
N. Y.
in 1836, resided in Hamburg for five years, after which he removed to Boston Center, where
he was ordained deacon of the church of that:
place. In 1852 he removed
to the town of
Concord, and in 1868 came to Springville and

Vegetable
makes

Form,

Bruises,
Ulcers,

§Scalds
Sores,

Galls,

intin

six quarts

of

Corns,
Strain,
and all Skin Diseases.
it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists, Price 25 and 50c per bottle

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,e

OF

Clarke’s Compound
Mandrake
Bitters
Cures Sick-Headache, Constipation of the Bowels,

OF

PIPE

and all Bilious
the

LEAD,
SHEET
NARROW
AND
SALEM, MASS,
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
1y15

J. MARINER,
was born in

Dry

fF WARRANTED

Cuts,

ine. Also in Liquid Form, very Conecentrated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.
{It acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00 IS

Rochester,

GRINDERS

A sure cure for Wounds,
Sprains,
Burns,

or sick headaches?

cans one package of which

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
PURE WHITE LEAD,

.marked

.. For Man and Beast.

by causing free action of these organs and
restoring their power to throw off disease.
Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?

Y Use KIDNEY -WORT and rejoice in health. Y

$1.25
Try it.

%

1

a 608 Washingt §t,

AND THE EIDNEYS.

Why endure nervous

SY

Gen. Managers,

°

DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

from a Simple

y

MEDICINE Y

IN EITHER LIQUID

"WILL SURELY CURE
INKIDNEY DISEASES,

Is made

Substan-

GARRETSON & Co.,

No, 66 N, Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or torpid, and poisonous
IS humors are therefore forced into the blood
that shouldbe expelled naturally.

Value, and is a POSITIVE

Areas;
'eXA8+

Sells to every class,

rnd secures the most unqualified endorsements.

vy

That Acts at the same time

Y

Business: ‘all Statistics;

every section beyond the Mississippi.

:

VoRT.

Y

Separtare to the spirit-land occasions a deep
sadness in the home where he shone so bright.
ly. Yet his presence often seems near, bring.
ing cheer amid earth’s night, and inspiring
hope in a reunion beyond,
Fuseral attended

FOWLER

"DR. N. 6, WHITE'S
PULMONARY
———

»

Soldby all druggists.

him as one of its many vigtims, He bore his
sickness with wonderful’ patience. His early

by the writer
DEACON
SUMNER

re-

)

Blood,

and Liver Complaints.

Promotes

Digestion,

and

It

purifies

makes

the

skin clear and fair. Large bottles only 50 cents. |
For sale by Druggists generally.
Prepared by
Rev. Walter Clarke, proprietor of the Kuropean,
Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.
16eow

united pvith the F'. B. church of that place and

remained a faithful member until the time of
his death. Funeral services by the writer.
A. F. BRYANT.
SISTER S., wife of Joel Blaisdel, of Milo,
Me., died June 15, after a long and painful
illness, wlilch
she bore with Christian patience and fortitude.
In early life she made a
Profession of religion and united with the F.
aptist church of Livermore, and always lived
a consistent Christian life. Twenty-nine years
ago Bro. B. moved into Milo, and there he
and his faithful wife soon built upa F. B.
church, of which they have always been faith.
fal
members.
Industrious and frugal they
were always prepared to assist, by their meuns,
every good cause. The pastor’s family never
suffered from want ifthey were able to find
out their necessities. Sister B's life was
a
continuous self-denial in order to do good.
The verdict of all her acquantainces is, ** She

hath done what she could.”

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER
IS A

ville,

Mass.,

Aug.

£

Perfec! 14 safe

She leaves a hus-

aged

TL gears

and

Is the OLDEST!

DAVIS

PERRY

ss
a

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST !

WEST

or extern ally, and

BEST

and hence the

LEADING

REMEDY

certain
hy
Sold by all druggists at 25c¢., 50¢. and $1.00 a bottle.

to use internally

BEST CONSTRUCTED

EQUIPPED!

FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE.

afford to be without it.

T. KINNEY,
died suddenly in Saunders13,

VEGETABLE

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Diphtheria, Chills, Diarrhea,
A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Headach
e, Neural gia, Cuts,
Dysente! Ll Cramps, Cholera, Summer Co mplaint, Sick
Biuises, & rains, Rheumatism, et Ce
to afford relief. No family

band, now aged and infirm, and two children
to mourn the lo§s.of a faithful wife and affec-

tionate mother.
AMOS JOHNSON

PURELY

—)THE(—

Chicago

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Towa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, 1daho, Montana, Nevada, and for

Council

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. L

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

—

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

6

months. He was discovered lying under a
tree by the side of the road where he had stop-

Cedar

Rapids,

Sioux City,

Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

all

before

oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for
Milwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,

been at work painting and exposed to the severe heat of the sun and had drank freely of
cold water, but his death may have béen from

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and
all
points
in
Minnesota,
Dakota,
WisT
consin and the Northwest.
.

ed on his way home at noon, and died

Pe could be removed

some other cause.

to his house.

He

begged

He

had

of ‘his daugh-

She

be alarmed and he” would soon be better.

late to be recognized.

He was one of the orig-

|

inal members of the Grafton church, organized
nearly 42 Yours ago; at which time he was conUpon the reorganization
verted and baptized.
of the church at Farnumsville, he again united
¥or a long
and continued faithful till death.
He was a
time he held the office of deacon,
kind husband and father, a good-citizen and a
He leaves a wife and
Christian.
faithful

daughter to mourn their loss. R. D. FROST,

In . the ‘recently published
CORRECTION.
obituary notice of Deagon Lemuel Merrill the
name was erronedusly spelt ** Morrill,”

’
’

connections

are

made with

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVISER
reIRON BUTTERS are highly recommended for all diseases
quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inter-s
etc. Enriche
yr:
mittent Fevers, Want of Apacs Loss of fren
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
ing, Heat in the Somach Hea rib rn, ele. “i he only
as Tasting the Food, Bi
give
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or pp.
of
headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A. B C Book, 32
¥
sent free.
p
‘useful and axhusing readi—ng

Handle

CHEMICAL

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee

Pan

Pullman Hotel
Dining Cars
BETWEEN
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
CHICAGO
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you ‘Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse

CO., Baltimore, Md.
Ma

and

Routes.

Close connections made at Junction Points,
Itis the ONLY LINE running

over

read

to buy if they do not

Chicago

the

&

North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodations you will buy aut tickets -by this route,
$3. AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER. Line,
Tickets by this
All Ticket Agents
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Aa fi

———

8. M. PETTENGILL & CO, 37. Park
auRow, New Yerk, are our Agents, and are
thorized to contract Yor advertizing at our lowest
rates.

|
|

iBAs3

|

pton Commercial Coll
Send for circulars.

b

rive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

At Chicago, close

I

Skilled operators graduate from the Telegraph

GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest
Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices re.
goed 33 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arthe Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago

BROWN

Telsgraly Taught!
Department, New
New Hampton, N. H.

|

A TRUE TONIC

»

ter who happened along before he became unhis wife as she would
conscious, not ‘to’ tell

PALACE

DINING

CAR.

CHICAGO,

ROCK

’
ov

=]

2 F)
ISLAND

gid

58%
HE
kd

Be 23.

iE.

for am ent ire
Cars.

Tribune.

¥,|°

Very

19 Butterfield Street,
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the passage of the Red Sea to the domain
of legend.
. Kidney Complaints
. The well-stocked museums of Europe
and
This cor- of all descriptions are relieved. atIt once,
- will probably receive no additions from the granite better than flint.
seems in
speedily cured by Kidney-Wort
responds
with
the
practice
of
the
stonethese new hen discoveries. Egypt
tended by nature for the cure of all diseases of
now carefully
guards her antiquities, and cutters of the present time, whose steel the kidneys caused by weakness and debility.
her Government museum at Boulak tools for cutting granite are of a much 1ts great tonic powers are especially directed
We
will gather into its halls all that is really softer temper than those they use for cut- to he removal of this class of diseases,
that huve suffered for thirty
The great sculptured know ofthatpersons
worth keeping in these new-found treas- ting sandstone.
have been permanently cured by
years
stone of Montezuma, in Mexico, is a ‘taking
ures.
any country were per
*
Try it,
Kidney-Wort a short time.
strong
proof
of
the
extent
to
which
granshare in hw foie of the eitied. to
either liquid or dry.—Sun.
»
WPT 3
it would probably be America, for which ite can be sculptured ,with stone implethe Khedive has recently shown his lik- ments. Gama, in His work describing
"ing by giving us the Obelisk. It is pos- this stone, states that ten thousand Indi:
YE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKE
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
sible thata timely. request might obtain ans were employed in transporting it to
Schools Fire Pry Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED. Catalogue sent, Free.
from him for the Metropolitan Museum the city of Mexico, where it was sculpVANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
a)
some of the objécts which Herr Brugsch tured by thirty workmen with stone
is now studying and arranging. At all axes.”
40)
"
+0)
events, there would be no harm in mak-

"ing .an effort in this direction.—N.

.

She had joined the ¥. B. church of Blanches-

Diphtheria

and

4

a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

““ Js a ‘sure

ter under the labors of Rev. P.O. Perry. She re.
mained a worthy member, and died in good
hope of eternal life. Bro. Hampton and a little son, and other friends, are left to mourn her
loss.
Com.
ADELAIDE, wife of David Owen, died in Leslie, Mich., Aug. 13, of consumption, after an
illness of seven months, aged 33 years and 23

him.

his

wiahil’

n to eat

- with a relish. - It seemed to
take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
thangs bein very noticeable in her face.
She
k it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight.
© now

was quickly sent for, however, but arrived too

his

They also ke p

daughter of Jacob Clark, died at Petaskey,
Mich., Aug. §, of consumption, aged 30 years,
11 months and 11 days.
She was brought up
near Blanchester, O., where her parents still
reside.
She married; remoyed to Illinois losing her heglth, she recently réturned to -Ohio
to ber patents, and went from there with her
husband to Mich., hoping to prolong life, but
all in vain. Her remains were
brought to
Blanchester, where she was buried. Funeral
service by Rev. O. E. Baker; Rev. 14:13.

of those who knew

Preacher,

after

ic Books, pod gp
the Christian id
168° weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

ghows,
Mass.
‘MESSRS. C. I. Hoop & Co.: tle.
:
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, ‘blood poor,
with no appeiiie, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been takingit a few days we noticed

with

of C. Hampton,

soon

oo» -

delicately penciled inscriptions on the the nascent dictionary was sharp and secases being as bright and distinct as if vere; and though Mr. Furnival, zealous
the artist's brush had just touched their in forming the Early English Text SocieChaucer and other societies—
green, yellow, and orange hues. All the ty, the
She was a native of Cattaraugus Co., N
-objects found will be removed to the founding them chiefly that the welfare days.
Y., but moved to Leslie some ten years ago,
Boulak Museum, and the work of deciph- of the dictionary might be promoted— and remained a year; then went to Montcalm
-ering the papyrus rolls will not be begun did all that was in his power to keep the Co. where she experienced religion and was
aatil October. That these inscriptions work heartily in hand, there came a chill baptized by Rev. W. H. Smith, and united
the
Bloomer church. Three years ago
will throw much fresh light on what is to the warm spread of it, and it almost with
yey returned to Leslie to pass the remnant of
;
known as the Middle Period of Egyptian burned down.
their days.
From the first of her sickness she
Happily this depression is past. It said she should not recover andcalmly awaithistory we can not doubt. Perhaps they
will also furnish some traditional records was only momentary, to lead to better ed the approach of the Messenger to bear her
and better consolidation; it was home. She leaves ‘to mourn her loss, 4 hus.
of the First Period, and settle the old and energy
band and three small children, also her
sged
tiresome quarrel ofthe long and short only till there had been sufficient recovarents and one sister here, and two brothers"
chronologists, as to whether the seven- ery to look at the undertaking anew ; ‘and
n N. Y., but they know Him in whom she
that
the
Philological
Society trusted. Funeral services by the writer; text,
teen dynasties which succeeded Menes now
1. P
were all consecutive, and thus solve the has secured the acceptance of its plan by Ps. 116:15.
CLARENCE, son of Joseph and Baily A.
«chief remaining iraportant problem of the University of Oxford—has secured its
execution at the cost and with the typo- Weymouth, died in Corinna, Me., July 7,
Nile history. There can be little doub
aged 11 years, 11 months and 19 days.
Clarresources of the University ence
that the royal mummies were not. origi- graphical
was a child of much promise, of gentle
lhe ress—now that, in its late President, and winning ways. He shared the affections
nally placed inthe secret cavern. '

ancient Egyptians did not hide their dead
in this way. The explanation of Herr

ons vii

-L, G. CLARKE.

AL, wife

Masonry

| AChrist.t Messrs.
E. A. COOK
& CO., , 1313 W: Wabash
ge
Avene;
Price in, Paper covers 35

last Ire passed peacefully away, leaving an aged
companion, one son and other friends
to
mourn—his three daughters having gone on before. Funeral services attended by the writer;

text,

death

Easthill,

" hey,

late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
nounced

ley, daughter of Rev. Thomas Moxley of Tun-

consumption he murmured not. . Amid his
great suffering he was wholly résigned to the
will of God; retaining his reason until the

Herbert Coleridge,

By Rev. c. G.

- A Distinguished Author, Noted

eradicates ‘the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent:
the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

Mox-

and complete, all these conspiring efforts ;
cauld rear aloft upon them at length the

the

Diphtheria, and the persistency with

ing the blood it
Sarsaparilla neutralizes
and

year.

in 1826 to Catherine N,

build upon this"broad and enduring foun-

growth,

wR

ing and enrich.

IRA D. BROUGHTON. died at his residence in

bridge, Vt. He experienced religion at 18
years
of age, uniting
with the Methodist
church at Norwich,
Vt. Moving from that
place he united with the F. B. church at Tum-

would be shown, the

|

Lodomillo(now Edgeleaves a wife and

from the text, Isa. 40: 29-31,
He giveth
power to the faint, &c. .
N. W. BIXBY.
Washington,

:

rrosrmirion
YOSTRATION
Which follows

Hood's

But the'|’

14th and listened to a sermon by his pastor

membered by people who wisited the —where death had come. Clearly, up to
Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, as the date of the publication of such a dicthe commissioner in charge of the Egyp- tionary, the English language, without
tian Department. He is a German, has bias, would have representation through
devoted his life to the study of Egyptolo- apd through; also, after the date of such
gy, and is universally recognized as one a publication, {he further additions of
further centuries-to the English language
-of the best authorities on the subject.
Herr Brugsch has examined the mum- would only need interpolation, in edition
mies found in the cave sufficiently to after edition, to let the complete repreBut adverse
Jearn their names and give to each its sentation evermore go on.
proper-place in Egyptian history. There circumstances aroge: the first nominated
are thirty-nine of them in all, and many editor,—enthusiastie, brilliant, lovable,—
are in a state of

sorrows.

two children, a mother and two brothers and.
two sisters to mourn his early death. A large
concourse of people attended his funeral on the

he be. . It was a proud scheme. It would
an result in a complete history of each word,
Brusch it was seen—and intended.
The birth

will be re-

Cols,

his from the days of his

W. Bixby and joined the
wood) F. B. church. He

special sense groups, and
series, ready for an editor's
Then they saw that an
a master architect, could

fair fabric of the

«dispatched to the spot Herr ad

_ “rector of the Bonlak Museum

Dr.

“youth.
At the age of 13 he sought and found
a Saviour’s love and was baptized
by Rev. N.

combining them into word

dation ; could combine,

who

He telegraphed the Khedive,

tents.

been one of toil and many

or

storing and invigorating propérties of

in

priate words were used at the funeral:
* Young man,
I say unto thee, arise.” Luke
Tr: 14.
.
C. M. EMERY.
RANSOM D. BROCKwWAY died Aug 13, neal
Edgewood, Iowa, in the 25th year of bis age.
Early bereft by death of his father his life had

joys of religion were

LG

L

‘of the power of Christ to save, These. sppro-

lovers of the English language to aid
them in collecting these quotations from
all English books. They appealed to all
who were competent, and who felt the
impulse to be more than mere collectors,
to aid themin arranging these countless

papyrus, and even refrained from

by

og

which it clings to the patient, are well
A known 10 all who have had any experience
with this'terrible disease.
>

H., Ju-

in that city. Early in the spring, he came to
his father’s house in Alton, in a condition of
failing
health for a season of rest and quiet. He
boped
for recovery, but the death messenger
seon came, and
released him from intense suffering. In our social meetings, and in hig daily life the dear brother left a loving
testimony

Cornhill

in regard

ty y firstbegan
to pry nto N the tombs an
gan to.
+The rel-| EES
Society, atthe ingti‘Valley
“ruins in the
ics were foundin a cave some miles from gation of Archbishop Trench, so long
to sound and dig, to
msthe cave and its ago as 1857, decided
Thebes. It seethat
contents were discovered years ago by a lay deep and sure foundations, for a dicfellah, who with his three brothers long tionary that should include all English
drove a profitable trade with travelers at: words, in all centuries, in all meanings,
Luxor by selling minor. articles which with a quotation to support each of these
secret from the hidden in each and every stage—a quotation,
they brought in
Perhaps: rom superstition, and moreover, with book, chapter and verse
_ treasure.
«cave might cost them their secret, they
vemoved none of the mummies or the

baptized

ee

The following letter shows how the re-

-| well, and united with the First Baptist church

THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Magazine is the following
this great work :

died in Alton, N.

LE

IPHTHERIA!

rine
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The President Worse.

Summary,

Monday morning’s despatches state that a
+
We complication has arisen in President Gar-

field’s case, causing great anxiety,

The Terrible Forest Fires!

was

He

safely removed to Long ‘Branch, N. J., on
Tuesday, and after recovering from the fatigue
;
of the journey began to. mend.
At the President’s request, after his removal
Surgeon General Barnes, Surgeon Woodward

The Province of Ontario and some of the
Middle and Western States, expecially Michigan, have continued to suffer extensively during the past week from bush fires, The dis.
astrous results are summarized as follows by

and

Dr. Reyburn

withdrew from the stafl of

the Advertiser: “ The whole of Ontario has
suffered, and the region between the Ottawa
river and the Georgian bay has to bear very

attending physicians, leaving the case in the,

heavy losses.

attendants allowed
reports the doctors and
openly express full confidence in
themselves to

Much

timber

has been

hands of Surgeons Bliss, Agnew

de-

His pulse was lower than it
his recovery.
had been for several weeks previous and his
other symptoms were normal. But on Saturof fever and
| day
was very restless until 5 o’clock A. M. During
the day Sunday
he was somewhat better but
his pulse, temperature and respiration were
higher for the entire 24 hours than on any preceding day, since he reached Long Branch,
and his other symptoms were not reassuring.

The reports agree in the

This discouraging change in the patient's con-

remarkable statement that whole settlements,
and in- several instances entire villages, have
been
swept
away, many
farmers
losing
everything—their
houses
and barns, their
crops and fences, their cattle and
horses,
and often also their families.
These
appalling losses seem to be nearly as great

as those of 1871, which

moved

the

dition is attributed to an affection of the right
lung, It is feared that abscesses, caused by
blood poison, are forming on that organ. The
hysicians while professing not to be alarmed.
en this change, nevertheless admit that the
‘tung trouble is now the most serious feature in
the case. =~
.
-

whole

country to contributions of relief. “The citizens of Detroit have promptly organized a re-

Ontario

and Michigan have had no rain, except spo-

More than 2,000 recruits for the Mormons in

Utah have left Liverpool . this summer;
‘have just started.
:

the best condition for a quick fire, and a large

the injury of 25 others, some fatally.

A

How

ex-

but it is

cess.
The San Francisco

Nor are farmers careful with fire as long as it

be certain.

to

The project of a second Suez canal, under
British auspices, with the advantages of quicker transit and lower tolls, is the subject of animated discussion in the Egyptian press.

vear
sus-

tained heavy and direct losses. In a number
of instances trains were unable to proceed,

conductors being unwilling to run the risk of
proceeding through burning forests ‘And over
smoldering tracks. Such reports come from
Bay City, from Flint and froma several points
in Ontario.
Clio, Mich., was at one time surrounded by fire, but escaped
destruction,
while many farms in Sanilac, Saginaw, Tuscola and other counties in Michigan have been

reduced to ashes.”

. Detroit, Sept. 9.—Details continue to come
in relative to the destruction by. forest
fires.

Huron

and

Sanilac counties

have

been” the

principal theater of the greatest destruction
and suffering. An eye-witness states that
darkness and a copper-colored sky preceded
the approach of the fire.
Later the
sky
changed to a deep red, and on Monday after-

noon it became
necessary for

so dark that

people to find

condition of

way.

This

were

caught

in

the fire-traps

recent

burned to death

forest

firesin

in

Algeria.

fighting the Ameer, and was about to fight the
English. He is trying to come to terms with
the Ameer. ~

In the woods were

The fires now appear to be abat-

all despatches will be sub-

Many persons were wounded, and 682 dwellings were destroyed.
Ayoob Khan has issued a proclamation declaring that he has abandoned his intention of

affairs continued until about eight

people

The Arabs inthe disturbed districts of North
Africa are reported

to

have

rented no

farms

for the coming season, and famine is believed

to be inevitable. The French are making
enormous purchases of landed property there.

|’

A severe engagement took place on Wednesing. A despatch from Port Austin, at the top
of the burned peninsula, sums up the general | day between the French troops occupying Hammamet and Arabs, during which the town of
destruction as follows: * The loss of lives by
was entirely destroyed.
It is rethe forest fires on Monday and Tuesday is esti- Tunis
ported that the French have occupigd Susa,
mated at from 200 to 300.
The following villages
were burned:
Badaxe; Verona, Forest Bay,
The packing house of Lake Superior Powder
- Richmondyville, Charleston, Anderson, DeckCompany at Marquette,Mich., exploded on the
ergville, ‘Harrisonville and Sandusky.
The
following were partly burned:
Port Hope,
6th. Eleven men were blown to atoms and
_ Minden and Ubly. The great loss in the vil- small pieces of their bodies were found in all
. lages is nothing to that in the country.”
directions. Nothing of the buildings are left,
A committee in Port Huron, who have visitand nobody left to tell the cause of the accied the burnt regions, in making an appeal for
dent.
aid to the sufferers, report as follows: * We
Four thousand soldiers at Cairo Friday made
find over 200 persons destroyed by fire, includa demonstration before the Khedive’s palace,
‘ing entire families lost. We have lists already
demanding the dismissal of all the Khedive’s
of more than 1,500 families burned out, in
most cases losing houses, barns, cattle, horses,
ministers and that a constitution be granted
grain, hay, everything of which they had in
them. The Khedive finally acceded to the demost instances abundant possession a few
mands, and appointed Cherif Pasha chief of
hours before, without food, shelter, clothing,
the council, whereupon the troops withdrew.
and almost without hope.
They huddle toThe final returns of the. sixty-four second
gether in crowds, or wander balf-erazed alone,
till help comes to them. They must not perballots for members of the French chamber of
ish; they must not become exfles, They must
deputies,show that 56 Republicans, 8 Royalists
have goad clothing, habitations, winter wheat
and 5 Bonapartists have been elected. The
for sowing, grass seed, hay, a thousand things,
till next harvest comes. * ¥* # ¥ Send
your Republicans have thus gained ten seats and lost
two.
The new chamber, witbout counting the
contributions to the Hon. E. C. Carlton,
Mayor of Port Huron and chairman of the relief colonial deputies, will comprise 459 Republicans,47 Bopapartists and 41
Monarchists.
committee.”
The latest reports state that the loss of life
A train robbery of the boldest character was
will approach 1,000 persons!
perpetrated on the Chicago and Alton Railroad,
a few miles east of Independence, Mo., on
A Yellow Day.
ui Wednesday night. A gang of outlaws stopped
a western train and compelled the passengers

Tuesday, Sept. 6, will be remembered by the

people of New England us a most

remarkable

day, on account of the singular phenomenon
in the sky. The smoke from the great forest
fires in Canada, having been

elevated

by

the

heat 'to,a high altitude, was brought eastward
‘by the wind and, apparently, mixing with a
dense sea fog whieh arose that same morning
(or, perhaps.

on a level above the fog)

50 obscured the sun’s ig
that darkness prevailed throughout New
England for some six
hours. The ethereal canopy presented a very
wild and Jorsboding aépeet, Artificial light
hadto be used in
8 of business ‘at mid. day. The entire sky, or rather, the damp and
i"
y atmosphere, wore a brazen hue of vay, and

under

its influence

the

griss and foliage assumed strange and unnatural shades. The effect of this unprecedented
phenomenon was Slafuieting to nearly all persons, and the superstitious
looked upon it as
the sign of the coming fulfillment of * Mother
Shipton’s prophecy.”
Railway

to give up all their valuables, under threat of
DCB shot. The express car was also robbed
of about $500. Six of the robbers are reported
to have been captured.
An important meeting of master spinners
and manufacturers was held at Manchester,
Eng., Friday, to consider the action of the
Liverpool cotton *“ corner.” A resolution was
adopted strongly urging the entire cotton trade
to stop operations for a week and refrain from

buying cotton during that time. This will be
carried into effect if two-thirds of the spinners
cofisént.
Later advices from Arizona make it appear
that the reported massacre was

greatly

exag-

gerated. Tiffany, the agent, states that Captain Hentig of the sixth cavalry and ten men
were killed, and that Col. Carr was not killed,
But
there is
great
excitement among
the
citizens od the territory
over the
continued reports
of murders by the Apaches,

Disasters.

An extraordinary number of serious and fasntal Failroad accidents have

occurredin

the

United States and Canada during the past two
or three weeks.
The latest occurred Thurs‘day evening near Anchorage, Kentucky. A
+ trainof two codcbes,
car and engine,
‘from Louisville, was thrown from the track
intoa creek, by a collision: with a cow. The
train
was wrecked, eight
or ten persons were

killed and a number injured,

L. Waterman of Cincinnati has

New Orleans, occurred Saturday, and. more frouble is feared.— Advices from Tunis report that
Susa has been occupied by the French without opposition.

The report of the destruction

of Ham-

mamet is now believed to be incorrect.——A tragedy similar to the murder of Gold, in an English express train, has occurred on a train, from
Paris to
Turin. Phe viciim is. believed to. be Herr. Neimack,

the German

consul

at Leghorn,—Cherif

Pasha, whom the mutinous troops at Cairo demanded should be made prime minister, absolute:
ly refuses to take office as the nominee ol the
army, but is willing

to

act

as

interfnediary

tween the Khedive and the malcontents.

AMERICAN

try has

been

great

since

we

last

met,

and

of Indian

corn

raised

western corn-growing States have enlarged their
crop enormously, and the cotton States with a wise
regard for their own interests have increased
their crop forty per cent.
The wheat crop has
increased “itearly twenty-five per cent., owing

Treasury, has rendered a decisionin which he
maintains that if a contrwet with the govern.
ment is seld bya
con
party. the con-.
tract itselfis annulled, and that any person or
party selling such contract runs the risk of obtaining no pay: ©
Cs

A conventionof French-Canadian “sdcieties

in the United States and Canada met in Law-

to

extended

attention.

to

this

impor-

tant product in the Northwest.
The same is true
of rye, barley and oats. The ammal “inductry of
the country has steadily and constantly developed,

pied

great attention

markets.

aud

foreign

Ihave not been able to receive

both in home

returns

from all of the States for the census of 1880, but in
comparing those of twenty large States given in
1870 and 1880, I find that the number of horses has

increased from 2,177,610 to 3,089,947, and
working oxen and milch cows

have

tbat

the

increased

in

about the same proportion, the number of theformer in the twenty States being 401,909, and of the
latter 3,675,351. The tobacco crop which in 1870

amounted to 262,735,341 pounds, in 1880 was esti-

$13,000,000

to

$14,000,000;

from $43,000,000 to $50,700,000;

wheat

agricultural

community

has

entire

ra

liam, the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg, Prine

ew England.
+ As 8

are told

French-

Skill vs. Ignorance,
perfect pharmaceutical
aration,

edition,

who are interested in

free culture

and

the

to the stalls and farms of Great Britain.

And

I

have called on the governors of the middle seaboard Stafes, in which 'pleuro-pneumonia is sup-

posedto exist, to aid me in the selection

of”

cious and well-informed officers, Who shall inves.
tigate and report upon the existence and exact extent of this dangerous disease among the herds
of that section of our country. The activity of agricultural societies in all of the States is encouraging. The growth of industrial associations in our
midst is a cause for deep congratulation.
The
determination of those engaged in cultivating the
great staple of the South to call around it all
branches of industry which may aid in its developmeiit has created an exhibition which it is our
duty to encourage every way in our power. The

| opportunies it possessed by that section of our
| country for the profitable application of the best
known methods of agriculture and manufactures
are known toyon all; and I am sure I shall
be discharging a duty which you would glad-

ly impose upon me, whenin every way in my
power I unite in the work ofencouraging and ex-

hibiting the promotion of all crops which can

give significance and effect
to the exhibition at

Atlanta.

The organization
of American state and

society, and the distribution ‘and ‘ownership

of

well-organized agricultural

Thére

community

may

sel

be no great

aulations of wealthin a community thus

oyed and organized, but under the influence
of no other industry can we find such a fortunate

Boston

ber

it

sup orts,

the schools
it provides for, the indi-

viduals it feeds and clothes, blessings it scatters

Dairy lots, Franklin C’ty, Vi.,

{“A

po

25

cents;

and

Chronicle

Sert within our
:
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Will always Bless
the Name

of “Woman's Friend”!

arrangement of

black’

printed

Would

cloth, and

and

Her

Sister's

it

Life.

Two Danghters Cured
Of Consumption.

743 BROADWAY,

A Victim to Consumption cr

the Insane Asylum.

EPPS’ GOCOA.
GRATEFUL—-COMFORTING,

Dr, Hardy’s
pounding

forty

years’ “experience

medicmes

resulted

.in. the

is

com-

discoveries

which render the Woman's Friend the most suecoast] remedy ever made for all Female Complaints.

BREAKFAST.
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of d
gion and nu.
trition, and by a careful Ppplica on of the fine
properties
of well selected
Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
lye
rovided our breakfast tables with a d
avered beverege, which may save us many
heavy doctor’s
bills.: It 18 by the judicious nse of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
built up until strong enough
to resist ev
tena
to disease.
8 of subtle maladies are
g around us, ready to attack wherever there

We may escape

Fifty Miles for

Saved From an Untimely Grave.

bound

(Formerly Scribner & Co.) NEW YORK.
N. B." The offices of this company will
be removed to Union Square (north side)
about October 1st.

is a weak point.

Go

Saved

supplied

with * Spiritual Songs for Church and
Choir,” or ¢‘ Songs for the Sanctuary.”
Single specimen copies sent to pastors for
examination without charge.
Tue CENTURY CO,

many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleod and 3 properly nourished frame.”—
Service
e.
Made simply with oiling water or milk.
Sold In tins, (only % 1b. and 1b.) labeled.
JAMES
PS & CO.
Homeepathic Chemists, London, Eng.
Also Epps’ Chocalate
Essence for Afternoon Use.
:
26t37Teow

57

-

TESTIMONIALS.
* DR. 8. HARDY’S' SONS I am doing good business with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did
not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.
A lady sent to me
day from Northfield for
some,sa
that she had two Savshiers cured with
it that
the doctors had fiven
0 die with consumption, and your
pk 4 to her house and
left some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must
die,but she don’t believe it,for she
says it is the best medicine in the world; and I
think
she is right;
and I
to _bave the time
come when I can start
tell what I know
t.
about i
8. C.
L.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.

"BR. D. DYER’S
‘Headache
Headaches

Dyspeptic

and Liver

Pills.

:

of 40 Years’ Continuance have

been Cured

hy Them.

Great Mandrake

They

* Your pills

give the best of satisfio:

recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly in.
;

1

‘

.
Lyford says: Never saw
anything like
Frien y itis better than od; aad .
WE
wile
go fifty miles for it rather ‘than let.
a
y.
without it a sing!

Yours with many thanks for sogood a medicive.

MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS.
=
Hardwick, Vt., Feb, 2, 1881.

1 write you in behalf of your

cine, the

invaluable medi-

Woman's Friend’ 1 feel that 1 can not

say too much in its praise as I was a

Ba ater.

er. I a satisfied that had I not us

Oo
om all other mi

for me, and I am hale

and dyspepsia,

and

ene

es I ever

have

re.

oi

it is, one bottle and a half made

say I am

thankful

al

and

, and

that you

§ right.

have heen led to

invent so excéllent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friendjor Nature’s, Grand Asistant. .

I'think it ¥ightiy named,
ours

;

J

truly,

.
:
:
ABBIE HATCH,
Craftsbury, Vt, Jan, 1881...

hands were so cold that I.

Price $1.00 a Bottle.

commenced u

fair
;
acked, Choice, .v.vss
do
fair to good

Te

Friend saved her sister's life when

and that distressed me.
back was 80 weak
that I had to lean en the sink to wach. | Feet and

2

n

necessities demanded, I would have been a vicfim to consumption or
insane
am ; bat, as

From an honored member of the Society of
Friends, North Vassalboro’,
Me., July 30, 1878:
‘I have ben afllicted with dyspepsia for years,
and hadto eat gruel for seven months at one time,

30

3

the Woman's
Mrs, 5. J. we el Ng of Calias says everything
else

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park 8t. ¥. B. Church,
Providence, R. I1., says, ‘I have used Dr. Dyer's

pills for headache

80

cured.

ashore’; Vt. says that she nev-

EL
it.

tion. Please send me 40
boxes,
Sty
F.
Kinsmun ' (proprietor
of
Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, * Dr.Dyer’s pills aré better than they are

creasing.”

1

are the

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says
“1 take
great Pleasure in recommending rile
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8, P. Fernald, (F.,
B.) Melvin Village,
N.

H., writes,

be

Liver Pill.

b

@ 28
@ 98
@ 24

;

“GEO, C. GOODWIN

& CO., Boston, Wholesale

6.
;
Dr. 8. HARDY'S SON#, Prop's. Cornish Flats, N.H,

From

5

piles and

vB

5

Medium, shoics hand

picked 265 @ 2 60; Medium, choice screened 245

+ DANIEL AYER.

Set

by

your p

n’

$3

, and

3

use

EY

:
EDSON D UNTON.
Sample packages free to all, Price 25
cents per
box. 5 1or $1.00. Address al
10.
pro+

prietors, .. ..
22

DR.

D.

. Burnham
cai
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TERMS :
of hots hws any friends | advances
pe
now enjo;
fortabl

Bil,
ey Fork fle hs Yor oe
With thankfulness 1 remain youta, o
1

EE SA So BE Whit HS

i +

a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR
Sir =I have used your Golden Ointment
for
nd your pills. Iwas so low when I com.
u
our pills, in 1868
i
friend

Pushed
ry Go

good 270 @ 2 80;

Examiner

It. is handsomely

bound . in

\

HL. P,, ¥ bu, $3100
T" | in a community, however small it may be. There BEANS. Pea, Northern,
dn hf
are mhny towns whose valuation would be much 15; Pea, N. Y., HE
smaller than that of many a mill of even moderate

The

vice;

Report.

Dairy lots, Vermont choice, # 1b.
2
Bic
gyy
New York; choice. ......
26
.
Do
fair 60 goods sc vssiivivervrvren2
£
:
WESTERN,
5
Creameries, choles, # 1b. ..evivereiennn 81

common’

for

now intreducing a responsive form of ser-

Common EXEXABeseescersresasvssnnsseas600 @ 650
WISOeee
nsesseassesess
ONSI
nnsesessens £25 @ 700
Ne
Minn
bakers.
..c.oceivssse
iesec 650 @ 7060
esot
a,
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....800@ 875
!
WINTER WHEATS.
Pate
Choi.
eesrsvessaseraniiienn$800 @ 850
nts,
Patents, common to good
Ja60 @ 175
Ohi0.essssersacesens sensees
a2 @ 750
Michigan. ceseeeneeess saesesee seen 0eed25 @ 750
Indiana. cocecevernees Sssersiatasene e712 @ 1H
THINOI
cee eressrsessnesca
eeen75 @ 825
S.
e,s
BE TOMI
sensesBL
sve
sianisrivsrines a?
@ 860
Gorn Mal
BBlivsrescrrsossssensased 2) @ in
RYOFIOULr cise siocntvssnsvossnssrnnas
75
Oat Meal, commonto good Western...6256 s 6 50
Oat Meal, fancy
brands. ....oeeeseees675 @ 700
CORN. Sales of mixed have been at 74 @ 750,
steamer Corn at 72 @ 74¢; and no Erade at66 a 70
cents ¥ bu. To arrive high mixed Corn is held at
74 @ 75¢ ¥ bu.
OATS. The sales of No 1 and extra white have
been atl
‘54c; No 2 white at 49 @ bic; and
No 2 mix:
and
No 3 white at 47 @49c¥ bu.
BUTTER. The tendency of the market has been
on the upward scale, and we quote a further advance of 1 @ 2 cents a pound on desirable grades.
Trade,
however, during the week has been rathee
slow, and only the finest fresh made lots are taken
readily at the advance.
9
3
NEW NORTHERN,
Creamery
choice # ........ .
«81
@ 82
Do Fair to good. ...cceeeiiaies
7 @ 30

and

sent

the Seripture selections in this book will
widely commend it to the many churches

Arnica

number’

when the result of that divided inddstry i8 estimated, as it should be,by the number of families

tunes,

“For Use in Public Worship.

to please all
© 4136

of small farms will yield a

a greater

SCHOOL,

Arranged by Rev. Chas. 8: Robinson, D.D.

pure.

es, The same morfey value
larger income and support

York.

RESPONSIVE READINGS

38

i
SPRING WHEATS.

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMIT!
Gen. N. E: Agts., 34 & 96 Tremont 8t., Be ni

THE

The admirable topical:

:
w

that Hood's Sarsuparila surpasses any
~~ Evento

New

Selections for

come forward freely unless prices take another

distribution of property, and none in which an
accumulation of wealth in the hands of many

Co.)

¢ The Best Book of the
Knowledge.”

thousands

Western superfine..c.cseeesencscecssss.5325@

a Soe

Address

CO.

io churches at 40 cents, or may be

Produce

sued
from us.

says: ‘‘ Any school about to adopt a new
book would make a mistake not to adopt
this.” The Congregationalist calls it

Bepgried by HILTON BROS & (CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, ‘beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
y Market, Boston.
~~.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Sept. 10, 1881. .
FLOUR. The feeling for Flour continues quite
firm and the market sustains fall pricks. Desirable brands come forward Slowir, and contracts
with Western millers can only
made’ at extreme prices. Spring Wheat
Patents are in better
supply than other kinds, bat stocks are becoming
gradually reduced and supplies are not likely to
turn apward,

with

cents.

THE MARKETS.

value

of forests, and their products of every description,
I have sent abroad a competent agent to examine
and report upon the schools of forestry and the
experiment stations in Europe, in which the industry has been carefully taught and applied.
In order to secure a fair judgment with regard to the
condition of American cattle landed in England, I
have directed a capable veterinary surgeon to investigate the condition of our cattle after they are
landed, and I am happy to be able to report to
you that he has peformed that service faithfully,
and has done muchto relieve the English mind of
its anxiety with regard te the danger of importing
contagious diseases from the pastures of the West

his medicine,

;

tee to return the money -if the.
not
a
SEA

price to Sunday-schools, in quantities, 40

have, I

& Johnson’s

mL

written

fo

edition containing THE HYMNS ONLY,
rinted in large type and strongly bound
in flexible red cloth. Price, in quantities,
20 cents; sample copies,
tage paid,
15 cents. Sample copies of the complete

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.

Henry

nied with five

Chas. S. Robinson, D. D., which has had
such an enormous sale since its issue, in
July, 1880, has been supplemented by an

‘‘I have been troubled

and Oil Liniment is warranted
who use it,
5

six
ved by us for six

each order

The hymn and tune book, ‘'‘ Spiritual
Songs for the Sunday School,” by Rev.

with kidney disease since my childhood, and it
finally culmmated in chronic catarrh of the bladder. It would be impossible for“me to destribe

WARRANTED.

in the work of borinz and nsing those wells for irrigation and power." For the information of those

&

SUNDAY

ly vegetable—the product of the hills and’ valleys.

who bring to their. work a thorough knowledge
of structural geology and, a practical’ experience

Scribner

FOR

Adelaide Neilson, is pronounced by the press to
be the most beautiful portrait in the United States,

Bitters are

Diseases.

SPRITUAL SONGS

Views.

Mandrake

Brain

An Edition without Tunes of

Mrs. C. F. Fleming, State Lecturer of Missouri,
and also an artist of real merit, whose picture of

Baxter’s

of

CENTURY

(Formerly

A GOOD INVESTMENT.—One of our prominent
‘business men said to us the other day: “In the
spring my wife got all run down and could not
eat anything; passing your store I saw a pile of
Hood's Sarsaparilla the window, and I got a bottle. After she had taken it a week she had a rousing appetite, and did her everything.
She took
three bottles, and it was the best three dollars I
ever invested. C.I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Dr.

Nerve and

;

New Publications of

dy for fifty years. No other cough medicine has
stood the test half this length of time. The people
stand by that which is good.
;

arid regions east of the Rocky Mountains, where
artesian wells can be most advantageously bored,
I have appointed a scientific board of surveyors

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

2436

“ Favorite Remedy,”he still continues the prac- |

AN ESTABLISHED
‘REMEDY. Downs’ Elixir
has been widely known and used as a cough reme-

coufidence.

For judicious selection of the points in the great

«dom found elsewhere,
nch organizations into a ard

engaged in the introduction

New, quick, complete, cure in 4 day, urinary affeetions, smarting, frequent or difficult urination,
kidney = diseases. $1. Druggists. Depot, Loth.
rops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

that

Don’t. Bia
Mosond treatment wiieu the symp
tome Sx apes: esr: 20 te ap ; shod

a bottle. The lucky man is he who puts this ad-

THE

cured

pi ee at 5Aer

tr ——————

Stones from the Biladder—
Successful.

vice in practice. Don't forget the name and address, Dr. David Kennedy, Roundout, N. Y.
The
Doctor would have it understood that, while he is

throat and lung troubles.

land furnish an opportunity for an intelligent, fru-

:

Use

BUCHUFPAIBA.

has

/

-re——

CIN VAN

7 @ Yc.

sively to office practice. ‘He treats all diseasesof
a chronic character, and performs all the minor
and capital operations of surgery. .

Syrup

~

While * Favorite Remedy” is a specific in all
Kidney and Bladder diseases, it is equally valua.
Lle in cases of Bilious Disorders, Constipation of |
the Bowels, and all the class of ills apparently inseperable from the constitutions of women. Try
it. Your druggist has it, and its cost Is one dollar

Pinkham, Dever, N. H.

‘The Peruvian

bitumen

County choice 10@ 11¢; Veal,

MEN.

and

>

Ee

and Mr. Tietsell’s recovery was rapid
and perfect.

think, found it second to no other remedy for

New Mexico and California I have selected a commission composed of investigators in whom the

Worcester

tice of his profession,
but confines himself exclu

Balsam,

.

from the sys:
: Ne.

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

Mr. Simeon Tietsell, of Saugerties, N. Y., had
been treated for seven years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without
benefit, He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,
of Roundout, N. Y., who found his trouble to be
Urinary Calculi, or Stones in the Bladder.
The
doctor
at once removed the foreign bodies with.
the knife and then gave his great Blood Specific,
« Favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation.
The entire treatment was eminently successful,

|Dr. F.W. KINSMAN.—Dear Sir: For five
years the students under my care have used

benefit the American farmer.
For the exploration
ot the vine-growing and grain-producing lands of

Veal,

of Urinary

builds up the
doa

Tan:

8

8,88 many have called
Restorer,”

1;

15c. boxes.

A Talented Lady’s

or
nous
Eating Ande oy

:

Wonderful Surgteal Operation—Removal

dent Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female

000. In my official capacity I have endeavored to
eclist the knowledge and experionce of the best
scientists and the wisest practical operatars for
the development of all those projects which can

Fh.

9@10;

‘THE SURGEON'S ENIFE.

ON RATS.

SKINNY

‘Botanic

SA

$3, 6

|.

Wells’ Health Renewer.
Absolute cure for
nervous debility and weakness of the generative
functions. $1 at druggists.
Depot, Lothrops &

Adamson’s

Del

all

3 @ 5c; Spring Lanibs, choice 8 8 Io; Spring =

College, Kent’s Hill, Me.

,000,000; cotton from $209,852,000 to $245,534,
539; beef from $7,000,000 to $12,000,000; lard from
$28,068,000, to $35,226,000; cheese from $12,000,000
to $16,380,000; aad pork from $5,000,000 to. $8,000,

Grapes,

Worcester County, eommon

The thing desired found at last. “Ask druggist
for Rough on Rats.
If clears out rats, mice,

corn

from $167,-

ase

cal com-

) for renovating

Lambs, common to good 6 @ 3c; Vea s
e
11c¢; Veal, fair to good6 @ 8c; ‘Veal, common 4 &

mated to be 473,107,573 pounds. Besides feeding ‘how much I have suffered, and I had abandoned
lavishly fifty millionsof ‘people, the agriculture
of | all hope of ever being cured. I was, however,
the country has continued to supply a large’ recommended to try Warner's Safe Kidney and
L-ver Care, and it has done me more good than
amount of our exports of domestic mechandise.
These exports have increased since 1879, the last the combined skill of all the physicians I have ever
time I referred to them here, from $635,042,078 to tried during my entire life.” Such testimony is
beyond question, and proves the value to all la$883,015,941, and the proportion of agricultural
dies of the remedy it advocates.
2t37
products; $724,489,413, or 81.96 per cent. of the
whole amount entering into that sum,is maintained
From Rev. H. P. Torsey. D. D., LL. D.,Presiin the vastly increased exports of 1820. Our cattle
exports rose from

En

Se

Nothing equal to Pearl's White Glycerine for

in a recent letter-said:

$3

PEARS, &C! Apples, choice, 50.

g

233 Western Ave., Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

roaches, flies, bedbngs.

Long

$300 8

FRESH MEAT. Beef, hind quarters, choiee,# b.,

plaints and weaknesses so common to our best female population. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham,

ROUGH

275;

atoes,

11% @ 12c; Beef, common, 3 @ 1c; Beet, fore
quarters, choice 63'@ 6c; Bécf, com
‘to 'good
44 @ Soi Mutton, extra 7 @ 9¢; Murtton common to

wheat atreage is spreading in

Sunburn, Prickly Heat, and to remove
Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap.

estern $1 50 @ $1 60c.

$12 @ $13; Swale Hay, $10@ $11; Rye Straw, $10
® $2; Oat Straw, $9 @ $10.
Sul

in considerable

and

H0@

Natives,

HAY AND STRAW. . Choice, coarse $20

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is a
remarkable remedy for all those painful com-

in the

country was 760,944,549 bushels—the census of 1880
shows
a growth in 1879 of 1,754,449,435 bushels.
Of wheat in 1870 there were raised 287,745,626
Jbushels; in 1879, 459,667,043 bushels. Of oats in
1870, there were raised 282,107,157 bushels; in 1879,
407,859,009 bushels. Of barley in 1870, there were
raised 29,761,305 bushels; in }879, 44,113,485 bushels. Of ryein 1870, there were raised 16,918,795
bushels; in 1879, 19,831,621 bushels. The great

Canada

. Cephaline feeds the Nerves
Nervous-8ystem.

the

RG

Good, $1600 @ $19 00; Fine, $1300 a$1s or oid

advance
of the rate of increase in population,
hence larger quantities will be available year by
year for export.
Geese are easily kept; grass and water form
their chief requirements. These, with a fair supply of.corn, oats and boiled potatoes, make up
their bill of fare.
)

important relation which agriculture has always
held with the various industries of our land has
been continued. There is everywhere a growing
determination to overcome all natural obetacles;
to accept all natufal advantages; to recognize the
fitness of soil and climate to specific crops; to
Judge wisely, not as advocates but as investiga.
tors, of all experimental cultivation; and to occupy profitably both local and foreign markets
with the products of American soil. Ten years

‘ago the amount

AL ITEMS.

| numbers in picking hops.

opéning of the New England Fair, shows what
that department is doing for the promotion of the
agricultural interests of this country:
The increase of agricultural wealth in our coun-

DR ER

GREEN APPLES,

5 @ Tc;

St. Regis Indians from

Loring, U. 8. Commissioner of Agriculture, at the

A

¥ bbl., 8225882 50; Apples cam mon to good, $1 @

of tilling

:

American

oTANms.

Island, $2

Short fine ‘wool contains the largest proportion of
fat. Pure wool hair contains about sixteen per
| “Gent. of nitrogen:
It is said that, notwithstanding the frosts of the
past season, Florida will send 50,000,000 oranges
to market this year.
Waterville (N.Y.) hop growers are employing

AGRICULTURE.

TE

; Green Peas, Northern $1 20

;

appetite and probably promotes digestion.

The following address, delivered by Dr. Geo. B.

I

low Eyes, choice 220 @ 225; Yellow
Eyes
Slow 3 yes, common, 410 @

The roots of apple trees have been found to extend twenty-six feet or more. {
An agreeable flavor in cattle food stimulates

be-

LEG

@250

(From the American Cultivator.)

The
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0
>

AGRICUL

suspended

from office for an alleged. deficit of $10,000.~—A
serious riot between strikers and the police, in

gal,

Dm sir mag

been

and within the last three or fonr years has occu-

closely, and

Sixty-one persons were

of escape, and large burning masses would be
lifted up bodily and borne along for a great
distance, starting fires in fresh places. The
and roasted.

the soil.

Apaches.— Deputy Collectorof ‘Customs Jesse

3

It isithis fact, almost unrecog-

80 well denominated “ the reverent art”

in protecting themselves against the

jected to a special censorship.

one day in the

many scorched and charred bodies, which presented a revolti
appearance. The
high
winds that prevailed
cut off nearly every avenue

fleeing

well-tilled soil.

telegraphy which he will submit to the next Congréss.——The' general government has decided to
farnish the people of Arizona territory with arms
‘used

ARES

TE

nized perhaps and carelessly considered, which
gives vitahty to our agrieultural communities,
and appealsto every :thonghtful and intelligent
man to encourage as best he may what has been

on immediately surrendered. himself.— Sitting
Bull and .his band have been forcibly removed
from the Standing Rock agency to Fort
Randall,
and without
serious difficulty.——PostmasterGeneral James has perfected a plan of postal

tobe

a

proportions. But there is no mill which could
support the population of ‘a town of equal value,
whose subsistence comes from a well-divided and

ed to shoot the prisoner Guiteau by firing a shot
at the cell window from the outside.. He thereup-

Jargely

Excessive heat prevailed Wednesday over a
large portion of the United States. A striking exception, however, isreported from parts
of the Arizona territory, where snow has fall.en at some points to the extent of five inches
on the level.

o'clock Wednesday morning, when the wind
shifted from west to north, cooling the air and

bringinga slight relief.’

of

In Russia telegraphic arrangements are to
be made more stringent than ever. Foreign
correspondents are in Wore io be watched

very

lanterns were

their

city election resulted in

Professor
G. A. Rogers, the aeronaut, of
Boston, was badly injured by falling about 150
feet Tuesday, in consequence of the sudden
collapse of his balloon.
¢

railways

This
have

the

majority.

Last year the Grand Trunk had to

pay heavy damages in that way.
the Canada Southern and others

of 19 persons and

nearly a Republican sweep. The Republican
candidate for mayor received ,a handsome

does not threaten their barns, haystacks and
fences. Many fires have been caused also by:
the locomotives which burn wood and often
cause a fire which is insignificant for days, and
then bursts out in dangerous proportions.
seems

France,

magazine of the infantry barracks at Castlebar,
Ireland, but owing to a mishap failed of suc-

gan often do their clearing by fire, and that this
mode of clearing land offered unusual inducements during the present season of drought.

will suffer from the losses so caused

Charenton,

An attempt has been made to blow up

notorious that farmers in Ontario and Michi-

That the dividends of the Canadian

collision at

559

A riot at Roserea, Tipperary county, Treland, between the soldiers and the people, resulted in the injury of several on each side.

far‘ clearing’ fires may

be to blame is not known at present;

railroad

Jast week, caused the death

conflagration once well started usnally does its
own fanning. The means of defense, on tne
other hand,were reduced to a minimum, water
haustion great.

fed

TB

"SEPTEMBER 14, 1881.

Baral and “Bomestic.

radically and very little at the time. The temperature, meanwhile, has been excessively dry
and high, the thermometer often indicating
above one hundred, Thus
@verything was in

being scarce, the heat intense, and human

to

Ey

STO EE AY

B, second artillery, one of the soldiers detailed
for guard duty at the jail in Washington, attempt-

Miscellancous.

The Nihilists’ organ, Will of the People, has
made its reappearance in St. Petersburg.

not far to seek, although it extends over sever-

For about eight weeks

we

A

On Sunday night, Sergeant Mason of kompany

The census of India just completed, shows a
population of 252,500,000.
:

The cause of these disastrous fires is

al months.

Sew

SR

Mount Vesuvius is in eruption.

lief committee with ample resources at its dis‘ posal.

and Hamilton.

The patient’s condition on Thursday and Friday was most favorable, and according to the

stroyed, the Toronto Globe estimating
the loss
at a million dollars; but the loss in the farming regions is much greater.
Tn all, five hun__dred square miles, mostly. cnltivated, have
been burnt over in Ontario, together with as
many more in Michigan and other parts of this
country.
Very sad reports come from Bay
City, from the Saginaw valley, and from the

heart of Michigan.
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